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Designed to give your studio
an unfair advantage.

top studios need an edge.
Like the revolutionary Saturn multitrack with
All

'Total Remote' control.
The most advanced multitrack of its kind
today, allying the new purity of analogue audio
to the precision of digital control.
Similarly, unrivalled ergonomics and sonic
transparency place the TS24 console in a class of
its own.
Both are designed to give the exceptional
operating flexibility that comes as standard from

Soundcraft.
Saturn. Total Remote. And the TS24. Classic
technology, created for music.
For further information, contact us today.

Soundcraft
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd, Unit

2,

Borehamwood Ind. Park, Rowley Lane, Borehamwood. Herts

W D6 SPZ,England, Tel: 01,207 5050. T1x: 21198 (SCRAFT G). Fax: 01.207 0194,

Soundcraft USA (818)8934351.Soundcraft Canada (514)685 1610.Soundcraft Japan (031341 6201,
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Partners in time
From location to studio, Nagra Kudelski set the standards
with their IV -S Time Code and T Audio Time Code machines.

SMPTE /EBU 80 COMPATABILITY

TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO DUBBING

N AGRA KUDELSKI i TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO SEPARATE SOUND

N AGRA KUDELSKI i TIMECODE

FILM /VIDEO SOUND FOLLOWER

N AGRA KYDELSKI TIMECODE

FILM/VIDEO EDITING

N AGRA K1JDELSKI TIMECODE

NAGRA
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, FREEPOST, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9BS. Tel. (0753) 888447

Please send me information on tl^e Nagra Kudelski IV -S and
T Audio Time Code Machines.

NAME
ADDRESS

SS/2/87

DITORIAL
EDITORIAL
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This month's comment from Keith Spencer -Allen

Changing the past
There weren't threats of physical abuse. There weren't
exactly fist fights in the bars. There wasn't any blood spilt.
There was, however, the closest to verbal professional
character assassination that I can remember hearing under
such learned circumstances.
The occasion of this excitement was the CD mastering
workshop at the Los Angeles AES Convention in November
last year. And the floor was divided between the yeas and
nays. The event started with presentations from the panel
but this really only covered the technical and business
aspects of the subject with the detailed mastering aspects of
sound treatment rather glossed over. Come question time,
however, the subject of whether or not to treat back
catalogue before transfer to CD soon surfaced and the camps
aligned themselves. During these particular workshops the
audience was divided into three sections and mics were
positioned in the gangways to enable members of the
audience to ask questions and the camps neatly aligned
between the left and right sides of the hall. (I can
recommend trying to obtain the AES tapes of the event for
hearing passions rise.)
This was not the first time of course that the subject has
been discussed-we have in fact carried comment on it
within our own pages -but I'd never realised that passions
were running high. I think in reality that both gentlemen
concerned were not quite so far apart in their true feelings
as their public positions indicated.
The background to the subject is really quite simple. The
compact disc and other future digital consumer formats
allow high quality audio into the home. Provided that the
signal chain retains digital integrity from early in the
recording process to the finished consumer item, then this
should mirror fairly closely the original master. Therefore a
good original master will have most chance of sounding
good in final format while a deficient tape has rather less.
I think that at this stage we have to differentiate between
recent recordings and older material- recordings that were
previously available in pre -digital formats. Theoretically
modern recordings should all be of sufficient technical
quality for transfer to CD. Certain record companies like to
I
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STUDIO SOUND is published on
the second Friday of the preceding
month. The magazine is available
on a rigidly controlled requested

asis only to qualified personnel
back page for terms) or for
annual cost of £18.00 UK, £24.50
overseas surface mail or £46.50
FUNDoverseas airmail to non qualifying
readers or where more than two
copies are required in a studio or
small organisation.

Circulation enquiries.
New readers: Link House

Publications plc, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA,
UK. Tel: 01 -686 2599.

Free subscriptions: Controlled

cover themselves on the CD package by almost stating that
analogue recording will always give an inferior result that
CD will reveal. This is not really the full truth but this is a
different subject. But what do we do about `historical'

recordings?
The debate really crystalises around the ethics of treating
such recordings or perhaps how much to treat. For example
few would doubt that Decca's approach to remastering, i.e.
copying analogue masters to digital format and remaking
any edits in the digital domain is beneficial. But how far
can you go? What about dynamic range enhancement, reequalisiation or even remixing?
The answer has to be the use of personal taste. For
example I would ideally like to hear Sgt Pepper without the
surface noise and distortions of the vinyl disc (naturally).
Further I would expect to hear rather more detail of the
original recording (for better or worse). I think that I could
live with the tape noise but never could I come to terms
with a full remix. However, there have been cases where
returning to the original master to replace an awful spring
reverb sound with a modern digital processor to achieve the
same intended effect is quite acceptable. There may be
times when it could be fun to return to the original
multitrack and remix and include a modern approach on
the same CD as a bonus track(s).
I firmly believe that it is essential to consult as many of
those involved in original recording to find their original
aims and if any modern aids would be of benefit to their
original intentions. It is very important that such decisions
are not left to record companies or to unsupervised
mastering houses -they are not the world's best protectors of
recorded musical heritage. Witness the recent CD release of
back catalogue from a major 60/70s band with the playing
order of their concept album reversed.
As we said some months ago, with more back catalogue
being released, someone somewhere is right at this moment
considering rereleasing products that you recorded. Protect
your reputation and the consumer's expectation.
Happy New Year.
Circulation Dept, Studio Sound, Link
House Magazines Lee, Central
House, 27 Park
Palk Street, Croydon CRO
1yD, UK. Tel: 01- 760 0054.
Paid subscriptions: Subscription
Dept. Studio Sound, Link House
Magazines Ltd, 120 -126 Lavender
Avenue, Mitcham. Surrey CR4 :3HP,
UK.
US mailing agents: Postmaster
please send address corrections to
Studio Sound, c'o Expediters of the
Printed Word Ltd, 515 Madison

Nt w York. NY 10022.
Total average net iinga985 of
14.'240 Per issue during 1985 UK:
6.335. Overseas: 7,905. (ABC
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TRA
FOR SALE
Neve 8128 32 input, 1 year old
Helios 28 -24 -24 Compact late mixer

53,000
6,000

Alice 18 -8 -8 Production mixer
MCI JH542 32 in Automated
Quadeight 32 -16 -24 VCAS
Soundcraft 2400 28 24 P &G Faders
Lyrec 532 24 Track 32 mem: locator

1,400

32,000
6,500

Neve BCM 10 -2
3M M79 24 Track XT24 A /locate first class order
Ampex MM1200 XT24 A /locate overhauled
MCI JH114 24 Track A /locate 3

Soundcraft 24 T. Remote/A'locate Mint
Studer A80 Mkt 16 Track
EAR 822 Valve EQS New

11,500
13,000
3,500
11,500

12,000
13,000
9,00-0

EAR 823M0 Valve EQS New
EAR 660 All Valve Compressor Limiter New
UREI L.A. 4 Compressor
URIE Dual 9 Band Graphic

Studer A80 Mkt Stereo VU 2300 Hours
Studer B62 Stereos
Dolby A360 Units
Dolby A361 Units
Dolby M24 Units
Dolby Cat 22 Cards
Dolby Cat 44 Cards

6,500
550
550
750
300
200
3200
from 1,000
375
410

6,000
150
100

FOR SALE
HH V500 Amp
BGW 750 Amp
2 ITT Triple Stack Cart M /C +1 Record Module
Lexicon 224 4.4. Digital Reverb
Electrospace Dig Del New

Eventide Instant Flanger
EMT 140 TS Echoe Plate Remote
Steinway 5' Small Grand Piano
Bluthner 5'2" Small Grand Recond /Relacquer
Trad Editing Blocks 2" 3 Slot
Trad Editing Blocks 1" 3 Slot
Trad Editing Blocks Y2" 3 Slot
Trad Editing Blocks 3/4" 3 Slot
Webber Test Tapes 2"
Webber Test Tapes 1"
Webber Test Tapes Y2"
Webber Test Tapes 1/4"
Neumann KM86 Microphone
Neumann KM56 Microphones
Neumann KM54 Microphones
AKG C12 Valve Mic: S /Mount PSU and Pattern Box
AKG C12A Mics S /Mounts Leads PSU etc

400
475
3,750
3,250
1,200
150

1,400

3,500
4,000
56
33
25
12

210
130
38
25

350
350
150

1,200
295

ELECTRONICS SALES LTD
149b. St. Albans Road, Watford,

TRAD

Tel: Watford (0923) 47988/9

Herts, WD2 5BB, England
Telex: 262741

They say you get what you pay for. Indeed, the 528 Voice
Processor proves the point. Five high performance signal processors
in a single rack space, for about what you'd expect to pay for
each. Mic Preamp, De- esser, Compressor/Limiter Downward
f Expander, Parametric EQ/Notch Filter. Even 48v phantom powering
and a balanced line input. No compromises, nothing left out.
The 528 Voice Processor is the ideal mic input system for
sophisticated recording and high level sound reinforcement systems.
Control annoying sibilance, optimize spectral balance. Set overall
signal levels. Reduce noise. And, eliminate resonances and ring frequencies with the 528's extremely selective EQ and filtering.
Get what you pay for and then some. Get the 528 Voice
Processor. Call or write for a detailed spec sheet.

In the UK:
5

SOUND TECHNOLOGY, LTD.
6 Letchworth Business Centre
Avenue One, Letchworth
Herts SG6 2HR
Telephone: 0462 675675

Exclusive International Representation:
& E INSTRUMENTS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
PO Box 1313
Laguna Beach, CA 92653, USA
E

¿" Telephone (714) 494 -0231
Telex 182291 EASTMAN LGNH
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Signal processing at its best

So you

thought Shure

only made vocal mics
SHURE SM10A/12A/14A

SHURE 520D

SHURE SM98

HARMONICA

DRUMS AND BRASS

HEADSET

The SM98 utilizes a high performance, low
noise, low distortion preamp, allowing it to be
used for close miking of drums, brass
instruments, and other high SPL sources without

The hands -free operation drummers and
keyboard players demand. The noise - reducing
cartridge in the SM10A, SM12A and SM14A gives
you high output for punch in live vocal situations,
and a crisp, clean, balanced midrange. In addition,
these microphones reject background noise and
minimise leakage from other sound sources on
stage. The microphone
in each model is
unidirectional and
close talking.

The legendary 520D CONTROLLED

MAGNETIC® "Green Bullet" microphone is
world- renowned. It features a controlled low end frequency response which reduces
"bassiness" and delivers the "gritty" sound
and response harmonica players want. Its size,
weight and styling make it an exceptional choice
for performers who
want freedom to move
about the stage and
still be heard.

danger of overload problems. Extremely smooth
frequency response for accurate, faithful
reproduction of acoustic instruments and near
perfect cardioid polar
pattern at all
frequencies for superior
source isolation.
.
I

SHURE SM94

SHURE SM91

SHURE SM57

GENERAL INSTRUMENTS

BOUNDARY EFFECTS

GENERAL INSTRUMENTS

The SM94 is an excellent instrumentalist's
microphone with performance that compares
favourably to many more expensive studio units.
Flat frequency response with no troublesome
"spikes" or "icicles ", very uniform cardioid
pattern does not "collapse" at high frequencies
for highly controlled off-axis performance,
internal battery takes
over if Simplex power
fails, low handling

The SM91 is a surface -mounted
permanently biased condenser microphone with
a half -cardioid directional pattern. Because of
this unidirectional pattern, the SM91
discriminates against sounds originating from the
rear and permits the microphone to operate with
much less reverberant pickup and muddiness
than omnidirectional
models. Applications
include piano, stage
work and conferencing.

Offering wide range reproduction of music
and voice, this dynamic microphone features an
exceptionally uniform and effective unidirectional
pickup pattern. The performance characteristics
and unique construction make it ideal for both
studio and remote use. The SM57's mid -range
presence peak and good low- frequency
response make it an
ideal microphone for

noise.

N
HW International,

UE

3 -5 Eden Grove,

use with a wide variety
of instruments.

London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01 -607 2717

NTP -
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the specialist

with the know -how
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NTP has it!

RECOVERY

TIME

Type 179 -160 the combined unit
with an excellent performance and
intelligent features like:
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HOLD
LEVEL

4
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New

Wog.

GATE
LEVEL

re

Compression or expansion can be changed during
operation by means of only one knob, while maintaining
a constant output level
The same applies for ratio

a7

dB

-10

The variable hold level avoids pumping effects
50

0

'

Includes programme dependant automatic recovery delay

40

-20-0*

r

slow Nod.

fat
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BY -PASS GATE TIME

i79-110

original size 40

190 mm

For further information and full technical specifications

NTP ELEKTRONIK A/5
Theklavej 44

Telex. 16378 ntp dk
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Denmark Telephone +45 -1 1012 22
Telegramme: Electrolab

DK -2400 Copenhagen NV

.

Also available in
dual channel
19" version
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Please send free 56 page catalogue

Please send account application form
NAME
ADDRESS

TRADE COUNTER
Open 8.30am - 5pm (Mon - Fri)
TELEPHONE ORDERS: 01- 4821692

ADMIN: 01- 485 4908
16 Stucley Place, Hawley Crescent, Camden Town, London NW1 8NS

BARCLAYCARD

VISA

Access

ARk

BREAKING THE
MOULD
The world of digital audio has become divided by format
incompatibility. One side of the market can't
communicate directly with the other side without a
lot of fuss.
Now Hilton Sound have changed all that.
No UK hire company has been more, dedicated to the
digital ideal than Hilton Sound, but until now, we've
.

been able to tell only half the story. Not liking to do
things by halves, a policy decision was made that will
break the digital mould.
From now, whatever your digital persuasion,
whatever format and however many tracks you want,
we can supply you. And supply Hilton developed
interfaces that let formats communicate directly with
each other, clearing away the laborious digi -ana -digi
links that used to be necessary for transfer.
Now you can interface between the formats the
way it should always have been, totally within the
realm of the digits.
No other hire company can do this, but then, no
other hire company has the digital
experience of Hilton Sound.
For access to the total range
of digital audio (without the

complications) there's
only one place to go.
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Connectors by

NEUTRIK
DISTRIBUTION
NATIONWIDE

NC3 MX-B

Sole Agent

U

K

Eardley Electronics Ltd.
Telephone: 01-221 0606/01-727 0711

Telex: 23894

*

JAPANESE TAPE

Telefax: 01-727 9556

5 -SCREW SHELL

CUSTOM WOUND
Competitive rates
Length

C1-05
C6-C9
C10-C19

C20-C29
C 30-C 39
C40-C49
C50-059
C60-C69
C70-C89
C90-C95
Library Cases

Studio Ferric
50 -249
249 -999
20p
19p
22p
20p
26p
24p
28p
27p
29p
31p
33p
31p
36p
35p
38p
37p
46p
42p
48p
43p
61/2p

6p

1000+
18p
19p

22p
25p
27p
29p
34p
35p
41p
42p
5p

*

Master Ferric
50 -249
249 -999
30p
28p
31p
30p
33p
31p
35p
34p
38p
35p
42p
40p
48p
50p
54p
53p
72p
70p
74p
72p
6Y2p

*

Rapid service

6p

1000+
26p
29p
30p
33p
34p
39p
46p
52p
68p
70p
5p

Master Chrome
50 -249
249 -999
32p
31p
34p
33p
35p
36p
42p
41p
46p
45p
52p
51p
59p
60p
66p
65p
84p
82p
90p
88p
61/2p

6p

AUDIO
CASSETTES
Full guarantee

1000+
30p
32p
34p
40p
44p
50p
58p
64p
80p
86p
5p

Professional series -fully packaged
10 -99
100 -249 250-999
C7

C10
C15
C20
C30
C45
C60
C90
C120

34p
35p
36p
38p
44p
46p
52p
60p
76p

32p
33p
34p
37p
40p
42p
46p
56p
72p

30p
31p
32p
36p
38p
40p
44p
52p
70p

Above prices include Inlay Cards, Side Labels,
Library Case,
The product is supplied overwrapped

All prices exclude VAT. Orders of £80 (ex VAT) Carriage Paid. Small orders add £4

P &P

LONDON SALES: Battersea Wharf,
Queenstown Road, London SW8 4NP
Tel: 01 -627 3760

NATIONAL SALES: PO Box 19,
Stratford -on -Avon, Warwickshire CV37 6SA
Tel: (0789) 68579
PANCAKES AVAILABLE FOR LOADERS AND DUPLICATORS (TRY TURNING JAPANESE!)
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82nd AES CONVENTION
LONDON, ENGLAND

Nr7

MARCH

10-13, 1987

Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre, Westminster
The Audio Engineering Society returns to London for its 82nd Convention after two previous
successful events in 1975 and 1980. This will be held at the new Queen Elizabeth II Conference
Centre opened in June 1986, situated right in the centre of London, opposite Westminster
Abbey.
The Technical sessions will present the latest audio information with over 60 papers
seminars
and workshops will cover practical topics both enabling the engineer to update his knowledge.
More than 150 companies will be displaying the latest in audio technology through five floors
of exhibition and many will be demonstrating their products in individual rooms.
Technical tours, a wide range of social activities and an Awards Banquet will run in parallel
giving the opportunity for meeting old friends and making new ones.
Plan now to attend the 82nd AES Convention.

-

-

For further information:

Roger K. Furness

-

Chairman 82nd AES

AES BAARN, THE NETHERLANDS

AES HEADQUARTERS OFFICE

Minim Electronics Limited

Titia K. S. Bakker

60 East 42nd Street

Lent Rise Road

clo PolyGram B.V.

New York, NY 10165

Burnham, Slough SL1 7NY

P.O. Box 23

Telephone: (212) 661 8528

United Kingdom

3740 AA Baarn, The Netherlands

Telex: aes620298 uw(wui)

Telephone: Burnham (STD 062.86) 63724

Telex: 43400 PHRC NL +ATTN: AES TSB

Telex: 847879 MINIM

G

-

Room 2520
U.S.A.
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SCHOOL OF RECORDING
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
AND
MEDIA STUDIES

AF' RS 87

EUROPE'S LEADI1'G Mt"SIC
INDUSTRY SCHOOL
Wednesday 24
25
26
JUNE 1987

Courses for 1987:Primary and Advanced Jlultifrac Recording

Olympia 2

Sampling and Midi Workshops
Composing and Producing Radio and T.V. Commercials

The Synthesizer Week,

EXHIBITION OF PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

FM, "D X Programming Weekends

Synchronisation, using codes (SMPTE/EBU) .11usic to Picture

For complete Brochure and Prospectus Call:-

APPLY NOW FOR EXHIBITION SPACE

Gateway School of Recording
and Music Technology
IA Salcott Road. London SWI

Association of Professional Recording Studios
163A High Street,
Rickmansworth, Herts WD3 1AY
Tel: 0923 772907

We give

a

I

ÔDQ.

(I1

-350 0340

Certificate of Recognition for each completed Course.

Gateway Courses should not he confused scith
ANY others offered..
.

Why do Jensen Transformers have
Clearer Midrange and Top End?
The high frequency rolloff of a Jensen
Transformer is optimized, by computer
analysis, to fit the Bessel Low Pass Filter
response. This means minimum overshoot
and ringing and flat group delay for best time
alignment of all spectral components of the
musical waveform.
In

257
DRIP POINT

other words, the harmonics arrive

at the same time as the fundamental

STEP WAVEFORM

frequency.

3

The result is a clear midrange and top
end without the harsh, edgy sound which
has been one of the most objectionable
sonic complaints about transformers.

There's no "midrange smear."

JE -11P -1

Only Jensen has this benefit of hi -tech
computer optimization.

OTHER

Telex via Wui 650291 9207 MC1 UW
Visitors by appointment only. Closed Fridays.
10735 BURBANK BOULEVARD

0

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601

(213) 876 -0059

jensenINCORPORATED
transformers
14
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AUDIO CONSOLES

"Leaders of the Pack'
3 Rue Verte 95100 Argenteuil France.

Telephone: (1) 39.61.15.62 Telex: 699672F SÄJE.
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Precision Manufactured
Audio Interfaces

,

H

Our audio interfaces are made to the highest
possible industrial standard and fulfill the toughest
safety and electrical requirements.

2n RCO M13e

1Á°illiLEYEL
porc1...

7

.
+
+
+

6

+

11
SO

wastsrnl.
wsstsrnr.

16
15

Take for example:
Our DI /Safety Box SM -500
specially designed for
the safety- conscious

12°
+216
152
152
178
p'AO
115
48
212

+
+
+

broadcast engineer.
Total electrical isolation
from the musicians
instrument to his own amp
and to the mixing console.
(Isolation voltage 2500 volts).

1?Ó
:

mixdown automation

Our Active TwoChannel Audio Distributor MPV1a

* without console modification

*8 -64 channels (modular)
*synchronized via SMPTE/EBU
* affordable for ever/studio

for broadcast mobile recording and /or transmission.
Splits each channel into four ways with gain of
0 dB, 6 dB, 12 dB, or 18 dB. Isolation voltage 2500 V
between primary and secondary. Built -in 48 V
Phantom -Supply.

TC

t

ase G
AUDIO VERTRIEB
Peter Strueven GmbH
Am Mühlenberg 26, 2085 Quickborn
West Germany
04106/69999
2180
TX
633 STAM D

ct

We manufacture:

ú

AsoNAfor

Audio Distribution TransAudio Transformers
Direct
formers
Audio Distribution Systems
Impedance Matchers
Voltage
Injection Boxes
Pads
Miniature Precision Microphones.
Write or call for specification sheets:
West Germany: alphaton, P.O. Box 1129. D -6233 Kelkheim, Tel: 06195 74033
USA: alphaton, 132 Pebble Beach Drive. Roanoke, TX 76262. Tel: 817 4303351

Complete Cassette Production

The new semi -automatic WINDER 2015
compliments the ASONA line of loop bin /slave duplication systems.

Approximately 950 C -60 cassettes can
be produced per shift with one winder.
The winding and splicing phases are
fully automated, enabling two winders
to be operated by one person, or five
machines by two persons.
Length preselection is provided for
blank tape, automatic cue -tone detection for recorded tape.
Robust construction, with a minimum
of moving parts.
Low maintenance requirements, low
personnel costs.

We can

ASONA

Winder

2015

The WINDER 2015
is designed

for

universal installation. Completely self- contained; may be plugged in
wherever needed. No compressed air or external
vacuum required, 'n:!. ., t. t. -ris
:y
ß

x

s

x

tailor a cassette production system to your needs.
Write or call for a proposal.

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA GmbH & Co. KG, Bahnhofstraße 60, D -7634 Kippenheim
Tel.: (0)7825 -1068, Telex: 754325 auvis d
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Take a good look, because you will not be able to hear it.

Analogue it may be, performance it most definitely has, with lower noise than 16 bit digital playback,
having a dynamic range in excess of 100dB, packed with features, and looks to match.
Fully modular
24 Bus

Split and in -line configurations
Capacity for 56 modules. producers desk option
Fader automation ready
Dual operating levels on separate connectors
SSR Remote as standard, giving MIDI synced muting
Balanced inputs and outputs
Silent FET mute switching
Gold on gold edge connector system

The list of well designed, and expertly engineered features goes on and on. For complete information
on the SIGMA 24 console range, make contact NOW.

AHBa2riw,al

mbi AHs

Allen & Heath Brenell Ltd, 69 Ship Street, Brighton BN1 1AE UK Tel: (0273) 24928 Telex: 878235 MBI AHB G
Allen & Heath Brenell (USA) Ltd,

5

Connair Road, Orange, Connecticut 06477 USA Tel: (203) 795 3594
www.americanradiohistory.com

IF ANY OTHER "ONE BOX" SYSTEM

WAS THIS ADVANCED, AND
THIS COST EFFECTIVE, AND
THIS WELL BUILT, WE MIGHT
HAVE SOME COMPETITION.
HOW
ADVANCED?

tech aircraft flying hardware 100mm voice coil RCF Laboratory
Series Cone Drivers featuring
exceptionally low distortion and
virtually no power compression heavy duty vinyl dipped
perforated steel grill assemblies
for indestructible road worthiness.
No other competitor has the
experience to compete in this
category.

EAW "One Box" systems utilize

advanced horn technology enabling
3 to 8 dB more acoustic output than
even the costliest competitive
vented systems. And the horns
that EAW builds sound like no
other horns. They all make use of
exceptionally complex throat
sections eliminating the beamy
hollow sound typical of other horn
loaded systems. EAW's horn
technology is so advanced that it
was selected by the Japanese Audio
Consulting Society as the best high
output system in the world after
they compared it to 14 of the best
vented and horn loaded systems
from the US, Europe and Japan.

HOW COST EFFECTIVE

WHY EAW KF
SERIES?
Because we are the source for
professional "One Box"
loudspeaker systems. When we
invented the "One Box" system we
raised the expectations of an entire
industry. And now, we are in the process of
advancing the technology we pioneered.

?

EAW is the largest manufacturer of "One Box" systems in
the United States and our large computer controlled wood
working stations enable us economies of scale no other
system manufacturer can compete with. As a result EAW's
KF Series "One Box" systems offer more performance per
dollar than any competitive system. But the real bottom
line for rental companies is return on investment, and this
is where EAW has no competition. As a result of our
reliance on sound engineering, not fad design techniques,
our systems remain competitive for a long time. In fact
EAW's first "One Box" systems built in 1978 for Carlo
Sound are still in demand today, and Carlo Sound is still
getting returns on their investment while lesser

competitive systems have been long retired.

HOW WELL BUILT?
EAW KF Series are built from the finest materials
available, including - exterior surfaces made from 18 ply
to the inch cross -grain laminated European birch with the
highest sheer strength of any commercially available
wood product - horn flares injected with high density
polyurethane foam for absolute acoustical integrity - high
Japan
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The Source For
"One Box" Systems.
You can maximize your next quarter revenues by contacting
EAW today. Our loudspeaker systems are easy for your
crews to use, as well as a positive attribute your customers
are looking for. So, if quarterly revenues are important to
you, now is the time to contact EAW. To expedite the
process, in the US call Frank at 617 -620 -1478, in Europe
call Martin at Holland PA Service at 020 -233954, In
Austrialia call Tony at (02)- 571236 or in Japan call Unicus
at 03- 662 -8518.

2EAW
EASTERN ACOUSTIC WORKS

"One Box" Systems That Defy Competition.
59 Fountain Street Framingham, MA 01701
Phone: 617 -620 -1478 IMC 1651

EAW Agents: Europe - Holland PA Service, Amsterdam, Holland TEL:020- 233954, TL.X:844 -10412
Unicus International, Tokyo TEL:033- 622 -8518, TLX: 871 -29440 Australia - Audio Engineering, Sidney TEL:02- 571236
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precision

timing.

\r

All our products are dedicated not only to
the timing of audio and video but also to
controlling tape transports with precision, often
with accuracy to a fraction of a frame.

Whether it be the CM250 synchroniser,
CM50 autolocator or even the Spin Time
tape timer, our experience covers all
areas of timing and control of tape
including the all important knowledge of audio
and video machine interfaces.

I
.

Applied
Microsystems
Bagshot Road, Chobham, Woking, Surrey GU24 8BZ.

(09905) 6267.

c^a

AUSTRALIA; Klarion Enterprises, (03) 613541. CANADA; Gerr Electro Acoustics.
(416) 868 -0528. DENMARK; AB Music. (06) 198733. HOLLAND; P.A.C.. (040)
424455. ITALY; Startek. (051) 321063. NORWAY; Audiotron. (02) 352096. NEW
ZEALAND; Maser Communications. (444) 3583. SOUTH AFRICA; Eltron. (011)
1293066. SWEDEN; Audio Development (040) 186120. SWITZERLAND: EMM Studio,
1061) 54 20 45. U.K.; Don Larking Audio Sales, 10582) 450066.

,

SOWTER AUDIO FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS
You name it! We make it!
For the past 45 years we have concentrated on the design and manufacture of high
grade audio transformers during which period our total sold exceeds half a million We
continually take full advantage of all the improvements in magnetic and insulating
materials and in measuring techniques utilising the most up to date instrumentation.
We have a very large number of original designs made for clients all over the world
but naturally there are certain types of Sowter Transformers which are in constant

demand. These have taken into account the tendency towards srnall size without
sacrifice of performance. particularly for PCB mounting, and a few of these are listed
below They can be supplied with or without mumetal shielding cans Performance
requirements can be modified on request (utilising our readily available questionnaire)
and generally without alteration in price
We specialise in LOW COST AND QUICK DELIVERY which means a few days only or

The word is spreading
The word is AudioFile. The all important letters
are AMS. The AMS AudioFile, the world's leading
hard disc based digital recording, editing and playback
system, (although quite a mouthful) is on
everyone's lips at the moment. And for good
reason. Because it's also at the fingertips of
leading exponents of sound engineering.
So if you'd like a word or two about the AMS
AudioFile contact us today.
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Burnley, Lancs. BB11 5ES. Tel: (0282) 57011
Telex: 63108 AMS -G. Fax: (0282) 39542
lb

33mm dram
22mm high

1

1

Advanced Music Systems, AMS Industries plc,

40

111.38

50 110.12
100 (9.92

E. A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941) Reg. No. England 303990
The Boat Yard. Cullingham Road, Ipswich IPI 2EG, Suffolk. PO Box 36, Ipswich IPI 2EL,
England. Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390 - Telex: 987703G SOWTER

The Queen's Award tor Export Achievement
to Edendeck Ltd. 1984/85 and AMS Industries plc 1986
In

July 1985 Edendeck Ltd became AMS Industries plc
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STUDIO SOUND'S
PRO -AUDIO DIRECTORY 1986/7
From the publishers of the world's leading

professional recording magazine Studio Sound,
comes the latest edition of their sister publication,
The Pro -Audio Directory.
This unique and vital reference source has been
completely updated and revised to provide in one
volume information on every aspect of the
professional recording industry; From Acoustic
Materials to Tape Recorders; From Mixing Consoles
through to Synthesisers.
In addition to its forty extensive hardware sections
are chapters covering Dealers in the UK, USA and
Worldwide. Pin -pointing which equipment can be
brought where anywhere in the world.

-

The ultimate section is the extensive address listing
featuring the full details of over 3,000 companies
mentioned in the directory, including key contact
names. Also there is a cross reference listing of
Worldwide Distributors detailing international
availability of any given product. This information is
not available in any other publication.
The Pro -Audio Directory has all the information you
need, and to make sure it is straight forward to use,
this edition sees a complete redesign with an even
greater emphasis on clarity.
To ensure you stay in touch with the expanding,
rapidly changing world of professional recording
order your copy of the specialised Pro-Audio
Directory now.
Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

T
Please send me

copies of

Name

Pro Audio Directory 1986/7.

Address

£13 (UK) £14.00 Europe $25 USA Airmail
£16.50 World Airmail, Includes Postage and Packing.

enclose a cheque /postal order /International money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount
I

Or debit my credit card

(please print)

'ri

Ea

Credit card No.
'17

Credit card holders can order by simply ringing
ext 550, quoting credit card No.

Signed

L_
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01

-686 2599

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.

J

Spannelj
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ELECTROSPACE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED

HAVE MOVED
For details of our innovative, high quality range of effects,
including the new variable knee compressor,
contact us at our new address:

Electrospace Developments Limited

33 Fore Street, St. Columb, Cornwall TR9 6RH, England

STRATE
GATE

Telephone: (0637) 881144
Telex: 45707 ELECSP G.

r# O-R-
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PROFESSIONAL STUDIO EQUIPMENT
SECONDHAND PRODUCTS
USED CONSOLES
Weststar 36 channel 4 band parametric eq 8 sends LED PPM peak stand etc.
This console is six months old
£55,000
S.S.L. 4000E 40 frame 32 fitted, with two extra stereo modules, light meters
and total recall. Fitted July '84
£95,000
Harrison 32/32 56 frame 56 fitted with Alison 65K programer and Fadex,
7 years old in good condition
£38,000
Neve V range with Necam 2 48 frame with 36 fitted, 16 months old in good

condition

£115,000

Neve 8128 32 frame 28 with 4 reverb channels, 3 years old
£40,000
Harrison 32/32 40 frame 36 fitted with Alison Fadex 65K
£27,000
Soundcraft TS 24 32/24, 14 months old, in good condition
£23,500
Three Soundcraft 2400 28/24 with patch and VU meters, 4 years old £10,500
Soundcraft 1600 24/824 mon with patch and stand, as new
£6,500
USED MACHINES

3M 32/4/2 digital machine, complete with editor
3M M79 24 track with autolocate
Studer A80 Mk2 narrow body, no autolocate
Trident TSR 24 track recorder, 3 years old
Otari MTR 90 Mk1 autolocate, 4 years old in good condition
Lyrec 24 track recorder with autolocate, no meter bridge
Studer A800 Mk 2/3, 2 years old, in good order
2 Ampex ATR 102 stereo machines

£45,000
£9,000

Lexicon 200 DIG reverb
£1,950
24 Dolby SP series, in rack, unused
£9,500
Publison DHM89B2 with 5 seconds
£2,950
Quantec QRS standard (new product)
£6,500
Lexicon 224X with 4.4 and remote
£4,995
Eventide 949 harmonizers, the pair
£2,400
JBL 4430 monitors, 1 year old
£1,900
UREI 813B monitors, six months old
£2,500
Yamaha NS 1000M monitors
£600
Tannoy Little Reds, new
£720
Dolby 360 units, 14 in stock, each
£395
Dolby 301 stereo units, 11 in stock, each
£395
Midiverb, new, two units left, each
£365
We stock new: Revox tape machines, Drawmer effects, Soundcraft, Bokse
effects, Lexicon, Publison, Quad, Yamaha, Tannoy, Studer, A.M.S. effects,
AKG, Sennheisser, Beyer, Shure, Neumann.

£14,900

£9,500
£14,900
£12,500
C27,500
£7,500

NOTICE

We also act for studios as selling agents, let us handle the hassle of getting
rid of unwanted items, it does not matter where you are in the world, why
not drop us a line listing your equipment or ring us on the numbers below
for the best rates. We assure you of our best attention and service plus the
utmost confidentiality at all times.

WE ARE CONSTANTLY ON THE LOOKOUT FOR USED EQUIPMENT. PLEASE GIVE US A RING.

RING TONY BAYLEY ON 061 -483 9563/4299 anytime or WRITE TO US AT:
4 CHEVIOT ROAD, HAZEL GROVE, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK7 5BH
Tel: 061 -483 9563/4299

TELEX 666597 NAUDIOG
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DIARY
DIARY
People, events, services

Agfa international forum
During the Photokina
exhibition in Cologne, AgfaGevaert launched an
international forum of over
100 people from the audio and
video industries with the aims
of fostering international
dialogue between experts in
the sphere of professional
magnetic recording. Special

In brief

events and a magazine
entitled Tape I are planned.
Additionally there will be a
Forum award made every two
years for technical and
creative work which will also
have a cash prize. Details of
entry for this award will be
made available in the near
future.

Prestel link with
Telecom Gold

Earlier last month an
X29 -based link enabled Prestel
users to access Telecom Gold.
This is the first stage in
establishing full
interconnection which will
eventually include the transfer
of messages across both

networks.
Prestel users will still only

pay the equivalent of a local
telephone call when accessing
Telecom Gold (plus the usual
service costs). Customers
wishing to access Telecom Gold
will be routed from Prestel's

messaging database (Prestel
page *777 #). For further
information contact Mike
Abbot, Prestel on 01 -822 1056.

The Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation used an AMS
AudioFile as the primary
audio component in their live
production of the Juno Music
Awards. It was used to trigger
live music stings as the
awards were in different
categories and up to 70 mono
cues were loaded with
duration from 20 seconds to

several minutes ... The UK

IBS forthcoming events

has awarded the John Lennon
Memorial Scholarship for this
year to Nicola Lipp. This
scholarship supports a year's
postgraduate study
incorporating recording
techniques at the University of
Surrey Music Dept.

The Institute of Broadcast
Sound has announced a
programme of meetings for
1987 which include Nicam
728; Sony R -DAT; Optimod;
AudioFile In Use; MIDI; Ray
Dolby on Spectral Recording;
Light Entertainment Forum;
Madame Tussaud's New

Sue Pedley has been
appointed to the board of
Millbank Electronics Group
Ltd as manufacturing director.
She was previously
manufacturing services
manager.
Apogee Sound Inc has
announced the appointment of
Jim Sides as production
manager. He was previously
with McCune Sound and

automated dialogue
replacement computer.
The Audio Arts Division of
Fidelipac has announced two the Center for the Media Arts
presence in the US. Rondinelli
will be responsible for the
new promotions. Roger
in New York has appointed
development, distribution and Thanhauser, who joined the
Gene Perla as industry
promotion of the series 4000
company a year ago, has been representative.
mics in the USA.
made director of engineering
John Wayte has joined Paul
Mick Brophy has joined the and Fred Buehler is to become Farrah Sound as sales
Amek sales team. He will
customer service manager.
manager. Wayte was previously
provide sales assistance and
Graeme Perkins has joined
head of sound at Entec.
support to dealers and
Sarm Studios West as studio
Professional Audio has
customers for the Amek and
manager. Perkins was
appointed Benjamin Allen,
TAC range of studio and
formerly manager of General
formerly associated with
sound reinforcement consoles.
Bookings and studio manager
Hilton Sound and Eel Pie
Ann Mortimer has been
at Superbear Studios and
Recording, to head their sales
appointed marketing executive Regents Park Studios.
team. Allen's main
to 3M's Professional Markets
Gary Rotta has been
involvement will be with the
group. The PM group handles
appointed chief engineer at the new Trident Di-An console and
sales of Scotch video tape to
newly renovated Photo
the promotion of complete
TV stations, facilities and
Magnetic Studios on New
studio packages.
production companies.
York's East 44th Street.
William Orbit is now the
Soundtracs plc has
HM Electronics (HME) has
sole owner of Guerilla Studios
announced the appointment of recently increased its sales
after a policy disagreement
staff. J Michael Hughes has
Fred Van Eijk to the position
with Grant Gilbert, one of the
been appointed to the newly
of European sales manager.
original directors. Dick O'Dell,
His responsibilities will
created position of director of
formerly of Y Records will
include customer liaison
marketing and will be
manage Orbit's affairs and
within the Netherlands,
responsible for co- ordinating
those of the studio.
Belgium, France, West
all sales and marketing
Marion (Tony) Antonio has
Germany, Denmark, Norway
activities. Randy Opela,
been appointed materials
and Sweden. Van Eijk will be formerly with Switchcraft, will manager at Altec Lansing.
be responsible for all pro -audio Antonio will be based in
based in Maastricht and can
products as national sales
be contacted on (043) 214054.
Oklahoma City and his
manager. Bill Otis has been
Millbank Electronics has
responsibilities include
appointed Andrew Askew as
appointed pro -audio product
purchasing, production control,
manager.
quality manager.
shipping, quality control and
Robert B Bonney has been
customer service. Antonio
Tony Crockett has recently
named as the new chairman of joined Branch & Appleby as
previously worked for Gulton,
EECO Inc. Bonney along with
sales manager. In addition to
General Electric and Hubbel.
Burgess Dempster, the former
looking after the film and tape
Jon Evans has joined
chairman who died in
heads side of the business
Britannia Row to provide
September, founded the
Crocket will provide sales
additional technical back up to
Electronic Engineering
support for Magna-Tech film
the sales and hire
Company of California (now
recorders, Optimix automation departments. Previously Evans
EECO) in 1947.
was with Trident and Turnkey. D
systems and the B &A

AudioNisual Headquarters.
Also Joe Manning has been
appointed vice -president of

sales. He was previously
regional manager for Hoover
Audio Visual.
Rick Dzendzera has been
appointed technical director at
Silk Sound. He was formerly
deputy chief engineer at LBC.
Raper & Wayman has
appointed Chris Collings as
system sales manager for the
Audio Kinetics Pacer and
Fostex synchronisers. Collings
will also be responsible for all
AN and recording studio
systems alongside Jon Raper
and Rodney Wayman. Collins
was previously sales manager
for Fostex products and export
manager for Seck mixer
products at Bandive.
Neotek has announced the
appointment of David
Ruttenburg as sales manager.
Ruttenburg is a recent

graduate of the University of
Miami School of Music
Engineering Technology.
The Pro Audio Group of
Bruel & Kjaer has recently
appointed Jim Rondinelli to
support and expand B & K's
22
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Performing Right Society

People

Digital System at Chessington;
BBC Mobile Truck; joint

meeting with Directors Guild
of Great Britain; and a
residential seminar Stereo
Sound for TV. Details from
Elaine Thorpe, 6 Greenfields,
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1BA,

-

UK. Tel: 0628 74355.

Way ahead.
Anyone who's anyone in the world of
recording knows about Branch and
Appleby's sound heads.
For performance and quality we're in a
track of our own.
But what might surprise you is the range
of other equipment we design, make and
supply for the recording industry.
Systems for sound recording, recording
control and console automation. Synchronisers,
Timecode equipment and so on. For example
the products featured here.
And we back all of this high level equipment with an
equally high level of service and advice.
With a regular inspection, reprofile and relap
service to keep your heads in optimum
condition and fast head replacement should
things go wrong during recording.
So call us about recording equipment
and we'll get our heads together.

Skotel
A range of Full Broadcast Specification
LTC and VITC readers and generators available as

LED or High Quality, Versatile Video inserter

options. The systems are based on powerful microprocessors for continuous reading verification and
for the utmost system reliability and versatility.

Researching into the future
Branch and Appleby Incorporating Magnasound Electronics
Stonefield Way, Ruislip, Middlesex. Tel: 01 864 1577/01 423 3597. Telex 918582.

©©o

Studio

Technology

of world wide fame

THE EMT 445 DIGITAL AUDIO DELAY UNIT

combines separate entities: picture with
sound, when transmitting via satellite and cable or in combination with video standards conversion or framestores;
sound with sound, when transmitting via wire and air.
The high -resolution delay will help you with these tasks.
Even stereophonic signals may be delayed with absolute
phase coherence: ideally suited for analog disk cutting.
1111111111111111f

THE EMT 246
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DIGITAL REVERBERATOR

expands the boundaries:
New reverberation programs with optimized
eigentope distribution
allow reverb times from
0.25 to 20 seconds. The
"sound" of the reverberation is freely adaptable due to the
adjustments in bandwidth, pre -delay, level of early reflections, as well as frequency content of the reverberation. In
spite of the abundance of parameters. operation of the unit
is quite simple, even if things should become hectic. And.
if need be, one of the 190 (!) program memories may be
of assistance.

EMT-

FRANZ:

POSTFACH 1520, D -7630 LAHR
TEL. 07825 -1011, TELEX 754319
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

THE EMT 266 X TRANSIENT LIMITER solves your worries:

because (with adaptive pre- emphasis) you will never exceed
the maximum frequency deviation for FM transmissions,
but. moreover, are able to process maximum levels at the
input of the limiter; because transients are limited in a click free manner with digital recording or in tape duplication
applications. It's all made possible by the principle of
transient limiting.

DIARY
People, events, services

Contracts
Audix Ltd has delivered the
all digital Access talkback
system to the BBC's television
studios in Belfast. Developed
in conjunction with the BBC,
the system uses a single
coaxial cable and will operate
45 stations between two main
studios providing all the
necessary interfaces (talkback,
camera, outside source and
studio floor), telephone control
systems and logic mains
controls.
Exclusive Saje console
distributor for Germany,
Austria and Switzerland, BFE
AG Mainz, has recently
installed the first ULN Mark
II console in Germany. The
console, which was bought by
Kangaroo Studio in Karlsruhe,
features comp /lim and de -esser
on all channels and NR in the
eight aux send and
headphones circuits.
Audio Kinetics has recently
supplied Audio International
with MasterMix console
automation. The system using
AK's own VCA faders is fitted
to a 48- channel Cadac console.
Olympic Studios has taken
delivery of its second
MasterMix system which is
fitted (using AK faders) to the
32-channel Trident console at
the new Chelsea studios.
Audio Kinetics has also
installed the Eclipse audio
editor at the ITN studios in
London. Other installations
include CFTO (two), Service
Audio Mixon, Pierre- Daniel
Rheault and Pathe Films in
Canada and another system
has been installed in
Switzerland.
Industrial Acoustics Co is
constructing a studio complex
for Hereward Radio in
Peterborough. The contract
calls for five structurally
isolated studios contained
within a curtain of IAC Noise Lock acoustic panelwork and
will contain two self operated
studios, a commercial
production studio, a voice
booth and a talks studio. IAC
has also won a keenly
contested SSVC contract to
provide a new radio facility in

Gibraltar.
Harris Grant Associates has
been appointed acoustic design
consultant to Peter Gabriel
Ltd for the construction of two
recording studios, two control
rooms and a sound stage
complex at Real World
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Studios, near Bath. Control
Room One, claimed to be the
largest purpose built control
room in the world, will be
designed as both a reference
and recording room. Other
projects include the recently
completed remix room at Red
Bus; preparatory work for a
two -studio complex in
Medecina, Italy; a third studio
and control room for the
Odyssey Group in London;
additional consultancy work
for Sarm West Studio /Control
Room One and the Synclavier
Programming Suite; and the
studio suite at Foyer Audio's
new complex at the Colosseum
site in Leeds.
Professional Audio has sold
a Renkus -Heinz Arena system
to new rental company DB
Hire. DB Hire specialises in

speaker and amplifier
combinations and chose the
system because of its compact
size and high sound pressure
level.

Soundcraft has sold its first
TS12 in -line console to
Windmill Lane Studios,
Ireland. The console will be
the centre piece of the recently
opened Studio Three,
Windmill's brand new
computer music facility.
Different Fur Recording is
scheduled to become the first
SSL studio in the San

Take the A train
Musicians in Scotland recently studio, a video studio (with
had the opportunity to visit
Future World Recording
Studios courtesy of a free train
service. Running from
Aberdeen via Dundee and
Edinburgh the Glasgow -bound
service provided potential
clients with a day out and the
chance to look over the new
recording complex in Union
Street.
Future World is on four
floors and includes two
16 -track and one 24-track

makeup department), voice
box, graphic studio,

photographic studio, screen
printing department and a
café for musicians to meet and
relax in. The staff of the voice
box are professional teachers
who cover dictation,
interpretation and keyboard
technique.

Future World Recording
Studios, 54 Union Street,
Glasgow, UK. Tel: 041 -221
8965.

Literature received
Mail order guitar spares
company Part & Parcel has
produced a new mini
catalogue: The Part & Parcel
Leads, Adaptors and Plugs
List. This lists products from
the UK, USA, Germany and
Japan and claims to include
virtually every guitar/amp/
effects lead from 6 in upwards.
Free copies available (include
SAE) from Part & Parcel, 217
Wood Street, Kettering,
Northants N16 9SD, UK.

The new Belden European
Catalogue is now available
from Anixter UK. Claimed to
be the world's largest supplier
of Belden products the
catalogue is available from all
Anixter depots or direct from
Anixter (UK) Ltd, 632/652
London Road, Isleworth,
Middlesex TW7R 4EY. Tel:

Sales, 73 -75 Scrubs Lane,
London NW10 6QU, UK. Tel:
01 -960 2144.
Solve the Mystery of UFOs is
a 28 -page booklet produced by
BICC designed to explain the
mysteries of fibre optics. The
new guide which costs £1.50 is
aimed at anyone in business
or industry who wants to
know more about fibre optic
technology. Dept UFO, BICC
Electronic Cables Ltd, Helsby,
Warrington, WA6 ODJ, UK.
West Hyde has recently
produced a new 104-page
&

catalogue illustrating its range
of Internorm 19 in rack cases,
Europak VME card frame
along with various other
plastic cases and accessories
for electronic equipment. The
new catalogue is available,
Francisco/Northern California
free of charge, from West
area. The SL 4056 E series
01 -568 1681.
Hyde Developments Ltd, 9 -10
console with Total Recall was
installed in December.
Crown (Amcron) has produced Park Street, Industrial Estate,
Redesign of the studio and
a new 24 -page brochure which Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 lET,
control room and the addition describes the company's range UK. Tel: 0296 20441.
A new 16 -page catalogue of
of a new machine room
of PZM mics and accessories.
equipped with a Sony 3324
In addition to product
TMK test instruments has
and Studer ASO is also underway. specifications the brochure also been published. Copies are
Spectrum Studios in
provides comprehensive PZM
available from Harris
Portland Oregon are building theory and applications notes. Electronics (London) Ltd, 138
a more extensive facility seven Crown International Inc, 1718 Grays Inn Road, London
blocks west of their current
West Mishawaka Road,
WC1X 8AX, UK. Tel: 01 -837
location. The new facility will Elkhart, IN 46517, USA. Tel:
7937.
have 20,000 ft' of space and
(219) 294 -5571. UK: HHB Hire
parking for 25 cars. The four studio complex will include a
spacious music studio with
The Mitsubishi Pro-Audio
Studios has moved from
automated mixing and digital
mastering, an audio
Group has moved to larger
Wembley to new premises at
premises in St Albans. The
Wesley House, 75 Wesley
sweetening- for -video facility
with Foley, two broadcast
new site will provide 4,000 ft
Avenue, Park Royal, London
production studios, music and of office and warehouse space
NW10 7DA. The new premises
are larger offering more
sound scoring suite and a tape and will contain a purpose
control area and better
duplication room. Russ Berger built demonstration studio
relaxation facilities.
with Mitsubishi digital
of the Joiner -Rose Group in
recorders and consoles. The
Cerwin -Vega has moved to
Dallas is designing the
new corporate headquarters at
Mitsubishi Pro-Audio Group,
complex, Ingrim & Associates
are the architects and Johnson Unit 13, Alban Park, Hatfield 555 E Easy Street, Simi
Valley, CA 93065, USA. Tel:
Acoustical Supply the general
Road, St Albans, Herts.
Abbeydale Recording
(805) 584 -9332. Telex: 662250.
contractor.

Address changes

Leading Edge
Sampling Technology?

The laboratory standard sampling
equipment illustrated on the right
will not give you 21 seconds of
20 KHz sampling on each stereo
channel, full editing and triggering,
plus delay, pitch transposition,
sound shrinking and reverberation;
all in stereo.
The Publison IM 90 Infernal Machine
(notiiiustrated)will do all these things
and more.
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People, events, services
London Zoo was the unlikely
setting for the second Digital
Information Exchange. Given
the jungle of recording formats
we now have, cynics might
argue that it was rather

appropriate.
This mutual brain -picking
session was spread over three
days, each with its own theme.
Day one centred on
broadcasting and video, day
two on studio recording and
the last day looked at
scientific research.

Day one
Richard Salter of Sony
Broadcast kicked off by
looking at the way audio and
video disciplines are merging.
Video, until quite recently,
meant television broadcast
technology. Audio engineers
had little contact with video
technology until the
introduction of timecode
automation. At a less technical
level, television people have
discovered hi -fi sound and
stereo and record companies
make pop videos routinely.
Richard Salter says we are
at the beginning of what
might be a complete merging
of audio and video into binary
numbers and high speed
processing. "Whatever the
eventual outcome, each of us
will either take the stance of
an ostrich, or have a sizeable
period of learning to go
through. As the technologies
have been along different
paths in the past, each should
benefit from the experiences of
the other: try suggesting razor
blade editing to a video
engineer. Likewise, we can all
sympathise with the video
people contemplating digital
formats."
Stuart Nevison of AMS
explained and demonstrated
the AudioFile hard disk
recording system. Then Robert
Edwards, sound director with
Television South, gave a user's
perspective. He described how
his company used AudioFile as
a kind of glorified cart
machine for playing spot
effects into a hi -tech children's
game show that goes out live
on the ITV network (Britain's
main commercial TV channel).
The programme, called
Catchphrase, has an audio
event roughly once every five
seconds. With cart machines,
the number of effects is such
that three cart machine
26
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Digital Information Exchange

Alan Parsons said studios
are charging "ludicrously low
York, reported on the progress rates ", which cannot justify
operators would be needed.
of digital audio in the USA.
Any one of four spot effects
the capital expenditure needed
He said that 18.5 million CDs to equip for digital recording.
may be needed, two of which
were sold in the US in 1986,
are fired by the producer and
Record companies don't
an increase of 350% over 1985. understand why it costs twice
one by a game controller, the
The early days of CD in
as much. Video facilities get
fourth by a gram op. There is
away with charging record
also a constantly changing set America were marked by the
rise of small, entrepreneurial
companies high rates because
of Catchphrase animation
tunes available from a library, labels such as GRP, DNP and video looks hi -tech. Record
Telarc, with sales in the order companies do not see digital
plus all the usual TV
of 1 to 4 million discs.
programme stings.
audio in the same way.
Typically these companies
48 -track analogue recording
started with Sony Fl or
is common but 48-digital is
Day two
1610/1630 hardware and two
rarely offered. 32 tracks are
Taking the opportunity to
to four mics. An example of
often not enough but few
debunk rumours to the
the kind of product was In The desks could make use of 64.
contrary, Ian Jones, managing Digital Mood by the Glen
Alan Parsons then
director of HHB Hire & Sales, Miller orchestra, recorded
commented on analogue with
`live' to 2 -track digital.
said the Sony PCM -F1 and
Dolby SR as an alternative to
701ES would continue to be
Some companies are
digital multitrack. He views
seriously considering
manufactured for the
SR as a very good noise
abandoning vinyl because
foreseeable future.
reduction system but little
sales are falling so quickly.
Nick Hopewell- Smith, a
more; even with SR, analogue
Lots of CD manufacturing
consultant, looked at CD in
tape still clips transients and
the UK retail market. In spite capacity is scheduled to come
drums lack punch.
of shortages and price
on line in 1987. The new year
Also, digital tape doesn't
will also see the arrival of
increases, the growth in CD
suffer when played hundreds
CD -I and CD-ROM.
sales continues to accelerate.
of times. The error correction
As far as digital multitrack
In 1983, around 300,000
will be working harder but
recording in the United States this is not noticeable. Good
discs were delivered to the
trade. In 1984 some 800,000
is concerned, Sony PCM-3324
drop -ins and drop -outs are
were sold. In 1985 the figure
is the de facto standard,
possible with digital. With
was 3.1 million. The BPI is
accounting for 80 to 90% of
analogue tape, achieving good
revising its projections for
the machines in use. PD is
consistent drop -outs is still
1986 upwards to 7 million.
making a little progress: one
difficult.
In 1984 the average number problem is that the Otani PD
With digital recording, two
of discs sold per player peaked machine has switchable pre machines are needed, says
at 26. In 1985 the figure
emphasis but the Mitsubishi
Alan Parsons. He is not keen
dropped to 20, and now it is
machine doesn't. Pre on razor blade editing and
estimated at 171/2. This is
emphasised tapes recorded on
points out that video editors
attributed to the recent
an Otani won't play properly on got rid of it as fast as they
introduction of cheaper
a Mitsubishi.
could. With electronic editing,
In the film post -production
hardware, whose owners are
the original can be preserved.
less willing than the early
field, Burbank and Glen Glenn It is possible to preview
owners of expensive players to are now using digital
without recording, and
pay current retail prices for
multitrack instead of
inaccuracies can be trimmed.
discs. Borrowing from public
sprocketed magfilm.
A second machine is also
libraries is on the increase.
David Smith summarised the useful to manipulate sound in
Nick Hopewell -Smith argued American industry's reaction
sections and shift it in time,
to Dolby SR thus: "Gee, I
that prices will have to come
for example if one chorus is
down if CD is to become the
don't have to buy a digital
needed several times. The
dominant medium in the
multitrack."
same technique of digital
future. Hardware prices in the
Sales of digital multitracks
lifting and dumping also
UK have already dropped from are being held back by both
facilitates the formating of
the format war and Dolby SR. different versions of the same
£500 for a player to £140.
work, eg 12 in disco mix, etc.
Although there is the
Some individuals are still
On a more mundane level,
beginning of price competition criticising what they hear as
digital machines tend to be
the cold, abrasive sound of
between record retailers,
heavier than their analogue
record companies have little
digital. Editel has tried
counterparts. Alan Parsons
incentive to cut wholesale
installing 4x over -sampling
Productions is building loading
prices while demand exceeds
chips from CD player D/A
ramps to ease the delivery and
worldwide pressing capacity.
converters in their 3324
machines. This modification is collection of machines.
The existing prices for CDs
One big advantage of digital
going to be marketed in the
could be justified to the
is the reduced line -up time. A
UK through HHB.
consumer if more tracks were
48 -track Dolby analogue lineDavid Smith was also
added, up to 70 minutes
up may involve up to 624
enthusiastic about 2- channel
instead of around 40, and if
different tweaks, taking two
DASH: "We would very much
the sound quality were
hours. With digital, the only
like to see the DASH 2 -track
outstanding.
standard become more popular day -to -day tweaks are level in
David Smith, senior project
and level out. In practice even
in the United States."
engineer with Editel in New

I
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We're on the move
We've all come a long way in ten
years .... And while many of you have
enjoyed successful projects and opened
up bigger and better studios, we've had
an increasing struggle against
decreasing space, landlords, motor
traders, rag traders and so forth in our
delightful premises in New Crescent Works.
At last we've found a new home - not half
a mile down the road from where we are
now, but infinitely more salubrious and

easier to find.
Fìom 3rd November 1986 we shall be
trading from our new headquarters in
Scrubs Lane offering expanded
facilities for both demonstrations and
servicing, a much larger digital editing

suite, as well as far greater levels of
comfort for staff and visitors alike.
Our enormous new showroom will allow
us to demonstrate complete 24 track
studio systems, 16 track audio -visual
packages and the very latest in digital
recording technology. Additionally we
will have our usual permanent
demonstrations of the very best in home
studio recording systems, video
equipment, amplifiers, CD players,
signal processors, mics, monitors - in
fact everything you might need.
So to make sure you don't lose us and we
don't lose you, please make a note of

our new address and telephone number.
Here's to the next ten..

.

HHB Hire & Sales,
73-75

Scrubs Lane, London NW 10 6QU
Tel: 01 -960 2144 Telex: 923393
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Digital Information Exchange

these can be left alone for
weeks. At Alan Parsons
Productions, they just switch
on and go, with maybe a tone
check -just 1 kHz across all
tracks.
As far as sampling rates are
concerned, 48 kHz is a must
for the Neve DSP. Alan
Parsons uses 44.1 kHz, for
direct transfers to 1610/1630.
No pre- emphasis is used,
because in common with
others they have found they
can get more loudness on a
CD without it.
Mixes on digital tape can be
modified after they have been
done, by adding a bit of the
wanted instrument during a
dub; there is no generation
loss. An instrument can be
boosted or attenuated by
adding a little of its channel
either in phase or in
antiphase.
Alan Parsons is clearly a
digital convert: "I'm utterly
convinced that digital is the
way to go. It's no accident that
CD hardware is selling the
way it is. Everybody's a hi -fi
buff these days."
He also commented that
digital recording is more than
a near- perfect storage medium.
"Digital ...has the potential
to become a creative part of
the recording process."
Ian Silvester, technical
manager with hire company
Audio FX, gave some practical
tips on making digital work
effectively. This consisted of
comments on error correction
and how to minimise errors.
He suggested line -up and
routine maintenance and
cleaning procedures.
He also suggested that 3324
tape box labels should include
the following information:
when and where the recording
was made, what machine, tone
levels, pre- emphasis on/off,
sampling frequency.
No test tape is available for
the 3324 but studios could
improvise one of their own.
This should include a section
of very clear music to check
for distortion, plus pink noise
from the machine's internal
generator to check the error
correction.
Phil Wilton, a senior product
engineer with Sony Broadcast,
presented a paper on the latest
developments in 2- channel
DASH. The tape speed
depends on the number of
audio channels. Two -channel
DASH runs at 71 in/s (`slow
28

DASH') but this was too slow
for accurate editing of music.
The DASH family of
standards also provides for
2- channel recordings to be
made at 15 in/s; instead of
each channel being carried on
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four digital tracks, the higher
speed allows it to be carried on
two. The two that are left are
used to make a second
recording of the same
information but displaced
along the tape by 204 data
blocks (`medium' or `twin'
DASH). Apart from doubling
the redundancy, razor blade
edits can only obliterate data
in one place at a time.
A new development is double
density DASH. This puts
additional digital tracks in
between the original ones; now
twin DASH can operate at
71/2 in/s as well as 15.
Doug Dickey of SSL gave a
talk entitled `Towards the all digital studio'. He started by
injecting the word `practical',
in response to some of the
loopier ideas in circulation. To
produce a practical digital
studio, designers need to
consider reliability, efficiency,
maintainability, audio quality,
ease of use, creative
advantage, initial capital costs,
operating expenses, longevity
of service and interface
efficiency: "These are the real
issues on which the health of
the recording studio industry
depends ... regardless of the
specific technology."
He made one revelation
about his company's DSP
development work so far: SSL
has had a 24 bit audio
processing computer working
for a year.
Because of the complexity of
digital consoles and the
shortage of designers who
understood pro -audio and
supercomputers, design cycles
could be so lengthy that
consoles would be obsolete
before they left the factory.
"We realised from the very
early design stages that what
was needed was not a new
digital console design that
would be obsolete by the time
it was built but a completely
new way of designing digital
consoles that would eliminate
those problems. We wanted to
shorten the design cycle but
more than that, we wanted to
design consoles in a totally
hardware-independent fashion.

programmes: one area looking
at storage, one area looking at
And most of all we wanted
converters, another controls
tools that would allow our
and displays, another the
most experienced analogue
sound processors, and yet
console engineers to design
another overall systems
digital consoles. We weren't
design. All of which is
going to throw that expertise
completely different from the
away, that's stupid.
normal serial design process
"My confidence in the future where one phase needs to be
of the practical all- digital
completed before the next
studio stems from our
phase proceeds."
completion of these tools.
Another by- product is that
They're done and they work
the system documentation is
brilliantly."
written before the system is
This work is described in
even built.
three technical papers
Most importantly, Doug
presented at the 1986 Los
Dickey expects software Angeles AES Convention.
defined digital consoles to be
"Working at a CAD
reasonably cheap. "Unlike
terminal, the analogue console their analogue counterparts,
design engineer specifies the
they will become steadily less
system by drawing a largely
expensive to manufacture. In
traditional schematic on the
another 10 years, VLSI
screen. The schematics are
implementations may well
built from a library of familiar bring about parity between
pictorial representations, each fully digital consoles and
of which may represent, for
standard analogue consoles."
example, an equaliser or a
Michael Gray, the CD
delay unit."
technical co- ordinator at EMI
The system eventually
Music, described the processes
converts models of such
involved in producing compact
operations into a pair of
discs. This starts, in the case
programs -one for the audio
of back catalogue, with a
computers and one for the
search through all available
control computer. The control
tapes for the best version. The
programs are written in a
tapes are assessed and a
high level language, namely
decision made whether to
'C', which is not made
transfer straight, remix or
machine -specific until it is
digitally remaster. At the
finally compiled.
other end of the process, the
As new hardware is
job involves analysing returns
designed, the CAD software
to detect quality control
can be extended to handle it;
problems.
there is no need to write a
completely new package. Thus
Day
the console can have its
hardware updated without any The third day was aimed at
new work by the console
research scientists with an
designer; different designs and interest in digital audio. Dr
generations of processor board John Holmes, speech
can also work side by side in
technology consultant at the
the same console.
UK Government's Alvey
"Our ability to do this
Directorate, outlined the work
automatically means we will
of the Alvey Project on voice
be able to substantially
recognition and speech
upgrade SSL digital studios
synthesis.
systems in the field with
Jean -Paul Lefevre, managing
almost no design overhead.
director of the French
"SSL digital studio systems
company Oros, described his
will thus be defined solely by
company's machinery for
two large chunks of software
interfacing EIAJ format
and a control surface layout.
digital recorders with
"All stages of the design
computers, and converting the
cycle are significantly
sampling rate to 5 kHz; and
shortened by this method.
Dr Nick Taylor of AMS gave a
Among other advantages, it is more technical description of
not necessary to know all the
AudioFile's inside.
details of the actual processor
The afternoon sessions on
or the actual control panel
the third day consisted of a
before completing the design.
look at the future of CD,
This has enabled us to look at including interactive CD-I and
parallel development
CD -ROM.

three

Low- cost digital audio
comes of age.
The Sony PCM series has now been available policy towards these products. Accordingly they
for several years. In this time recording and broad- have upgraded them from the domestic catacast organisations, government, educational
logue, and, realising the need for professional
and industrial establishments, as well as individual support and all that that entails, have appointed
users have all acknowledged the unique value
HHB as specialist dealers to represent them in
of these units, and made them a new standard. the pro -audio market.
It is the superlative quality of Sony PCM digital,
We are proud to announce this appointment,
coupled with extremely low cost that has brought and happy to assure our customers of continued
about this professional acceptance of the range.
availability of the PCM range. The re-instatement
This is borne out by the number of new ancilliary of the PCM production line has been very largely
products from other manufacturers, that have
due to pressure from end-users, who are after all
further increased the flexibility and versatility of the motivating force in the audio world. So if you
the range. Examples of these products are the
are involved with audio recording and are still
'CLUE' logging and editing system from HHB, as unfamiliar with Sony digital, then you owe it to yourwell as various interfaces which allow digital com- self to call HHB - the No.1 name in Digital Audio.
munication with the PCM 1610.
Sony has acknowledged that this acceptance
FROM
by professional users necessitates a change of
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Contracts
Alpha Audio Automation
Systems has supplied the first
Lynx compatible BOSS system
to Digital Magnetics of

Address changes
for the School of Music and a
28/24/2 for DIG Studio in
Tokyo; a 40-input console with
64 channels of MasterMix (also
on monitor section) for STK

Live sound equipment
manufacturer Martin Audio
Ltd has moved to larger
premises at Cressex Industrial
Estate, 19 Lincoln Road, High

Studiotechnik Klever West
Germany; and for Beethoven
Street Studios London for a
28/24/2 via Turnkey.
Amek has announced recent
sales including a customised
audio console for a new post production suite at Viewplan
Facilities Stockport UK video
centre; a second BCII to
Granada TV; and a 32 -input
Angela with MasterMix fader
automation for Joan
Armatrading.
Alice (Stancoil Ltd) has been
awarded a major contract to
re -equip the radio facilities of
the BBC's New York office
which is the hub of their
North American operation.
Record Inc Tokyo.
This will consist of three
DDA has received orders for presentation studios and a
AMR24 consoles from Blue
central apparatus room
Max Productions of Hong
including audio switching
Kong for a 28/24/2; a 36/24/2
facilities.

Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3RD,
UK. Tel: (0494) 35312. Telex:
8338048.
From January 1st, DDA has
been operating from a new
factory /office unit. Their
address is Unit 1, Inwood
Business Park, Whitton Road,
Hounslow, Middlesex TW3
2EB. Tel: 01 -570 7161. Fax:
01 -577 3677. Telex: 932905
LARCH Attn DDA 322.
Audilec Distribution Ltd,
UK supplier of sound

Hollywood.

Soundcraft has announced
the following recent sales: a
40-channel series 8000 console
to Oceania Audio, a leading
PA hire company in New
Zealand; Saturn multitracks to
Westlake Audio LA, Solar
Audio in Nova Scotia, Black
Barn Studios in Surrey UK,
Easy Street in London, George
Klaus's studio in Montreal,
and Studio Emme in Florence,
Italy; a 24- channel TS24 for
the audio sweetening studio of
Sound Craft Inc Tokyo; a
TS24 to Mineo Ichinohashi
Studio Inc Tokyo for VPP use;
and two series 200B consoles
fitted with P &G faders for CD
mastering rooms at Canyon

reinforcement equipment, has

moved its base and their new
address is 6 Hornsby Square,

Southfield Industrial Park,
Laindon, Essex SS15 6SD. Tel:
(0268) 419198/9.
The London School of Audio
Engineering has moved to 2nd
Level, St Marks Building, 16
Chillingworth Road, London
N7 8QJ. Tel: 01 -609 2653.
Eltron (Pty) Ltd, South
African pro-audio distributor
has moved to custom built
premises. Their new address is

Susman Avenue,
Blairgowrie, Randburg, 2194.
Postal Address is PO Box
44598 Linden, Johannesburg
2104. Tel: (011) 787 0355.
2

Telex: 430719 SA.

New secretary for the APRS
The new secretary general of
the APRS is to be Philip
Vaughan, currently director of
client services at Robert Booth
Advertising, Reading and
formerly with Ampex for a
total of 15 years. He succeeds

Edward Masek who is retiring
as APRS secretary. Mr Masek
will however be maintaining
close links with the APRS as
its treasurer and as organiser
of the 1987 APRS show.

CLEAR REASON
For the music studio owner, no decision is more critical
than choosing a console. Both financially and creatively,
the success of your operation may well depend on the capabilities and quality of the system you select, and the company
that supports it. Clear reason, we suggest, to consider the
SL 4000 E Series Master Studio System from Solid State
Logic. But certainly not the only reason.
Consider, for instance,
that only SSL has built in track remotes on
every channel, integrated with the industry's
most versatile monitor
fader and foldback facilities. Or that SSL alone
provides pushbutton
signal processor routing
for each channel's noise
gate and expander,
compressor /limiter, high
and low pass filters, and
parametric equaliser
plus switchable phantom power, patchfree audio subgrouping,
AFL and PFL monitoring, fader start for external devices,

-
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and stereo modules
with balance and
Image Width controls.
Consider that SSL
makes the industry's
only comprehensive
studio control system with integral
synchronisation of
up to five audio /video machines, concise English commands,
tape location by timecode,
foot /frames, cue numbers
or key words, and com-

-

plete session list management. And that SSL alone
offers extensive fader,
group and mute automation and mix manipulation plus optional programmable parametric
equalisation and panning,
multi -repeatable Events
Control, and Automatic
Dialogue Replacement.

DIARY
DIARY
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Agencies
SSL has announced that
EMT -Franz GmbH will be its
sole representative in West

Germany.
Audio Technica Ltd UK
importer of Audio Technica
products has appointed Clyde
Electronics Ltd as main
distributor to professional
users within the UK.
Rifa Electronics of
Stockholm, part of the
Ericsson Group, has been

appointed distributor for
Bulgin products in Sweden.
UK dealers Future Film
Developments and Audio
Systems Components Ltd have
both been appointed Sony
Broadcast pro -audio dealers.
Both can supply the entire
Sony analogue product range.
Paul Farrah Sound has been
appointed sole UK distributor
for the Anchor range of selfpowered monitors.

Westlake European
marketing
There has recently been some
confusion over the marketing
of Westlake Audio products in
Europe. For two years now
Britannia Row has been the
European distributor of
Westlake monitors and
products are available to end

Row in London. Tel: 01 -226
3377. Telex: 268279.

Software update

Audio Kinetics has
introduced a powerful new
extension to the Eclipse -the
Eclipse Off-Line option which
consists of program disk,
`intelligent' cable and
Sunday morning. Included in
operational document. Using
the planned events is a
banquet with principle speaker an IBM PC (or compatible)
with the AK -IBM RS232
John Chowning, and a full
interface provides the following
concert for MIDI and non
facilities and a number of new
standard I/O devices. At the
options.
time of writing confirmed
Off-Line Preparation: this
participants in the conference
facility enables 100 new loops
include Wendy Carlos, Bob
to be loaded or existing loops
Moog, J L Cooper, Evan
to be edited to disk before
Brooks (DigiDesign), Craig
entering the Edit Suite also
Anderton and Curtis Roades.

AES 5th International
Conference
Advance information has been
released on a 5th AES
International Conference
entitled Music & Digital
Technology. Dates were not
finalised at publication time
but it is scheduled for three
days in early May in Los
Angeles. Conference chairman
will be John Strawn who has
informed us that the papers
will run from Friday to

users in the UK from them or
from the principal UK dealer
Stirling Audio.
Full details of European
dealers outside the UK are
available through Britannia

Events and Q.Keys can be
pre -programmed.
On -Line Down -Load: end of
session down load to disk of all
generated loops and events
allowing rapid recall at any
subsequent session thereby
minimising On -Line time.
Q.Key Storage: storage
facility for personal Q.Key
data.
Hard Copy: printing option
(IBM compatible printer) for
Loop information. Provides
Edit Decision list, Events and
Q.Key data.

Then consider that SSI:s Studio
Computer alone goes beyond mixing
automation to provide Total Recall'
a unique system, completely independent of the audio path, which stores all
I/O module settings after each session.
The new TR AutoScan function makes
it faster than ever to recreate headphone and monitor
mixes, equalisation, or entire console setups with quarter dB accuracy and rapid verification. And SSL alone
offers data -compatibility with more than 300 installations in over 80 cities around the world.

-

-

Finally, consider a company whose record of practical
innovation, ongoing development and in -depth technical support has earned repeat orders from many of
company that other
the world's toughest customers
manufacturers use as a standard for comparison. We
join them in urging you to compare. Our 40 page colour
brochure on the SL 4000 E Series is a good place to
start. It's yours for the asking, and it just might make
your difficult decision a whole lot easier. Clear reason,
may we suggest, to write or call us today.

-a

Solid State Logic
Begbroke, Oxford England OX5 RU (08675) 4353
New York, New York 10019 (212) 315 -111 I
6255 Sunset Boulevard Los Angeles, California 90028 (213) 463 -4444
1

200 West 57th Street
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New Sounds New Music.
See it at

Pa,,,,Q,

STEPP Ltd.

3

ShA;tt,.. Floral Street Covent Garden. Hear it at

UNIT Eight

Primrose Mews, Sharpleshall Street, London NW 18YL. Tel:

01

-

Call

for an appointment 01 586 6006

722 5448. Telex: 267002 E.Mail: 78 DGS 2199

NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

Revox new products
Revox has introduced two new

up to eight Studer Revox units

products with professional
applications. The first is the
B242 power amplifier which
provides a minimum of
200 WRMS /channel (400 W in
bridged mono) with a THD of
0.005%. The rear panel
includes an impedance
matching switch (4 or 8 S2).
Outputs are XLR -type; inputs
are RCA phonos.
Other features include
independent power supplies,
output meters and electronic
short circuit protection.
For use with almost any
personal computer, the Revox
B203 -1 is designed to provide
an inexpensive solution to
audio source automation. The
B203 -1 is designed to control

including any combination of
PR99 or B77 open reel
machines, B215 or A710
cassette decks and B225 or
A725 CD players. In effect the
B203 -1 provides an intelligent
link between the Studer Revox
bi -bus system and a
conventional RS232 port.

Studer International AG,
Althardstrasse 150, CH -8105,
Regensdorf, Switzerland.

dbx RTA

frequency response
adjustments of auditorium,
stadium or concert hall sound
reinforcement systems based
on readings made during the
concert thus eliminating the
trial and error process
currently used for sound
system set -ups. On the
broadcast side transmitter and
studio frequency response
checks will be possible while
the station is on the air and
broadcasting. The new
technology is also expected to
have applications in
architectural acoustics, sound
and vibration analysis and
noise control.
Various software packages
are being considered and the
final system is expected to be
available towards the end of

dbx is developing a real time
analyser that allows a musical
signal to be used to analyse
frequency response. The unit,
a '/s- octave, 31 -band device,
can be used with its in -built
CRT or connected to an
external colour monitor
(IBM/EGA standard). PC
interfacing is via multiple
RS232 ports and a parallel
port (with screen dump
capability) is provided for
connection to a printer. The
unit can create a frequency
response curve based on a

musical input rather than
with just pink noise.
In addition to providing
accurate conventional
frequency response
measurements the new system
will allow storage and
manipulation of multiple
measurement results.
Automated measurements are
also possible via an external
computer.
Future applications
envisaged by dbx include

in i
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Tel: 01 -840 2960.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49
Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel:
01 -953 0091.
USA: Studer Revox America
Inc, 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville TN 37210. Tel: (615)
254 -5651.

1987.

dbx, Professional Products
Division, 71 Chapel Street,
Newton, MA 02195, USA.
Tel: (617) 964 -3210.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment
Ltd, Unit 2, 12 William Road,
London NW1 3EN. Tel: 01 -387
1262.

Lexicon Opus
Lexicon launched part of the
results of their RD1 long term
research & development
programme, the Opus, at the
SMPTE and the Los Angeles
AES conventions. The Opus is
an integrated random access
digital audio production
system that marries a hard
disk recording system with full

With the full complement of
hard disks, Opus can provide
up to eight track hours of
random access memory with
the ability to record or replay
up to eight events
simultaneously. There is also
provision for write -once optical
disc storage of downloaded
audio. This operates in what is
referred to as background
editing capability and a
mixing facility in the form of a mode-continuously backing
single work station and its
up the hard disk information.
associated remote equipment
In the digital domain
racks and disk racks.
converters are 16 bit PCM
Particular attention has been with a total capacity of 28
paid to the audio editing
inputs and outputs. Interfaces
capabilities to make this
are currently Sony
process very simple to
complete. Analogue reel
rocking type editing is possible
as it has the full abilities of a
disk-based system including
time slip, crossfades, ambience
loops, splits and predubs. The
QWERTY and numerics
keyboards are used for
labelling functions and
entering timecode values

respectively rather than
control functions. The screen
displays menus and system
information and also indents
soft keys. The mixing section
uses many dedicated
functions -faders and panpots,
etc, as Lexicon feels this is the
approach required at the
moment.

1610/1630 -compatible and
others are to follow. Sampling
rates are switchable 44.056,
44.1 and 48 kHz with all

processing internally
remaining in the digital
domain.
At the conventions the
editing aspects of the system
were functional while other
aspects were still awaiting
completion. The first Opus
systems are destined for
delivery in the spring.

Lexicon Inc, 60 Turner
Street, Waltham, MA 02154,
USA. Tel: (617) 891 -6790.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 59
Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel:
01 -953 0091.

George Martin:
'At first, it's different. But then, as you
experience the clarity, the accuracy and the
nuances of the Mitsubishi Digital sound,
you're convinced. This is the most marvelous
musical storage medium."
The legend George Martin. Producer, composer, musician, engineer. Chairman
of Air studios.
His choice is two Mitsubishi 32- Channel Digital Audio Recorders for Air Studios
Montserrat, plus X -86 2- Channel Digital machines. It will be difficult, if not
impossible, to ever find anyone whose endorsement means more than that of
George Martin. We deeply appreciate his confidence in Mitsubishi products

and people.

4k MITSUBISHI

PRO AUDIO GROUP

DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION
Telex 311786
Headquarters 225 Parkside Drive. San Fernando, CA 91340 Phone (818) 898-2341
Telex. 703547
New York Suite 1530. 555 W 57th Street. New York, N Y 10019 Phone (212) 713-1600
Phone (615) 371-6602 Telex. 510617477
Tennessee: 104 Eastpark Drive. Sude. 306, Brentwood. TN 37027
Phone (416) 365 -3363
Telex. 06219839
Canada. 260 The Esplanade. Toronto. ONT M5A 1J2
United Kingdom: 1 Fairway Drive. Greenford. MIDOX UB6 8PW Phone (01) 578 -0957 Telex. 923003

-
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NEW PRODUCTS
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Equipment, modifications, options, software

Denon DN -052ED PCM
editing system
Denon/Nippon Columbia has
recently announced the
introduction of the DN-052ED
hard disk digital editing
system. The system provides
real time electronic editing of
digital or analogue 2- and
4 -track masters. The standard
system (8 disk drives) provides
94 min 2- channel recording
and 47 min 4- channel. Up to
6 hr 2- channel recording can
be provided with additional
storage.
The DN-052ED comes
complete with control console,
VDU and 19 in processing and
storage rack. The system
transfers the digital or
analogue master recording to
hard disk (this way the
originally recordings remain
`untouched') then digitally
manipulating the information
on the hard disk. Inputs and
outputs are 16 bit, 2's
complement code using a
64 -slot parallel interface with
switchable 44.056, 44.1 and
48 kHz sampling frequencies.
Up to 200 edits can be
performed with the standard
configuration and the crossfade
duration is variable between
6 ms and 999 ms. The colour
VDU display provides visual

confirmation of all edit point
parameters. Individual
presetting is possible at every
crossfade point. Level is also
digitally adjustable ( -00 to +6)
in 0.2 dB steps. In addition to
normal playback speed, x2,
x 1/z X V4 and X Y8 playback is
possible. Editing accuracy is
quoted as up to one sample of
the sampling frequency (ie
22 µs at 44.1 kHz sampling).
Benefits of the system
include extremely fast access,
accurate and non -destruct
splicing, rehearse procedures
and also the ability to use the
system as a stereo recorder or
for 4- to 2-channel digital
mixdowns. This is in addition
toreplicating conventional
editing techniques such as
rocking the tape across the
heads to find the edit point.
Nippon Columbia Co Ltd,
14 -14, 4- Chome, Akasaka,
Minato -Ku, Tokyo 107,

Japan.

Alesis Microverb
Alesis has developed a low
cost 16 bit digital reverb to
provide a choice of several
reverb simulations in an easy
to use package while meeting
professional standards in
terms of subjective effect and
technical specification. Unlike
the Midiverb, the Microverb

typically 1% and dynamic
range 90 dB.
Controls include gain, mix
ratio, output level and
program with stereo inputs
and outputs. A 3- colour
features variable input
indication system is used for
impedance and is designed to
level checks, orange indicating
operate over a wide range of
the unit is on, green showing
input levels ( -10 to +20 dBV the presence of a signal and
peak). Level and balance
red overload.
controls are provided enabling
Connections are via Y4 in
direct connection, rather than jacks and a rack mounting kit
routing via the console.
is also available if required.
The unit provides 13
Alesis, PO Box 3908, Los
conventional reverb settings
Angeles, CA 90078, USA.
ranging from small room,
Tel: (213) 467 -8000.
plate through to cavernous
UK: Sound Technology Ltd, 6
hall. There are also two gated Letchworth Business Centre,
effects and a reverse setting.
Avenue One, Letchworth,
Specifications include a dry
Herts SG6 2HR. Tel: 0462
frequency response up to
675675.

Sennheiser M8 Professional
mixer

The M8 Professional high
quality portable mixer is made
up of four modular sections
Ratingen 1, West Germany.
plus chassis and each section
Tel: 02102 4985 -0.
(Input module, Master module,
UK: Hayden Labs Ltd, Hayden Powering module and Display
House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont module) is available in a
variety of options. There is
St. Peter, Bucks SL9 9BS.
also an optional Intercom
module. The standard version
includes eight input modules
(6 -, 10- or 12 -input versions
console system.
CMX has recently introduced
are also available) with
a special edit -only version of
The CASS IE system
104 mm P &G faders; input
the CASS I Computer Aided
provides hard disk and floppy
gain (fine and coarse);
Sound Sweetener. The unit
disk storage in addition to a
switchable low frequency
allows simultaneous control of CMX compatible 8 in floppy
up to six audio tape machines option, and can be upgraded to roll-off; 3 -band EQ; mute; PFL;
pan; overload indicator
or VTRs plus 14 general
a full CASS I system.
purpose interfaces. The CASS CMX Corp, 2230 Martin Ave, (triggered from three different
IE is designed for users who
Santa Clara, CA 95050, USA. sections of the desk) and single
Aux output with level control
may already have console
Tel: (408) 988 -2000.
and pre- or post -EQ or post automation but who want
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 59
fader switching. Options
improved audio editing
Theobald Street, Boreham
include non locking PFL
capabilities with their existing Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ.
button; PFL switch in fader;
NC/NO fader remotes and
preferred centre panpots
and/or EQ.
The standard Master module
features selectable +15 dB or
+6 dBu outputs; L and R
limiters (with stereo link);
1 kHz tone generator;
6- position monitor selector;
Monitor/Line switching;
channel inversion switch;
phase and balance control.
Options include 10 kHz tone,
separate +6 dBu transformer
balanced output and +6 dBu
outputs for left and right

CMX CASS lE
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Europe: Denon Electronic
GmbH, Halskestrasse 32, 4030

20 kHz and a reverb response
to 10 kHz (±2 dB, ±1 kHz).
Distortion is claimed to be

master channels (provided
optional Intercom module is
fitted).
The optional Intercom
module includes built in mic;
XLR connector; level control;
pre- listen amplifier with
loudspeaker; source selector;
PFL headphone jack, -20 dB
attenuator and Cue Aux/Cue
Line/Talkback/Com Studio
switching.
The Display module provides
the basic input/output
connections; a 25 -way
extension socket for cascading
two units; extended scale peak
level meters; 9-pin connector
for external metering and 48 V
phantom powering. Options
include additional AB, 12 or
24 V powering, meter
illumination and line input
with fixed -20 dB
pre- attenuation.
All mixers can be powered
from the mains, external
12 -24 VDC supply or 10

internal batteries.

Sennheiser Electronic KG,
D -3002 Wedemark, West
Germany. Tel: 05130/583-0.
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd,
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9
9BS. Tel: 0753 888447.
USA: Sennheiser Electronic
Corp (NY), 48 West 38th
Street, New York, NY 10018.
Tel: (212) 944 -9440.

An unbeatable track record
The number of tracks is one of life's dilemmas.
There are not enough for some, too many for
others. So working on the theory that 24 tracks
were enough for many projects but 48 were often
necessary, we designed the PCM -3324.
We followed that with the RM -3310 Remote Control
and Synchronizer ... 24 or 48 tracks as you like,
when you like. Not only that, we made sure that the
DASH format provided for up to 48 tracks on a
single machine, guaranteeing upward
compatibility.

Marketing Services, Sony Broadcast Ltd., Betgrave House
Basing View, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 2LA. Tel: (0256) 55011

Producers were not slow to realise the
creative advantages of this way of working. Studio
Managers saw a safer return on their investment,
so thanks to them we had a success on our hands.
Now we have added the IF -3310 and VSU -3310 to
further improve system flexibility.
If you want to know how to solve the track
dilemma, find out more about the Sony system,
then contact our customers who'll tell you just how
good it is. Who are they ?... If you don't know
perhaps you shouldn't be reading this advertisement.

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO.
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Yamaha DMP7 mixer
Yamaha has developed an all digital automated mixing and
sound effects unit. The new
8/2 mixer includes three
internal effect loops with
digital, programmable effects.
Digital equalisation is
provided on each channel and
the 32 internal and 67
external memories can store
all mix, EQ and effects
parameters for instant recall

sampling, a S/N of 80 dB,
frequency response of 20 Hz to
20 kHz, and a THD figure of
0.03% (1 kHz, +4 dB stereo
out). Other features include
17- position panpot, MIDI
(Program Change, Control
Change and Note On/Off
Event), Effects Send 1 and 2
(15 effects), Effects Send 3 (5

effects of send to external unit)
and a motor driven stereo
master fader. Effects on 1 and
or `scene changes'. Up to four
units can be cascaded to
2 include reverb, gate reverb,
provide a total of 32 inputs.
delay, echo, flange, phasing, etc.
An optional dedicated
All interfaces are analogue.
Other features of the DMP7 8- channel mic and line
include motorised faders, MIDI amplifier (MLA7) is also
available which converts the
control and internal digital
DMP7 unbalanced, -10 dB
stereo compressor. A 3 -band
levels to +4 dB balanced.
EQ system is used with low
(32 to 500 Hz), mid (250 Hz to
UK: Yamaha -Kemble Music
5.6 kHz) and high (2.2 to
(UK) Ltd, Mount Avenue,
16 kHz) settings. Range is
Bletchley, Milton Keynes,
±15 dB. Also variable is Q (0.1 MK1 1JE. Tel: 0908 71771.
to 5.0) and there is peak and
USA: Yamaha International
shelf response selection.
Corp, PO Box 6600, Buena
Specifications include 16 bit Park, CA 90620.

In brief
Ampex has introduced 30 and
75 min play length U -matic
digital audio cassettes as part
of the 467 range to
complement the already
available 60 min.. Alpha
Audio Automation Systems
has announced that the BOSS
.

automated audio editor will
now support Timeline's Lynx
VSI synchroniser interfacing
via the Lynx VSI RS422 ports.
The BOSS will already
interface with the Adams Smith 2600 and the Cipher
Digital 4700 Shadow

Letters should be marked `For Publication' and sent to the Editor at the Croydon address on page

Call

for

correspondents
Dear Sir, I am a sound engineer working
for one of Britain's biggest independent
radio commercial production units at
Metro Radio, Newcastle upon Tyne, Great
Britain. I would welcome the opportunity
to correspond with anyone working in a
similar field anywhere else in the world. I
would anticipate that such correspondence
would be of mutual benefit and could
include exchanging ideas, sound effects,
commercial show reels, etc.

Yours faithfully, D Ian Britton, Metro
Radio, Swalwell, Newcastle upon
Tyne NE99 1BB, UK.

YSyncing
g

patent
I
p

Dear Sir, I was rather amused reading
the `Syncing Patent' item in the Barry
Fox Business column June issue.
In late 1960s Mr Hans Hilmer (at that
time tape assistant, now sound engineer
at Studio Hamburg) invented exactly the
same syncing procedure at Berlin Ariola
38
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Studio. He would sit behind his two
6-track machines with cans on, listening
carefully to the more or less identical
tracks on master and slave, managing

speed equalisation manually. Not because
it was cheaper this way: A linking system
didn't exist then. Anyhow, the inventor of
`syncing patent' is logically Mr Hilmer,
not Mr Kemp.

Yours faithfully, Christian Bruhn,
Manager, Barbarosa Tonstudio,

Postfach 710205, Imgardstrasse 11,
8000 Munich 71, West Germany.

Syncing patent II
Dear Sir, I was most interested to read
the article headed `Syncing Patent' in
your June publication since the method
outlined is precisely the one that BBC
Radio studio manager Mike Robinson
devised for our second series of Sight and
Sound transmissions in the Autumn of
1977.
Due to an industrial dispute at the time
the stereo sound had to be transmitted
remote from the VT area in TV Centre.
Mike suggested to me that he could

3

reproduce the stereo sound in sync with
the pictures by having split feeds into a
pair of headphones. With the TV mono
sound in one channel and the A +B stereo
in the other channel he had only to keep
the sound image in the centre of his head
to hold the stereo sound in
synchronisation for the duration of each
60 min programme. On average we would
have 25 to 30 seconds during the opening
announcement for each programme to get
our stereo sound in sync with the mono
TV sound before switching it into the
VHF/FM network. The stereo sound was
reproduced from two tracks of a Studer
A80 8-track machine which Mike
controlled with a varispeed. We
transmitted 26 programmes by using this
method and although it was somewhat
nerve wracking it proved to be totally
successful.
Incidentally, we did explain this to
Janet Angus when she interviewed us
about radio /TV simulcasts a couple of
years ago. As for gaining a patent for the
idea I think it would stand as much
chance as a patent for breathing by
numbers!

Yours faithfully, Jeff Griffin,
Producer, BBC Radio 1, Broadcasting
House, London W1A IAA, UK.

Products for every facet of music production

Lyrec
1

u

OF DENMARK

technology where it counts

Factory & Head Office
LYREC Manuf. A/S,

LYREC (U.K.) Ltd.,
13, Hampden Hill,

Hollandsvej 12,

BEACONSFIELD,
Bucks. HP9 1BP
Phone: (04946) 4425
Telex: 838725 TTLG

Dk-2800 LYNGBY,

Denmark.
Phone: +45 2 876322
Telex: 37568 LYREC DK
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Steinberg Research

Steinberg Research is to release a new
SMPTE generator which will be totally
interactive with the newly revised Pro-24
program. It connects to the Atari ST via
the RS232 port. The generator will be
available as a separate item and
according to Steinberg this new
development will set new standards in
sequencing from timecode.
Other Atari releases include a music
notation /séorewriter program and a
visual editor for the Atari S900 sampler
which will include the facility to transfer
data for use with the Sequential 2000
and 2002.
On the Commodore front Steinberg has
re-packaged hardware versions both of
which now include sync -to -tape and
graphic editing. The Pro-16 Plus will
include a scorewriting program. Disk based software additions include visual
editors and sound librarians for the
Roland Alpha Juno I and II and the
Korg DW8000.
Steinberg's new Oxfordshire facility
will provide dealers and end users with a
support program designed to cater for
the special needs of the software market.
Part of this support is a computer line
giving 24 hr access to an electronic
bulletin board where users will be able
to pass on advice, post queries and
generally communicate with Steinberg
and other users. The new premises also
feature a special studio which will
provide hands on training for sales staff
and double as a demonstration facility.

Steinberg Research, Billwerder Neuer
Deich 228, 2000 Hamburg 28, West
Germany. Tel: 040 7898516/66.

UK: Steinberg Research, The Spendlove
Centre, Charlbury, Oxford OX7 3PQ.
Tel: 0608 811325.
CAS

Canadian MIDI
The Canadian MIDI Users' Group (CMUG) has announced the opening of a
free MIDI dedicated bulletin board
service (BBS). Operating under the name
MIDILINE, this 300/1200 baud service
offers Canadian MIDI users a
communication link to other MIDI users
across North America and overseas.
The MIDILINE BBS uses Fido comms
software for fast up and downloading and
enables access to the worldwide FidoNet
network. This includes over 1100
individual FidoNet nodes among which
are The American MIDI Users Group
(AMUG) in Dallas, Texas, and MIDICOM
in Montreal. The Canadian MIDI Users
Group is currently accepting applications
for Fido MIDI BBS in the Toronto area
and hopes to establish nodes in every
major city across Canada.
Initially MIDILINE [data tel: (613)
966 -68231 will operate from 5pm till 9am
during the week and 24 hours at
weekends and holidays and will be free
of charge to C -MUG members. In
40
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addition C -MUG will continue to produce
their monthly newsletter providing
members without a computer and/or
modem with a hard copy of what is going
on in the MIDI community.
Eric Baragar, Sysop, Canadian MIDI
Users Group, Box 1043, Belleville,
Ontario, Canada K8N 5B6. Tel: (613)
962- 0549/962 -0603.
CAS

to a rear panel Centronics port -print
speed is five or 10 times faster than that
from similar home computer -based
packages and print quality is very high.

The 13th Salon de Musique de Paris
featured more new equipment launches
than are usually associated with a show
dedicated mainly to the public and

machine

distributors rather than to
rhanufacturers. Most of these were from
small French companies or from US
companies not well represented in the
UK, rather than from the major
exhibitors such as Roland, Yamaha,
Casio, Korg or Akai.

Musicland
Distribution
MLD license the Kurzweil, Simmons,
E -Mu, Photon and other high -tech lines
for France. Not yet seen in the UK, the
Kurzweil Ensemble Grand is a sampled

piano with upright styling and additional
organ, synthesiser, string and other
sounds. A programmable sampled drum
section has optional preset patterns and
auto fills, and a real time sequencer
based on that of the Kurzweil 250 with
dynamic assignment of voices allows the
soloist to simulate a trio or larger group
with ease.
The Photon guitar has infra -red
pickups for rapid string response and a
standard MIDI output for connection to
synthesisers and expanders. In obvious
competition with the Roland and Shadow
systems, it is a little more expensive
than both. The instrument is
manufactured in California; UK
distribution has not yet been established.
Musicland Distribution, 66-68 Bd

Beaumarchais, 75011 Paris, France.
Tel: 0331 43 55 26 68.
UK: (Kurzweil) Syco Systems Ltd,
20 Conduit Street, London W2.

Tel: 01 -724 2451.
USA: Kurzweil Inc, 411 Waverly Oaks
Way, Waltham, MA 02154.
MJ

Digigram MC5
sequencer
The Digigram MC5 is a multitrack MIDI
sequencer similar to the Roland
MSQ700. Music can be programmed in
real or step time from MIDI keyboards or
in single notes or chords in step time
using black and white buttons laid out
as a miniature keyboard on the top
panel.
All 16 MIDI channels can be recorded
and sections of music can be edited and
copied. A completed piece can be printed
out by connecting an Epson -type printer

Digigram, Chemin des Pres Zirst,
38240 Meylan, France.
Tel: 0 33 76 90 38.

MJ

RSF SD140 drum
RSF's new sampling drum machine is
the SD140, which follows the more
conventional DD14 and DD30 models.
The SD140 holds up to 14 user sounds
plus 14 built -in sounds, and has 10
outputs, MIDI, velocity response and
Yamaha -like styling using touch
membrane switches.
RSF Synthetiseurs, Usine D'Aston,
09310 Les Cabannes, France.
Tel: 0 33 61 64 97 43.
MJ

Syncom MIDI

merger

UK company Syncom previewed their
MIDIMerge 4 through their French
distributors. It is a 4 -input MIDI
combiner with information filtering
abilities which allows several
performances from a drum machine,
keyboards, MIDI guitar, percussion pads
and other devices to be recorded on to a
single sequencer or computer MIDI

channel simultaneously.
Syncom, Unit C, Hill Farm, Gt
Dunham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk PE32
2LQ, UK.
MJ

Enfer DX7
accessories
Enfer Diffusion has developed a range of
accessories specifically for the Yamaha
DX7 synthesiser. The range includes
ROM and RAM cartridges for new
sounds and an internal memory
expansion board featuring 128 memories
and MIDI output channel selection.
Enfer Diffusion, 6 Rue Ernest -

Cresson, 75014 Paris, France.
Tel: 0 331 45 39 11 58.

MJ

Solton instruments
Manufactured in Italy, the Solton range
has been available for two years or so
but is not imported into the UK.
The Project 100 is a MIDI polyphonic

synthesiser similar to the Roland Juno
106 but featuring a joystick performance
control. The MDR 16 is a disk -based
multitrack MIDI sequencer, and the
Programmer 24 is an accompaniment
unit with PCM drum sounds, MIDI and
many programmable features.
France: Solton, Fratelli Crosio, 7 Cite
De L'Ameublement, 75011 Paris.
Tel: 0 331 43 72 91 57.

MJ

British company dedicated to the
design and manufacture of one of the
broadest ranges of mixing consoles
in the World. We offer ten individual
models in over fifty versions to suit
your specific requirements.
A

The choice is yours.

Soundtracs plc.
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Feel! Road, Surbiton, Surrey,
Telephone: 01.399 3392

KT6 6AH, England

Telex 8951073/STRACS/G
U.K.: Studio

Fax: 01.399 6821

Equipment Distribution (0582) 452495

U
L
Applications:

8, 16 & 24 Track Recording;

Keyboard Workshops;
Keyboard Mixing.
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CONSOLE

DESIGN
AND MIDI

Allen & Heath Brenell has been manufacturing
a wide range of equipment for recording and
live sound applications since 1970. It was one
of the first manufacturers to produce
comparatively low cost modular multitrack
mixing consoles. In this article technical
director Glenn Rogers outlines the AHB
approach to mixing console design with
particular reference to MIDI which the
company has developed extensively in relation
to mixing consoles
console facilities have
increased and improved
dramatically as tape
recorder technology and
electronic component
technology has forged
ahead. A wide range of tape
machines exists with formats from
4 -track on cassette to 16 -track on 1 in,
to 24 -track on 2 in, to digital multitrack
formats. Alongside the development of
tape recorders and mixers, electronics
technology was finding a home in
musical instruments and effects. Parallel
with this, revolutions were taking place
in computer technology with the
introduction of microprocessors and this
was having a profound effect on all
aspects of professional audio.
AHB's response as a manufacturer was
the introduction of the CMC range of
mixers in 1984.
These consoles are ultra compact
multitrack mixers designed to
complement the new tape machine
introduced by Fostex at that time, the
B16. What made the CMC special was
the inclusion of a microcomputer within
the mixer.
The microcomputer provides control of
the input channel to output group
assignment and the muting of the
channel and monitor circuits. This
provides the customer with two main
advantages: reduced console size;
Mfixing
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memory and programmability of routing
and muting functions.
By making the routing a digitally
controlled function, the large bank of
routing switches normally associated
with a 16 -bus mixer have been reduced
to one switch which selects the channel
output to go to the main stereo mix or
the digital routing section. This, together
with the use of dual concentric controls
and effective control layout, enabled the
production of very compact full 16-bus,
24- and 32- channel mixers.
The microcomputer inside the CMC has
32 memories split into two banks. Each
memory contains a complete set of mixer
parameters, ie routing and muting for
each available channel. The computer
has a user friendly keypad with clearly
defined function keys and operating
modes. The internal memories can be
selected by the keypad or stepped
through sequentially using a footswitch.
The CMC's internal microcomputer
provides a taster of the system's full
capabilities. It has a computer interface
connector which enables control of the
mixer to be taken over by an external
computer system.
At about the same time as the CMC
range was introduced, the Musical
Instrument Digital Interface, MIDI for
short, was starting to appear on
electronic keyboard instruments.
MIDI is an interface system that was

first proposed at an AES convention in
1981 by Sequential Circuits. The
proposal was changed and improved by a
consortium of keyboard manufacturers
until the MIDI 1.0 standard was agreed
on. MIDI hardware consists of an
optically isolated current loop serial
transmission system with a 31.25 kbaud
rate. The serial word is 10 bits long with
8 data bits, the most significant of which
determines whether the word is a control
byte or data byte. Separate circuits are
used for transmit and receive and a Thru
socket is provided to re-transmit,
enabling chaining of receiving MIDI
devices.
The MIDI protocol has two message
types, System Messages and Channel
Messages.
System messages are ones which are
received by all MIDI devices regardless
of the channel number they are assigned
and include real -time messages such as
start/stop /clock, System Common
messages such as song select /song
position and System Exclusive messages.
Channel messages are ones which are

received and then acted upon if the
channel number corresponds to that of
the receiving device. This message set
includes note on- and -off program
change /control change /mode /pressure /etc.

offered new and
exciting ways of connecting
and controlling
synthesisers. It wasn't very
long before sequencers for
the system became
available, and very quickly
they proved to be far more versatile than
anything previously offered to the
customer. The MIDI revolution had
arrived. The end users then began to
realise there was still more potential in
the system that hadn't yet been realised.
Manufacturers of drum machines,
effects devices, acoustic instruments and
even mixers and amplifiers were being
asked to provide MIDI facilities. As the
MIDI system was never intended for this
diverse collection of equipment, many
manufacturers were at a loss as to what
to do with it. MIDI was quickly
introduced on drum machines as they
were basically electronic musical
instruments and each drum sound was
assigned a note code or range of note
codes to enable them to be controlled
using the MIDI note on- and-off message.
The timing codes were also easily
implemented.
Effects devices started to make use of
MIDI to change their settings. By
receiving the program change message, a
new effect program could be selected
using MIDI. With digital effects units
now very common, MIDI is very 'at
home' as a remote control system on
these devices.
Interfaces are now widely available for
converting the sound from acoustic
instruments into MIDI data streams for
control of MIDI equipped synthesisers.
Many other specialised MIDI units, such
as MIDI computers, MIDI drum pads,
MIDI delays, etc, are now available.
Mixer manufacturers, however, had a
much harder time in satisfying the
requests for MIDI implementation as the
majority of mixers were still largely
analogue and were unrelated to the
MIDI

parameters under MIDI control.

The CMC range of mixers offered
digital control of certain functions. The
design and sales departments at AHB
were quick to see a way of using the
MIDI system to link the mixer into the
complete MIDI studio. Two MIDI
message types can be put to good use,
these are the program change channel
message and the real time messages.
The CMR is a dedicated remote
control unit for the CMC range
which features MIDI control. It
is a self-contained computer
which can be held in the hand

and it features interchangeable
memory modules, LCD display
and touch type keypad. The functions are
divided into two main groups, those for
entering information about the mixer's
settings into memory and those used for
controlled access of the information.
The mixer data is stored as 100
patches (memories) of the channel mute
data, each patch containing data for all
channels and 100 patches of channel
routing data.
The performance modes enable the use
of MIDI to link mixer data patches to
received MIDI data. The program change
message can be used in a similar way to
its implementation on effects devices and
calls up alternative mixer settings, with
each setting containing information for
all the mixer's digitally controlled
functions.
The CMR has a 100 -element look -up
table which cross -refers MIDI program
numbers on any specified MIDI channel
to a mute and a route patch. For
example see Table 1. This facility
enables program changes on one or a
number of MIDI instruments or
sequencers, on different channels, to
reconfigure the mixer. Now, channel -totrack assignments can be changed while
recording from the instrument when
voices are changed and/or effects returns
or other channels can be muted.
The MIDI real time messages are used
to control a sequencer in the CMR. The
CMR remote control for the CMC

TABLE

1

TABLE
ENTRY
00

MIDI
CHAN

MIDI
PROG

MUTE

ROUTE

01
10

10
01

05
00

07
02

03

CMR has 10 songs each of 100 steps,
with the facility to link them

sequentially. Each step contains timing
data, a Route and a Mute patch. In the
MIDI clock mode, the CMR sequencer
will respond to the Start, Stop, Clock,
and Continue Start. This enables it to be
used alongside MIDI sequencers, the
mixer can then be updatd in
synchronisation with other MIDI
systems. With a MIDI musical sequencer
playing many parts simultaneously on
different instruments, the CMR can be
used to turn on and off selected channels
or to control the routing to provide level
changes to facilitate semi -automated
mixdown.
The CMR sequence also receives the
system common message Song Position
Pointer. By using this information, the
CMR can locate itself to the correct
position to enable it to synchronise with
MIDI sequencers started at any point.
This makes the system very powerful
and easy to use. If combined with a
device which can read SMPTE code and
generate MIDI timing data, a time
conscious system is provided for the
CMC mixer range.
The MIDI 1.0 specification does not
provide any specific messages for use by
mixer manufacturers. The only other
message type of use is the Control
Change message. This enables up to 122
parameters to be controlled and they can
be arranged as continuous or switched
controls as stated in the MIDI
specification.
The continuous controller data can be
either 7 bit or 14 bit. A number of these
codes are commonly used on synthesisers
for things like modulation wheels, foot
controllers, volume, pedals, etc. To use
these messages for a mixer, one of the
MIDI channels would have to be used
specifically for the mixer. The MIDI

transmission rate limits the usefulness of
this set of messages as each control
would use a separate message each of
which requires 3 bytes and takes
approximately 1 ms to transmit for 7
data bits and 6 bytes and taking
approximately 2 ms to transmit for 14
data bits. The only other way of using
the standard MIDI system is with the
System Exclusive message. This allows
instruments specific information to be
transferred by using the manufacturers

CMC series compact multitrack mixer
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exclusive number. With this method,
however, the controls can only be
manipulated by a dedicated
programming unit.
IFollowing on from the CMC range,

AHB introduced the Keymix range
in 1986. This uses the same basic
ideas as the CMC and presents
them in an expandable rack
mounting format aimed at the
MIDI keyboard player. The KMR
controller for the system performs
exactly the same functions as the CMR.
The Keymix system is a stereo mixer so
no output routing is required. The
routing capabilities, however, are put to
good use assigning channel auxiliary
send controls to 1 of 8 auxiliary outputs.
This allows many effects devices to be
connected to the system and the
instruments to be routed to them as
required. The musician is then able to
perform with many of the complicated
effects pre -set ready for selection.
Once the customers saw MIDI being
implemented on mixers, they
immediately expected this facility to be
extended to fader automation. A really
low cost fader automation system of any
type is still some way off and, apart from
the cost, it is unlikely that the current
MIDI specification will effectively
support a comprehensive fader
automation system, because of data
transmission efficiency, even if a
message protocol were established.
With all these developments in MIDI,
the professional recording studios were
also having to become conversant with
MIDI. Many of the devices musicians
were bringing into the studio were
sporting MIDI sockets. As a consequence
of this, AHB's Sigma range of
professional modular mixers can be fitted

with an Automute system which is
controlled by an SSR control unit. The
SSR is a derivative of the CMR and
provides the same functions with one
exception. The routing is not
implemented but an additional MIDI
facility is provided. With the growing
number of MIDI effects devices, such as
the SPX90 finding a home in studios,
some means of easily controlling them is
becoming more and more desirable.
The MIDI Prog mode of the SSR allows
a table of MIDI program change
messages on any MIDI channel to be set
up. These table entries can then be
called up in the MIDI or Sequencer
operating modes and single or multiple
messages can be sent. Thus the SSR
with its muting facilities provides the
lowest level of console automation and
the MIDI facilities provide a powerful
controller for the studio's MIDI
equipment.
As a further development of the digital
control of AHB's mixers, a Commodore
based package for the CMC and Sigma is
soon to be introduced which provides
SMPTE and MIDI facilities. This gives
the user the best of both systems.

what does the future hold for
true MIDI mixers? There are
several areas which need a
great deal of thought before any

So,

definite answers can be given.
The first is the ergonomics of
a digitally controlled mixer
using MIDI. Could it be styled along the
43

lines of a synthesiser where a single data
entry slider is used to control the
settings, and faders (replacing the
keyboard) are the `hands on' controls? It
may be a black box where control is
totally by software, and graphical
representation of the mixer is
manipulated by a mouse or joystick, etc.
The alternative is to keep the
conventional mixer layout. All these
possibilities have advantages and
disadvantages for customer and designer.
The lowest cost system would be a purely
software manipulated one, the most
expensive a conventional mixer panel.
The one most synthesiser owners would
identify with would be the first
alternative.
The second area is which MIDI
messages could be used to transmit and
receive the data? The control change
message doesn't offer enough scope for a
full function mixer to be effectively
controlled because of the limited number
of controls available. It also has the
drawback of tying up one of the 16 MIDI
channels. One alternative is to use the
System Exclusive message and define a
new protocol under a common `exclusive
number' for mixer manufacturers
belonging to the MMA (MIDI
TABLE
FO

[CHANNEL]

FO
7D

[CHANNEL]
[PARAMETER]
1]

[DATA 2]
[F7]

AND MIDI

Manufacturers Association).
A third problem is deciding on the
resolution of the controls. The control
resolution is dependent on whether the
control is to be operated dynamically
(continuously variable during the course
of a mixdown) or statically (only changed
when no program is passing through the
control). For example, if a panpot were
only operated statically then 16 steps are
sufficient to provide good control of the
stereo image but if it were to be used
dynamically to sweep from left to right,
then something in the region of 128
steps would be needed to give a smooth
result.
Another point for consideration is how
the mixer can be used. It is likely that
the customer will often want to use it

[PARAMETER]
F7

[DATA

1]

([DATA 2])

System Exclusive message header
ID number (common to all mixer manufacturers)
0 -127, the mixer channel currently being updated
0 -127, the MIDI controllable parameters on the
mixer's channel. 0 -63 are used for 7 bit data
controls, 64 -127 for 14 bit data controls
0 -127, parameter value for parameter 0 -63 or MSB
for parameter 64 -127
0 -127, LSB of parameters 64 -127
End marker for system exclusive message

TABLE 3
PARAMETER
0
Fader, 7 bit resolution
Fader, 14 bit resolution
64
1
Channel mutes
65
Spare
2
Auxiliary send mutes (7)
Auxiliary send mutes (14)
66
3
Channel routing small system
67
Channel routing large system
4
Auxiliary routing
68
Auxiliary routing
5
Channel panpot
69
Spare
6
Monitor panpot
70
Spare
7
Switches (7)
Switches (14)
71
8

DESIGN

2

7D

[DATA
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EQ1

72
9

EQ2

Spare

15
79
16

EQ8

80
17
81
18
82

27
91
28
92
etc

Table

2 shows a proposal which allows

the MIDI system to be considered for use
by mixing consoles. The control format
operates under the System Exclusive
message and uses one of the currently
unassigned exclusive numbers.
In one system exclusive message any
number of channels and parameters can
be updated. It is also to everyone's
advantage if common parameters are
defined (see Table 3).
The MIDI data would only be
transmitted when a control update was
needed. The format provides for systems
which use high resolution, medium
resolution or switched controls in any
combination.
There are still some unused system
common message types, ie 241 (F1 HEX),
244 (F4 HEX) and 245 (F5 HEX) which
could be used instead of the System
Exclusive message proposed but the
MMA is reluctant to use these codes in
case of future developments in
synthesiser technology.
There are other developments with
MIDI that will help in its acceptance as
a usable system for mixer control. A
MIDI system that runs at a higher
transmission rate is now in use by
Sequential on their Prophet 2000.
There are objections to calling this
system MIDI and the MMA have still to
agree how this will be implemented. The
use of a new time code for MIDI, MTC,
which also allows SMPTE type code
representing frames, seconds, minutes ,
hours, etc, to be transmitted over the
MIDI system, will also make the system
more attractive in the studio

Spare

73

without having to use the MIDI
interface. This means that data from the
mixer's controls must be combined with
MIDI input data to operate the mixer.
The MIDI system should only be used to
provide recording and replay of
operations and external control when
necessary.

Spare
Input level mit
Spare
Input level line
Spare
Aux 1 send level 7 bit
Aux 1 send level 14 bit
Aux 10 send level 7 bit
Aux 10 send level 14 bit

Monitor fader, 7 bit
Monitor fader, 14 bit

environment.
There is one thing for sure, MIDI is
here to stay. It is one of the few
`standards' success stories. Everyone
from manufacturer to customer, has too
much invested in MIDI to allow rash
changes and incompatibilities to be
introduced into the system. There will
undoubtedly be future developments in
MIDI instruments and technology -and
that includes MIDI mixers.

The Sigma modular mixer can be fitted with an Automute system controlled by the SSR
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Customers include
BBC TELEVISION

BBC RADIO

GRANADA TELEVISION

MINIM
AMEK BCII IN 84 2
VERSION WITH PPMs

AMEK BCII is available in a very large range of configurations suitable for OB vehicles,
post production, radio broadcast and mobile recordings. The system includes mono and
stereo inputs, subgroups, various styles of monitor and output modules, and can be configured
from as small a size as 6/2 through to 24/4/2 according to requirements.
Head Office, Factory and Sales: AMEK Systems and Controls Ltd,
Islington Mill, James Street, Salford M3 5HW, England.
Tel: 061-8346747. Telex: 668127 AMEK G E- MAIL:AMEK UK.
Fax: 061- 834 0593.
In

the USA: AMEK Consoles Inc, 10815 Burbank Blvd, North Hollywood, CA 91601. Tel: 818/508 9788. Telex: 662526 AMEK USA
E- MAIL:AMEK -US. Fax: 818/508 8619.

brave new frontier. A giant leap
for recording studios. And so on. To hear some
people talk you'd think a move to digital audio
was on a par with re- inventing the wheel. We're
taking a slightly more down -to -earth view of it
all at

Stirling Audio System ` ^»,

od reason.

AN ACCEPTED STANDARD
People talk about the char,,
niques
involved in 'going digital' Yet almost every studio
is already working with those techniques, with
digital delays and reverbs and samplers. We
say that digital technology is here to provide
better creative control.
Control that helps
you keep a step ahead.

OTARI DTR900
The DTR900 digital
multitrack redefines the
over -used term 'state of
the art'
Its audio clarity and
dynamics are as impressive as the revolution in
control it represents.
Because both

becomes simpler and more accurate. A more creative multitrack - all at the touch of a few buttons.

AMS AUDIOFILE

w

Almost a studio in itselt, Audiofile combines
the advantages of digital multitracking with rev )lutionary creative flexibility.
The signal is stored on winchester hard disks
for instant access and pinpoint editing precision.
Adding a new creative edge with the ability to
copy and move sections of music and handle track
slipping, level changes and edits, without touching
the original (think how much easier life would be).
It's as big as your imagination. And with an
internal SMPTE synchroniser it's as perfect for
post video and film as it is in a recording studio.

Stirling ITj
l

Canfield

Fax.
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-372 6370.
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your work,

MasterMix (the new automated Angela is just
one example). Alternatively, we could upgrade
your present desk. Either way, you get the creative
control and time savint
benefits of automation
And onceagain,you move
all those digits simply
ng yours.

1PTE is

trolled track bouncing
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and MasterMix console automation has proved
a very successful alternative to big, expensive
automated desks.
It's a fast, reliable disc -based session controller, allowing you to store and re- create complex
'live' mixes complete with fades and mutes. And
it's easier to use than a REV -7.
Most leading consoles are available fitted with

THE LYNX
SYNCHRONISER

synchronising and editing
use the same SMPTE
"markers :' precisely con-

s

AUDIO KINETICS MASTERMIX

NW63BT. Telew,.
946240 C W EASY G Ref No.19014280

bringing

a

host of studio equipment
closer together, creating
more opportunities for
studios.
The most versatile
and reliable system yet
developed to control
today's array of audio
and video recording
hardware is the Timeline 'Lynx' synchroniser.
Try it and you'll understand why, as one top
studio put it, you can forget synchronisation.
It links virtually anything with ridiculous
ease. And its SMPTE /EBU protocol means Lynx
will accommodate future upgrades too.

ALL UNDER ONE ROOF
The best way to get a clear picture of all
the new options is to spend a few hours with the
hardware and pick our brains.
You'll find an open- minded view of studio
automation and digital audio, and how it enhances your creative control.
A combination that definitely makes a lot
of sense.
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With a reputation for going
their own way, Marcus Studios
in London has two recording
studios which Marcus
Osterdahl and Leif Mases have
more or less designed
themselves. The partnership of
these two Swedes goes back
many years to when they set
up studios in Stockholm which
also incorporated tape and
cassette duplication. As far
back as 1977 that particular
partnership came to an end as
Marcus prepared to come to
England whilst Leif stayed in
Sweden to design and build
Abba's Polar Studio.
By 1983 Leif was once again
looking for pastures new and
he followed Marcus to
Bayswater where the
partnership was resumed.
Over the years both men
have built and designed
several recording facilities.
The experience each has
gained through various
projects has led to very
definite ideas about what is
required of a room and how to
set about achieving this.
1985 saw the massive Studio
One refurbished, rebuilding and
re- equipping Studio Two with
very particular sounds and
ergonomics in mind.
The building, situated in
Kensington Gardens Square, is
fairly typical of the area: In
the 1930s it served as home
for the Whiteley's Gentlemen's
Club, reputed to be one of the
essential social venues for
London's Smart Set. It was
popular for its location, a
convenience which equally
influences recording artists;
Queensway where you can buy
almost anything virtually
round the clock day or night,
it is a mile from the West End
and only a few minutes from
Hyde Park.
The club's large main room
was kept intact and today
serves as the recording area
for Studio One. Because of the
size of the building it has been
possible to create two
completely separate
independent facilities each
with its own recreation,
relaxation and refreshment
facilities. It also provides office
space for various other Marcus
interests -record and
publishing companies, etc.
The rebuild represents a
major reinvestment during a
period when many studios
struggled for work. Marcus felt
that they should bring their
48
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Marcus Studios, London

Studio One control room
rooms and equipment into line

with the direction they felt the
industry was headed.
To this end they were joined
by Ross Caston who left SSL
to become part of the Marcus
household and help tailor
Studio Two to receive its new
4000 Series console. "Ross has
worked in a lot of studios all
over the world and is expert
on the SSL; Tim Hunt our
engineer is also very involved
in running the company -he is
not just an engineer and he
contributes to everything that
is happening. With these
people, Marcus and my
experience, we have a lot of
combined knowledge."
Looking at control room
design in broad terms, Leif
splits the problems into two
major areas: "One is acoustics
and the second is interior
design and you just can't
combine the two without some
compromises. You go into
some of these studios and it is
a bit of a laugh sometimes
what some of them do. At the
end of the day the sound has
to come first."
Soundwise they were aiming
to create the impression of
nearfield monitoring in a large
room, ie a tighter sound than
they had before. They also
wanted the feel to be more
natural, in keeping with
current acoustic thinking,
"Ambient but keeping tight
monitors. We wanted a more
even sound; no matter where
you are the sound should be
the same. Vertical dispersion
of the sound is equally
important: the sound must be
even-sitting or standing. For
this reason we have positioned

the monitors more level with
the listening position rather
than pointing down at you."
Studio Two underwent
considerable rearranging.
Always a studio in its own
right it previously consisted of
one control and one recording
room. The control room size
was to increase and the
recording area divided into
two within the limits of the
building. The floor was a

major problem; being situated
on the second floor there was
a limit to how much weight
the structure could support.
Marcus were unhappy with
the floor they had but it could
not support a concrete floor.
Instead they put in a sandwich
construction.
The studio's aim was to have
one live area which it was
possible to isolate from the
other, more dead area, both
with good visual
communication to the control
room. They have also
incorporated a `telephone
booth' type iso room in the
corner. "In order to achieve a
good live sound we had to
adopt a slightly unusual
method. We wanted the room
to be as symmetrical as
possible so that wherever you
are the sound would not be
altered. We wanted to avoid
the pinging bathroom sound
which you get from very flat
glass surfaces. You create
problems when there is no
dispersion of the sound
making the distance the mics
are placed from the walls

critical."
The result is a 450 sq ft
room with a dome construction
in the ceiling and walls clad in

Italian Quartzite. The back
wall features recesses in the
stone to accommodate guitar
amps.
"Acoustically we worked
with minimum trapping.
Instead, we implemented the
geometry of the room with
very solid surfaces to break up
standing waves. We built the
basic room shape first and
then began breaking up the
reflections. We didn't want
this to be guesswork and so
we spent long nights tuning it
very carefully.
"The shape of the room is
underestimated today. Bass
trapping efficiency is high so
you often end up with a very
dry room. You always need a
fairly dry room but you can't
have it completely dead -you
need some reflections. You
also need a solid wall to put
your guitar amp in front of; it
is no good just putting up
some fabric, that doesn't act as
a wall."
The deader main recording
area is placed immediately in
front of the control room
principally because you would
be more likely to use this area
for lead vocals and it is
preferable to have the vocalist
near the control room. It is
quite heavily trapped with soft
walls except the patio doors,
the glass door in to the iso
booth and the control room
window. The ceiling is
absorbent and the floor hard.
"We think it is important to
have a hard floor -you can
always put a carpet there if
you want to soften it."
As the monitoring in the
control room has been
changed, the previously
employed 3 -way JBLs are now
located in the studio beneath
the control room window. This
gives them an alternative
sound to that of the control
room and the system may also
be utilised for ambience
during mixdown.
"There is not one part of the
room where you would get
more than one reflection back
to the microphone which is too
near in time; it wouldn't
bounce back. In the live room
you get a whole cluster of
sound but it is a short, well
defined sound-nice and
bright, not over splashy on the
cymbals."
Downlights are positioned in
the stone round the room and
there is a ring of Pioneer car
speakers primarily for foldback

REFINING THE FINEST
Advanced recording equipment demands advanced recording tape. Which
for ten years Ampex has continued challenging machine capabilities.
Through a decade of technological improvements, Grand Master" 456 remains an
audio tape of unequalled sophistication and consistency. Which is why more top
albums are recorded on Ampex tape than any other tape
in the world. For Grand Master 456, the beat goes on.
is why

Ampex International, Magnetic Tape Division Acre Road, Reading RG2 POR, England, (44) 734 - 875200

AM PEX

Ampex Corporation

One of The Signal Companes

AND THE BEAT GOES ON
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and also monitoring.
With the design of the
control room, the advice of
David Hawkins /Eastlake was
sought. "We have had a lot of
help from David and his team
and I cannot recommend him
highly enough. Quite apart
from all the measuring and
determining the room
characteristics, he gets hold of
exactly the right materials so
much cheaper than you could
do it yourself. David also
knows all the regulations and
only works with approved
materials. This is something
that people often forget about
and it saves a fortune in the
end. He has made some things
possible which we could not
possibly have done without
him. We have done a lot of the
work ourselves, but under a lot
of guidance?'
Although the control room
was completely gutted they did
actually want to retain as far
as possible the sound of the
previous room. The main
problem was the need to
accommodate an increasing
amount of outboard gear in
the room as well as have space
for keyboard players to work,
quite apart from the fact that
the 56- channel SSL console
was going to occupy a lot of
space.
"The size of the control room
is much more important now
so that you can use piles of
keyboards at the same time.
You get guys coming in and
spending days building up
their system and then it just
suddenly spits out a song and
it's all over!"
By taking the tape machines
out into a separate room the
old recesses could be
abandoned. The installation of
new monitors (Eastlake) and
the console VDU, a new air
conditioning system (with
three separate systems serving
control room /power amps and
console computer /machine
room) plus completely rewiring
the whole room made the
project complete. Taking
advantage of a new ceiling,
the lighting was changed to
incandescent downlighting.
"Obviously changing the
monitors will alter the sound
but we were trying to preserve
the room's acoustics because
they were very good. We
didn't want to alienate clients
who were used to and liked
the sound. So we have the
same basic idea but done in a
50
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Marcus, continued
different way, for example we
used slot absorbers in a
wooden frame in our efforts to
make it look more
contemporary. The front and
part of the side walls are
finished in rough cut walnut.
The side walls are angled with
tuned traps behind to stop low
frequencies travelling round
the room, and there is new
bass trapping on the monitor
wall."
An unusual feature is the socalled Tape Op's Corner for the
tape op to sit in with the SSL
remote. The opposite corner is
relegated to the producer with
all the MIDI tielines etc
coming up, enabling him to sit
and drive the master whilst
located right next to the
effects rack and leaving all the
keyboards up in front of the
desk.
The removal of all tape
machines also allowed them to
rethink their wiring -this is
where Ross came into his
own. The room is prewired
for 32-track; any 2 -track
machine can go into any
required section of the desk;
24 channels of Dolby may be
by- passed if so desired.
"Any combination required
may be achieved very quickly.
It is especially useful for
bringing in other equipment.
The wiring system is the
maintenance man's dream. We
have got tie lines
everywhere-MIDI, guitar,
speaker, video, video camera,
audio, power supply voltages
we even have 9 V power
outlets on the walls; basically
everything you have ever
wanted. It means that if you
can try out five things in five
minutes as opposed to two
hours you are far more likely
to do so. Thus we are providing
an environment for
experiment. The wild ideas
can be tried and this is how
progress is made; it will affect
the music we record here. An
inspiration will be provided by
the possibilities available."
Outboard effects complement
consists of two AMS DMX
15.80S, Lexicon Prime Time,
two Roland SDE3000,
Dimension D, Bel BD80,
Eventide Harmonizer and
Phaser, Bel BF20 Flanger,
Marshall Time Modulator,
Drawmer Multitracker, six
noise gates and stereo

-

compressor/limiter,
Audio +Design Auto Panner,
760RS stereo compressor/
expander, and Vocal Stressor
Orban 3- channel de -esser and
stereo parametric EQ, two
UREI LA4 compressors, one
1176 limiter and two 27 -band
graphic equalisers, two dbx
160 compressors, Aphex
Compellor, eight CEA -1
compressor/expanders, Aphex
B Aural Exciter, Helios stereo
equaliser and one Redpost
digital metronome.
Reverb is catered for by
EMT 140 stereo valve and 240
Goldfoil plates and an AMS
digital RMX 16. Noise
reduction is either Dolby or
dbx and reference monitoring
is Yamaha NS10s, Auratones,
RORs or Tannoys. For
microphones, the Marcus
collection is suitably extensive
including Neumann (both
valve and FET), Beyer, Shure,
PZM, Sennheiser, AKG, PML,
Electro -Voice the Calrec
Soundfield, STC and RCF.
With an eye to the future
the machine room has been
designed and prewired to take
six machines (three multitrack
and three stereo) in addition to
video machines.
Next to the machines is
another room housing the SSL
computer and the power amps
on sliding racks to facilitate
maintenance.
The tape machines are: Sony
PCM-3324 24 -track digital,
Studer A800 24 -track with
16 -track headblock if required;
two Studer A80 (1/4 or '/z in),
Sony PCM701 ES and there
are also two Aiwa cassette
decks.
The new Studio Two is
finished off with newly
designed lounge, kitchenette

and listening area.
Regular visitors to Marcus
will know that one important
feature of this facility has
escaped the rebuild: the store
room. Having heard this room
referred to as `that
ridiculously live room at
Marcus', `that crazy room at
Marcus', and from Leif's own
mouth: "...a real bathroom
job -great!" You wonder what
has hit you when you start to
talk in there. Opening off the
drum area it is very easy to
incorporate in a session.
The way in which they set
about Control Room One was

slightly different because they
were altering an existing room
rather than starting afresh.
"We were able to go in and
measure and decide exactly
what to do as we went along
instead of having to rely on
guesswork."
The front wall was moved
forward, the monitors
repositioned with an infinite
speaker baffle system, the side
walls treated and the back
wall- retrapped and tuned.
"The monitors are custom
Eastlake 2 -way monitors with
TAD horn incorporating motion
feedback system on the bass
drivers making them flat down
to 20 Hz and also reducing the
cabinet sound. It gives a very
good clean tight bass. It also
reduces the problem of two
bass drivers which usually
gives distorted bass resonance
as they interact." Leif has
over the years been involved
in many electronic designs and
intends to patent this
monitoring system.
The Studio One equipment
list is similar to Studio Two's
with additional Studer A80
24 -track to facilitate 48 -track
recording, another of each of
the EMT plates, Audio +Design
Panscan, Neve stereo
compressor/limiter, Pultec
valve equaliser, Orban stereo
synth and a Klark Teknik
stereo graphic equaliser.
Marcus is renowned for its
Studio One recording area
which is enormous. The main
area is some 1500 sq ft, with a
500 sq ft live room, two overdub
rooms of 125 and 45 sq ft, plus
various isolated recesses down
one side of the room.
"The glass rooms people
build are coming in for some
criticism. They give a certain
sound which is pingy, trebly.
As for the bass trapping, it is
like a vacuum cleaner sucking
the sound out and it sounds
very middly and boxy. The
problem is to get an even
sound, otherwise when you
play there are sounds which
ping around with no balance."
It is this view of
conventional studios which has
led Leif and Marcus to follow
their own path. Will the new
rooms have the dramatic effect
on the way people work? Only
time will tell.

Janet Angus
Marcus Studios, 49/53
Kensington Gardens
Square, London W2 4BA.
Tel: 01 -221 0612.

MIX WITH MUSCLE

THE MPX820 MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF NEW
TECHNOLOGY EIGHT CHANNELS OF QUALITY
IT STORES ALL FRONT -PANEL FUNCTIONS.
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NINETY NINE FUNCTION MEMORIES CALL THEM
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The two Record Plant (NY)
mobiles are familiarly known
as the White Truck and Black
Pete however, don't ever ask
for the latter as you are liable
to be taken for a practical
joker. Both trucks were at
home at the time of our visit.
"This doesn't often happen!"
noted Phil Gitomer the man in
charge. "At least one is
usually out, however, you've
timed it to come down during
a maintenance period."
Phil has been involved with
the trucks virtually from the
start and is now director of
remote operations, "which
means I don't get to do as
much engineering as I used to
but I'm by no means glued to
the seat in my office. Running
remotes is a 25 hour a day job
and I probably do more

running around now than I
ever did. Bookings, travel,
maintenance-they all have to
be slotted in and can give rise
to headaches."
The first truck (the White
one) came into service during
1970/71 and is built around a
Chevrolet C -60 with an overall
height of 12 ft 6 in (3.81 m),
width of 8 ft (2.44 m), length of
26 ft (7.92 m) and weight
26,000 lb (11,800 kg approx).
Entrance to the truck is by
the rear or either side. A lot of
careful thought obviously went
into the layout design. Despite
the fact that the interior space
is not exactly huge, there is
an impression of `roominess'.
"It can get pretty crowded at
times and after you have four
or five people in here that's
when you start clearing people

out."

Recording centres around a
48/24 Trident series 80 console
and two Ampex 1200 24 -track
recorders with 14 in reel
capacity. The outboard gear is
fairly basic consisting of two

Pultec EQH-2 programme
equalisers, a rack of API
equaliser modules (five 550
and five 560), two dbx 160
compressors, two UREI LA -3A
limiters and two LN 1176
limiters.
"This represents the basic
truck setup, however, if a
client wants more outboard
gear we can take it from the
main studio pool or hire it in.
I find that everyone wants a
different reverb, or what -haveyou, so it is a lot easier to
have a basic setup that no one
will argue with and then add
further equipment if it is
52
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Record Plant (New York)
remote operations
required."
Monitoring is vertically
mounted UREI 813A speakers
with provision for the
connection of nearfield
speakers. Two cassette
machines are installed for
monitor mix copies. No 2 -track
recorders?
"We used to have them in
but we found that customers
very rarely wanted a 2 -track
copy, cassettes are much more

on the lower half of the walls.
The upper half is covered with

the other and the intercom
system is made by a small
firm named Chaos Audio!
"The intercoms are made by
a friend of ours who, after
problems on the road with
comms equipment, decided to
build his own system that
would stand up to heavy use
and be very intelligible. Both
trucks are equipped with
Chaos sometimes in more
ways than one
and we have
convenient. After all, most of
never had a fault yet.
the time all we are doing is
"Remote operations are a lot
tracking. Again, if a client
tougher on equipment than a
wants a 2 -track in here it's no fixed studio and everything in
problem but we do tend to
the trucks is heavily modified
keep out anything that is
to perform and/or travel
superfluous to our needs."
better. The Trident console has
The truck has 54 microphone lots of modifications to it to
lines coming into it via
make working easier and have
multiways plus three auxiliary better handling at the input
(TV interface) cables.
stages. It's a good basic
"The moment we started
console that we have been able
doing remotes where TV was
to customise to meet our
involved we installed an
requirements. For instance, it
auxiliary television interface
has 24 buses but we have also
system that would make life
fitted 32 line amps for
easy for all concerned. Each
32 -track work. The same with
cable uses AMP Quick -Latch
the Ampex machines: they
connectors and incorporates 12 have literally been taken
audio circuits, three video
apart and rebuilt and they are
circuits and a separate
now how Ampex ought to have
timecode line. Both trucks
made them!"
each have three of these
One of the modifications has
cables."
been to bring many of the test
The patchbay is very
points, such as mains, up to
extensive and permits
the deck plate for fast
numerous configurations with checkups on line -up without
the minimum of fuss. There
having always to dive inside
are also Record Plant custom
the recorder.
items such as distribution
The two video monitors
amplifiers and a system of six colour and black and white
XLR/BNC code and sync
can be used for video feeds
tielines that distribute
from OB vehicles and the
sync /SMPTE to various points truck's own CCTV camera for
around the truck for easy
the stage.
hookup to machines, etc.
The interior of the White
The monitor bridge has
truck features a solid wood
space for two video monitors
floor with wood panelling
which are mounted one above
underneath the monitors and
Phil Gitomer inside the white truck
The black truck

-

-

--

absorbent padding together
with moquette facing on the
racks and cupboards. The
overall effect is very attractive
and it is difficult to feel that
one is in a truck.
Weighing 42,000 lb (approx
20,000 kg) is the more recent
Black truck. This is a
Peterbuilt tractor van (rigid)
with a height of 13 ft 1 in
(3.98 m), width of 8 ft (2.44 m)
length of 36 ft 1 in (11 m) and
powered by a 14.75 litre
turbocharged engine. The
truck is very impressive -a
combination of black and
chrome-with an extremely
comfortable cabin to make
those long drives bearable!
Access is by either of the
side doors placed towards the
front of the truck or through
the engineers' door in the
rear.
Due to the space available,
the Record Plant design has
enabled a `VIP lounge' to be
installed between the console
and the monitors. This
effectively keeps clients out of
the way of the production
team during recording as well
as providing a comfortable
area for the production team
to put their feet up during
breaks! The two side doors
give direct access so no one is
disturbed during recording.
The interior comprises a
wood floor with carpet and soft
lounge chairs in the lounge
area, panelled ceiling and
front walls with the walls to
the rear of the side doors
being half wood and half
absorbent panels as the White
truck. Racks and cupboards,
together with the rear wall
and door are covered with
moquette. The atmosphere is
very pleasant with an acoustic
that belies the size of the
room. We were joined by one

IT MAKES TAPE MORE FLEXIBLE
Otani would like to draw your attention
to a remarkable new recorder. The MX70.
The MX70's microprocessor-controlled
tape transport, closed -loop tension control
and real -time tape counters give you instant,
accurate tape control. And that gives you
more time to do a better job.
The MX70 is designed for ease of use
with machine controllers and synchronisers,
meeting a variety of standards, including
SMPTE. This makes it as valuable in video

post -production and broadcast studios as it is
in audio recording.
Features like these, and many others,
make the MX70 one of the most flexible tools
any growing studio could wish for.
But there's one area where Otari's MX70
really does offer the kind of flexibility that no
other machine can match. In formats.
The MX70's option list lets you choose
between 1" 8 -track and 1" 16 -track formats.
Convert to 1/2" 8- track. Or even switch
between all three options on the same
machine.
But while the MX70 sets new standards
for flexibility, the men at Otani have stuck
rigidly to tradition.
They haven't budged an inch on quality.
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For more information on the MX70 or other Otani products, contact

Industrial Tape Applicat ions, l Felgate Mews. Studland Street. London Wh 91T. Telephone. 01748 9009
Stirling Audio Systems Ltd., 1 Can held Place. London N W 6 3BT. Telephone 01- 625 4515

Otani Corporation
2 Davis Drive,

Belmont, California 94002
Telephone: (415) 592 -8311
Telefax: (415) 591-3377
Telex: 910 -376- 4890OTARICORP BLMT

Otani Electric Co. Ltd.
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Tokyo 167
Telephone:(03)333 -9631
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Otani Singapore Pte Ltd.,
625 Aljunied Road.
07 -05 Aljunied Ind.,
Complex Singapore 1438
Telephone: 743-7711
Telefax: (743) 6430
Telex: RS36935 OTARI

Otan Electric Deutschland GmbH
Gielen Strasse 9,
4040 Neuss 1
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of Phil's main lieutenants,

Kooster McAllister, "We work
long hours in here without
ever getting burned out by the
room. The sound is good and it
is quite suitable for mixdowns
should the client want that.
The air conditioning in both
trucks is very efficient as well,
which makes for comfortable
working conditions."
Insulation from outside noise
is essentially very good." High
energy low frequency will get
through to a certain extent
but we have never been
bothered by external
interference."
The centrepiece is a custom
built API console with 44
input channels and 24 buses,
however, 32 -track line
amplifiers have also been
fitted. The channel
equalisation is API 560
10 -band graphics with a rack
of API 550A 3 -band
parametrics available for
further tweaking as Phil
explained, "The console has
been specifically built for live

Record Plant remotes cont'd
recording though it is, of
course, fully capable of doing
mixdowns for albums should
the client not want to come
into the studio. It has features
like fail-safe solo, fader
reverse, eight VCA groups and
quad panning which comes in
handy for mix -minus
applications.
`As remote recording is
nearly always very much a
one -off operation we had
special attention paid to the
input and amplifier stages of
the console and these use API
2520 op amps which have an
excellent response and
headroom, ensuring a good
clean sound going to tape."
The outboard inventory is
similar to the White truck
with four UREI LN 1176 and
two LA -3 limiters plus two dbx
160 compressors. An Ursa
Major 832 digital reverb had
also just been installed
together with a clutch of
Lexicon PCM 60s.

Getting the producer, the manager,
the roadie and the tape op. to help
is one solution - but their hands
aren't the same as your hands,
and the final mix won't be your mix.
Necam gives you as many extra pairs
of hands as you need, whenever you need
them - and they're all yours!
NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED,

"These provide good basic
reverberation and the 832 has
some nice effects on it. We'll
see what the client reaction is
to see whether we leave them
in as a permanent fixture or
as part of the equipment pool.
There is obviously a certain
amount of exchange between
the two trucks. For instance,
one day might see all the
LA -3s in the White truck and
all the dbxs here and so on."
Recording centres around
two highly modified Ampex
MM1200 24- tracks with three
cassette machines for mix
copies.
Monitoring consists of
Westlake 2 -way systems fitted
with TAD drivers and powered
by Bryston amplifiers,
however, as Phil noted, "there
is a tendency to use good
`little' speakers for a lot of
jobs" and suitable outputs to
connect these up-four per
side -have been installed at
the rear of the console. The

meter overbridge provides a
convenient flat surface on
which to place small speakers
without the main line of fire
of the Westlakes being
obstructed.
As with the White truck,
two TV monitors are installed
vertically between the main
speakers and `Black Pete' also
has two CCTV systems rather
than just the one.
The truck features extensive
patching facilities and has a
large patchbay dedicated to
the 96 microphone lines that
come into the studio.
Phil: "The way big shows

are run doesn't leave much
time for repatching so in fact
the 96 lines are two groups of
48. This means that the act
which is running will be
plugged into one set of 48
while the second set will be
prepared for the following
band, etc. When the
changeover comes up we just
throw these exchange switches
here on the patch and the new
setup is into the console.

Looks like it's
No juggling with fader bars and cursors on VDUS or
trying to null LED indicators in time to switch to
'write'. No noise and distortion from VCAS.
lust real faders moving in real time,
reproducing your previous best mix
precisely as you did it and instantly -

instinctively - updating it however
and whenever you choose.
CAMBRIDGE HOUSE, MELBOURN. ROYSTON,
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Another thing that always
used to cause trouble was
phantom powering -who
provides it? In the heat of the
moment it is easy to overlook
a phantom switch on the
console so we opted for a
different solution. We have a

separate high quality 48 V
power supply with indicator
lamps and power switches for
each microphone line. This
way we can see at a glance
where we are and avoid
problems."
Kooster adds: "The trucks
are in a constant state of
evolution- nothing stands still.
In some ways you could call it
job security as an outside
engineer won't always be able
to see at a glance what is
going on with all the patching

and distribution! Every
improvement is usually the
result of a third time situation
where someone has said, `why
can't we do this ?' -so we do it!
"The main thing is that we
could put in digital machines
tomorrow and be ready to go

as, of course, we've already
done with remotes using hired
recorders. The important point
is that the system is there; the
gear, when you come down to
it, is really secondary. It has
to be good and reliable but it
is lost if the system isn't there
to bring it all together."
Both trucks carry a range of
side lockers underneath the
chassis for cable drums,
microphone stands, etc. A
large inventory of microphones
is available, mainly Shure,
Beyer and Sennheiser,
although all makes are
available on request. Each
truck carries a comprehensive
stage rack distribution system
for send and return lines,
together with satellite boxes to
make life easier when groups
of lines have to be patched in.
A list of the Record Plant
remote clients reads like a
`Who's Who' of the music
industry with such diversities as
Night of 100 Stars, Merle
Haggard, Live Aid and Farm
Aid, MTV Awards, Bruce

time for a Necam.
You can group together as many faders as you
like and have as many different groups as you need.
You can set up muting groups, take up to 999
snapshots of fader and mute settings, use up to
128 event switches, merge different mixes into
each other or into snapshot set -ups.
Necam gives you all this, plus precise machine
control and replay accuracy to 1/4 SMPTE frame.
HERTFORDSHIRE SG8 6AU

Springsteen, the Nashville
Network and the Opera
Company of Philadelphia's
production of Faust. How did
Phil and Kooster see the
mobile business in the future?
"Things are definitely
different. There are a lot more
small remotes who are
charging silly prices and
taking business away from the
better equipped and
established trucks. It's a
question of money. It is either
pay us to go down to Florida
or use what is down there and
save on the travel expenses,
etc -and hope that the result
is as good!

"We don't feel the pinch too
much because we have been
around for some time, though
we don't do as much mileage
as a few years ago. We find
ourselves diversifying a lot
more between rock and music
shows, theatre, A/V
productions, OBs -that kind of

thing.

"It's the structure of the
business; the money is there,

it's just what you spend it
on -5 -star hotels or 3 -star plus
a remote! This said, there is
an upswing and bands are
getting out and playing again,
which can only be good for
everybody."
Would they prefer to do
something else? Broad grins
coupled with a very emphatic,
"You've got to be kidding!"

Terry Nelson
Record Plant Studios, 321
West 44th Street, New York,
NY 10036, USA. Tel: (212)
581 -6505.

After this article was
written, David Hewitt of
Remote Recording Services
bought the Black truck
from Record Plant after a
period of hiring. Phil
is now operations
manager at Remote
Inc in
manager t
New York.
Remote Recording Services
Inc, 20 Kennedy Parkway,
Monsey, NY 10952, USA.
Tel: (914) 425 8569.

There's nothing like having Necam at your fingertips,
so call John Andrews and book the Neve demo studio for
your first experience.
We know you'll like the
look of what you see.

Mon
A Siemens Company
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IN PERSPECTIVE
IN PERSPECTIVE
Comment from Martin Polon our US columnist

The current status of the tapeless studio
can be summed up by a story that may
be either apocalyptic or apocryphal.
A visitor to an emerging Third World
country is walking down a main street in
the early evening. This country has
begun to develop high technology and
pride over such activity is a national
contagion. A well dressed man
approaches the visitor carrying two
medium sized suitcases. The visitor asks
the man for the time. The man puts the
suitcases down, draws himself up and
looks at his watch. The visitor is
immediately awed because the watch
emanates with the orange glow of a
plasma display. The man proudly
announces, "It is 19:16 hours, on the
third day of the new moon's cycle with
low tide due at 2:08 in the morning and
the air temperature is 67° F with 51%
water vapour in the air as the wind
moves at 16 miles per hour." The man
concludes by announcing that he can
repeat the entire cycle in metric if
needed. The visitor is visibly moved. He
comments that this new country has
taken such giant steps.
"Is there anything that could be
improved with this fantastic product ?"
he concludes.
"Well," says the local as he picks up
his suitcases, "they could certainly make

the batteries smaller."
For the world audio industry to enter
an era of tapeless recording, it is
necessary for the technology to progress
to a point where we can `make the
batteries smaller'.
In the audio business, the 1980s has
not been a time of great stability.
Change has occurred at a pace that
makes one wonder if technological
innovation is on a treadmill. New
product life is a mere shadow of its
former self. The audio industry had a
previous decade (the 1970s) of stable
technology coupled with spectacular
financial growth. Cassettes became one
of the dominant formats for consumer
release while the LP record peaked in
the consumer marketplace. Recording
studios added channels of mixing
capacity and tracks of recording storage,

all in compatible analogue formats.
Noise reduction became commonplace.
Changes wrought through technology
were evolutionary rather than
revolutionary. And these evolutions
could be financed by operating profits
rather than a second mortgage on the
studio.
The 1980s has brought revolution.
Computer technology has arrived, in the
initial form of non -standard studio

digital recording and consumer release
via the compact disc. It seems clear that
this is just the beginning of a series of
changes that will occur with such
consumer innovations as the rotary head
digital recorder (R -DAT), the recording
optical disc (R-DISC) and, at the studio
level, the eventual obsolescence of
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The tapeless studio
-a progress report

studio products are working hard to
capture and market the new
technologies. It appears likely that many
of these same names will have state -ofmoving tape transports in favour of
the -art entries to the professional audio
recording into mass storage systems.
marketplace as the technologies evolve.
Yet these changes have saved the
That is true in some cases due to
professional audio and recording
connections with larger companies based
industries from becoming `mature'
in computer technology and in some
businesses. Maturity is exactly where the instances because of the large volume of
industry was headed by the end of the
research being done for consumer audio
1970s with analogue LPs and cassettes.
especially in Japan. One researcher
A business school definition of a mature
opted "My company makes 20 times the
economic sector indicates adequate
profit and spends 30 times the research
profitability and stable growth at lower
budget on consumer audio as it does on
percentiles. Digital has restored the
professional products. In the old days,
excitement that has always been a part
the research that was undertaken for the
of the record and audio business.
professional audio marketplace dribbled
Perhaps the most exciting digital
down to the home hi -fi. Now, the process
flourish is that of the tapeless studio.
is reversed."
The bottom line in the development of
But the former emphasis on research
the tapeless studio is the rapid and
in audio has frequently fallen victim to
unyielding progress in mass memory for
the vagaries of cost cutting. For example,
the computer industry.
the giant CBS empire is about to spin (or
Computer industry research and
throw) off its seminal research unit
development forces make further gains
which began and flourished with such
in mass memory over even the radical
technical luminaries as Peter Goldmark
advances discussed here, seem inevitable. and Ben Bauer. The CBS Laboratory
IBM, for example, spends in excess of
effort has yielded much of the progress
$3.5 billion yearly on R &D, about half of
in LP records, colour television
its net income and 29% of all pre -tax
development, high fidelity systems for
income for the worldwide computer
the home, stereophonic sound, loudness
giant. That figure is greater than the
curves for broadcast sound and, most
yearly net income for all sales of
recently, a brilliant scheme to improve
professional audio equipment from all
received stereo quality for FM
manufacturers worldwide. IBM alone has broadcasting. The fiscal battle for control
the equivalent gross national product of
of CBS over the past several years has so
Norway. In fact, the computer industry
weakened the company that such
can be measured as an industry having
cutbacks seem inevitable. Other
gross income activity in the range of
corporate names that helped professional
$200 billion a year. There is R &D
audio to pass the then current limits of
spending in excess of $30 billion a year
technology, such as Ampex and RCA
in the civilian and defence sectors of
have all but disappeared from the studio.
computer development.
Currently, tapeless recording is being
Growing demand for voice recognition,
implemented via hard disk systems in
voice recording and voice synthesis has
most cases. But many observers feel that
placed the computer industry firmly in
hard disk recording is just an interim
the audio business, with products such as step until price and speed improvements
voice mail. The search for advanced
allow optical recording, fast RAM chips
memory chips has spurred the breaking
or other semiconductor-based memory
of the 1 Mbyte barrier in RAM chip
options, to provide the ideal format for
development, with alternative success for tapeless recording. The necessary
bubble chips reaching the 16 Mbyte
parameters for successful tapeless
level. The solid state recording matrix
recording include rapid access time for
moves that much closer. The marriage of input and output, virtually instant edit
the computer with the telephone system
capability, absolute reliability for the
has created demand for a whole range of
stored recording, permanent back -up
new digital signal processors (DSP) that
recording capacity and of course
will impact the future of computer audio
sufficient memory capacity for multitrack
consoles as well.
recording. It is impossible to obtain all
This is not to say that the world audio
these features in a non -moving computer
industry is not committed to research
memory system for audio recording today
and development. It is just that the
with a price tag of less than the multifinancial wherewithal is frequently
million dollar range. But the future is
missing on a large scale in audio and
frequently `only six months away' in the
audio -related industries. It has been
development of computer technology.
estimated that research in audio for all
The rule of thumb used by some
products (home and professional) is
developers for any kind of recording
unlikely to exceed 2% of the total spend
memory is to begin with a normal
by the computer companies or $600
sampling rate of 16 bits and calculate
million in a comparable year.
that each second of recording time is
Clearly, the major names in
equal to 96 kbytes of memory. Thus,
professional tape recording products and
rounding the 96 k to 100 k we find that
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are accessed through four stereo mixing buses, each with its own 4- position

is cool. And the smoothest, easiest way to perfect a club's sound is Rane's

selector switch and Alps studio grade 60mm slider. Crossfade is completely

innovative MP 24.

assignable via another 60mm slider and two selector switches. Then there's
separate mic and program EQ, mic and program loops, master

We've loaded this new Stereo Program Mixing Console to the

gills with features. You're looking at more flexibility and performance in this one unit than in any other mixer /preamp made.
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system... whew! And that's not the half of it.
Those in the know are already saying our MP 24 will be the

Furthermore, its got the highest level of signal quality: noise and

distortior are virtually eliminated.

balanced outputs, zone and booth outputs, light trigger output, cue
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industry standard. But why be modest? We think it'll be the king.

Here's a partial rundown of why the MP 24 just made the

Rane Corporation, 6510 216th Southwest,

competition obsolete. Nine stereo inputs (three phono and six line)

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043.206/774 -7309.
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IN PERSPECTIVE
IN PERSPECTIVE
Comment from Martin Polon, our US columnist

one minute requires 6 million bytes of
memory or 60 seconds times 100,000
(100 k) bytes. Expanding further, we find
that 60 minutes of recording time will
require 360 Mbytes or 60 minutes times
6 Mbytes. So, one hour of recording time
for each track will require 360 Mbytes of
memory and the sum total needed for
multitrack recording will be the number
of tracks multiplied by the figure for one

with the possible direction of audio
some success in commercial use but are
processing via optical computing. Japan
not favoured for future erasable systems.
has a sizeable lead in working with
The large scale optical disk is being
gallium arsenide. Japanese
developed with various coatings and in
semiconductor research labs at Fujitsu,
three formats for laser writing and
Hitachi and NEC have moved into the
reading. Magneto -optical flux systems
world class status of such facilities at
have been in development by Hitachi,
ATT, IBM, NHK (Japanese broadcasting
Kokusai Denshin Denwa (KDD),
research) and NTT (Japanese
Matsushita Electric, 3M, Philips, Sony,
telecommunications research). Other
Tokyo Sanyo Electric, Toshiba and
hour's time.
contenders include start-up operations
Verbatim. Phase -change in crystalline or
The following hardware developments
such as Gigabit Logic in Los Angeles.
specifically alloyed metallic media is
occurring in the computer industry seem
Bubble memory
another optical disk approach taken by
most likely to impact the development of
Despite the sense of failed promise
Fujitsu, Hitachi, Philips and others.
the tapeless studio.
from the late 1970s that clings to bubble
Colour -change systems using organic
Conventional Dynamic RAM chips
memory, the storage medium is alive
dyes affected by the laser, have been the
(DRAM)
and well thanks in large part to
focus of work by Eastman Kodak and
Speed and memory size remain the big
specialised usage in ruggedised military
other companies. Optical disk systems
stumbling blocks here. But corners are
equipment and for industrial automation. are not `just around the corner' yet but
being turned in leaping past the 1 Mbyte The reliability and robustness of bubble
there is no doubt of their impact on the
per chip barrier. The most likely
memory has sustained these markets and technology of mass storage of computer scenario will find the large primarily
would certainly be an asset in audio
audio-video information in the 1990s, if
captive (in- house) chip makers such as
recording; consider the options for
not sooner. Consider the involvement of
ATT, IBM, Matsushita and Sony staying
portable recorders. Active bubble
audio, broadcast and photo -related
apace with the large merchant chip
suppliers are Fujitsu, Hitachi and Intel.
companies such as Canon, Daicel, Daido,
firms: Fujitsu, Hitachi, NEC and Texas
NEC has development work underway
Nakamichi, NHK Labs, Nikon, Olympus,
Instruments. Even with the leap frogging and several start -up operations are
Ricoh and Sharp. Of course, US
of per -chip capacity expected, the speed
flourishing in the US. Four Mbyte chips
computer makers such as DEC, IBM, and
factor remains a major stumbling block.
have become the norm and the bubble
Xerox are not sitting this technology out
Nevertheless, some analysts see the
makers expect to jump to 16 Mbyte units either. It is curious to note that many
dynamic RAM as the least expensive
with improved speed at some point in
consider Philips' partner in the CD
option in solid state memory. The recent
this decade. This jump is considered to
venture to have a substantial lead in the
US /Japan trade agreement on memory
be a landmark move that will open the
optical disk area -who else but Sony. It
chips has caused chip pricing to soar
door to 64 Mbyte bubble chips. A further
is not clear that all these efforts will
upwards but this is expected to ease in
improvement in bubble storage densities
emerge victorious for professional audio
the long term. Curiously, Holland's
is expected from the application of Bloch recording but it's likely that several will.
N V Philips Gloelampenfabriken and the
line technology to the bubble memory.
Electrically Erasable Programmable
West German firm Siemens -no
Carnegie -Mellon University, Canon,
Read Only Memory (EEPROM)
strangers to the audio business -have
Hitachi and Sony are actively pursuing
EEPROM may or may not pan out as a
established a partnership worth $800
Bloch -line technology. Many experts
usable primary format for audio
million towards the development of very
consider the bubble memory with Bloch recording. The educated guess is that it
large capacity memory chips. This joint
line implementation to be the most
will not, due to speed problems in
venture is also receiving half that
promising memory format for computer
writing into the memory format although
amount in subsidy from the respective
(and by definition audio) applications of
this memory technology could provide
governments.
the next decade.
the answer to back -up storage for the
Large scale optical storage
Gallium Arsenide (GA)
tapeless audio recorder. A ROM pack
A virtual wonder material allowing
Unlike the recording compact disc or
could be plugged into the tapeless
operating speeds in excess of 10 times
similar systems evolving for the home,
recorder to provide permanent, reliable
the speeds of conventional chips based on the large scale optical disk offers the
back -up and long term storage. These
silicon. Chips made from the material
enormous capacity necessary for
ROM packs would be the solid state
multitrack professional audio recording
allow for the processing of optical
equivalents of the studio tape library.
in the digital domain. Most systems
information as well as electronic signals.
Other efforts
This material holds significant promise
available at this time are based on write
The Japanese fifth generation project
once, read to infinity technology. Metal
for audio, both in terms of speed in
will add artificial intelligence, expert
film `write once' systems have achieved
conventional electronic applications and
systems and parallel processing to the
available technology pool. IBM, other US
companies and European vendors are
STEREO DISC AMPLIFIER 5
also involved with these developments.
THE MOST THOROUGHLY RESEARCHED DISC AMPLIFIER THERE IS
These technologies are all part of the
For Broadcasting, Disc Monitoring and Transfer
mix that computer technology will bring
to the audio industry in the next 10 years.
But that is only half the story. It will
be inevitable that software will define
the audio recording facility in the future.
With the veritable plethora of computer
systems and memory devices available,
the development of operational audio
software will define hardware functions
and render computer products for studio
Achieves the very best from analogue discs and includes the unique Response Variable Filter. A single control knob provides click
free CANCEL and then
13 to 4 kHz filter with appropriate phase and amplitude characteristics altering gradually between
use virtually free of obsolescence. New
Chebyshev and Bessel.
developments and new technologies will
SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh
be delivered by software. An exciting
Surrey GU6 7BG Telephone: 0483 275997
future awaits all in our industry!
a
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roducer Michael
Ponder originally
conceived the idea
for Songs by Eric
Coates in association
with Austin Coates,
son of the late

composer. The songs for
baritone and piano
accompaniment attracted him
and he decided to pursue
recording and issuing a set of
the songs. There was a
gestation period when such
things as who to ask to sing,
who to accompany, which
company to release it, where
to record, who to engineer, etc,
were all considered. In the
event Brian Rayner Cook
agreed to sing the songs,
which suit him, and Raphael
Terroni was to accompany -so
they were sent off to rehearse
and at the subsequent sessions
not so veiled references to
12 hr rehearsals were heard
coming down the mic lines..
It is easy for the rest of us
(and the public) to forget the
amount of preparation that
precedes the serious business
of committing one's art to a
hopefully enduring recording.
Independent producers
operate in the classical field
and sometimes just an idea is
hawked around or perhaps a
.

speculative final edited master
is offered. Academy Sound and
Vision (ASV) in the shape of
Joan Coulson, only recently
ex -EMI, put the idea to ASV
boss, Jack Boyce and the
project was on with no delay
on the release date.
Michael Ponder believes in
FIG.

CLASSICAL
AMBIENCE
Released on LP, cassette and CD,
Songs by Eric Coates was
recorded and edited using the
JVC Digital Audio Mastering
System, a Calrec Soundfield and
Quad ESL63 Monitoring. Mike
Skeet describes the sessions
the Calrec Soundfield
Microphone (SFM) as a stereo
mic for his productions. Hiring
one in for sessions has
economies over owning one, so
the official Calrec Mk4
Soundfield `hire' model was
hired from this author.
Perhaps I would come along
and operate it?
The smooth but largish
acoustic of St Silas the Martyr
Church in London's Kentish
Town was suggested as a
venue. There is some control
over the amount of resonance
by going under a highish choir
and organ balcony and so,
with a sort of promise that `it
could be fixed in the live mix',
Michael arranged to visit the
church to inspect it and the
usage fee. Its flutter -free
smooth decay won him over.

Incidentally, the last
production recorded there
has now appeared on the EMI
label. (See Studio Sound
Ambisonics Round and
Round' September 1985.)
The straight to stereo
mastering course would
ordinarily have been Sony F1,
assembly of chosen takes or

1

CONTROL ROOM (MONITOR CONNECTIONS ONLY SHOWN FOR CLARITY)

QUAD
ESL 63

PPM THE BOX

QUAD ESL63

Lindsley told me that Nimbus
had just bought their second
JVC Digital Mastering/Editing
system and I came away with
a brochure and the plan that I
would suggest to the producer
that Peter Lindsley and
colleague, professional audio
product manager, Bart
Moolenbeek might record and
edit the planned ASV sessions
to get further hands on
experience of their own
product. It all fell into place
rather smoothly.

Sessions
Two mid week days, spaced by
a rest day, were arranged for
the recording. A Steinway was

delivered during the setting up
time and the vicar, Father
Cobb, was detailed to
supervise its off loading and
setting up at the end remote
from the altar. The Church
Hall `control room' was more
resonant than really desired
but amply took the assembled
sets of recording gear and
attendant bodies. Interestingly
the chosen monitor speakers,
FIG.2
STUDIO

TALK
BACK

QUAD

NAKAMICHI
B%300

parts of takes, transfer to Sony
1610 for editing and
production mastering but for a
chance visit to the Bell and
Howell stand at the 1986
APRS exhibition. Technical
services manager Peter

Quad ESL63 electrostatics,
being figure -of-eight doublets
were much less affected by the
room than others.
The basic arrangement of
equipment is shown in Fig 1
and Fig 2. Apart from the
JVC setup I had my usual
Sony F1 rig, mainly because
the talkback is built in my
custom cases but also to give
me something to do after (or
more accurately!) before I
called the take numbers.
The recording setup was
SFM line output to custom
built mixer line input, two
Tandy PZMs under the
Steinway lid via mic inputs
and pan mixed into the stereo
from the SFM after on board
graphic EQ low mid and LF
cut. Parallel line level feeds
were then sent to the Sony F1
and the Bell and Howell /JVC
rig further down the room.
Auxiliary gear positioned
centrally between the Quad
monitors included Surrey
Electronics twin pointer PPM
and Tapetalk's The Box stereo
soundstage monitor. I have
used both at countless sessions
over the years and the
combination presents many
facets of the microphone
pickup and mixing.
Particularly useful for this is
The Box and I feel it deserves
wider acceptance.
Simultaneously it shows stereo
positioning, stereo balance and
width (including ambience
width), peak levels in their
position in the soundstage and
when working analogue,
instant assessment of azimuth.
Also linked to a mixer output
were a couple of Nakamichi
BX300 cassette decks to
provide copies of takes for the
producer to study at home.
The Bell and Howell team

40X 2

SFM
RECORD MIXER
MONITOR
MIXER

LID FULL UP

OVERHEAD
BALCONY

PZMS IN LID

SINGER

CALREC
SOUNDFIELD MIC

X

TALKBACK

SPEAKER

JVC

VP-900
(SAFETY COPY)
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had brought along their
VP-900 Digital Audio
Processor and CR -850 UFormat (U- Matie) 3/4 in editing
VTR. Although a full NTSC
video recorder, it was designed
with digital audio recording in
mind and is quieter
acoustically than ordinary
VTRs. Fuji H521 BR tape was
in use giving the customary 1
hr runs. JVC also has a 1/2 in
editing VTR, BR-8600 which
uses VHS cassettes with the
NTSC signal format and 2 hr
continuous runs are possible.
As is always prudent in any
digital VTR situation a
parallel safety copy was run
on a second VTR. This of
course made my F1 routine
very much a safety `safety'
copy! Additionally, Bart went
through the precaution of
winding forward and back
again all the tapes he used.
The AE-900V Digital Audio
Editor was also used on this
production at a later stage.
(See Reviews in Studio Sound,
August 1986.)

Miking
have recorded for Michael
Ponder with the Mk4 Calrec
Soundfield mie on a number of
previous occasions and he has
learnt to recognise, what for
him in classical music is vital,
a natural musical tonal
balance. Playing viola in
leading London orchestras for
many years he has heard
many playbacks with hard and
brittle string sound from other
miking arrangements. He
likens the sound to that from
the classic STC/BBC /Coles
4038 ribbon microphone. So
the objective here would be to
I

simply as a crossed pair for
stereo and have no commercial
use for its Ambisonic role.
The final crossed pair is
derived from the B- Format
signals. It is the manipulation
of these that creates the
attractive user -flexibility.
There are four B- Format
signals (here we go again!).
They describe the sound field
at the mic's position in all
planes and consist of three
figure -of-eight and an omni.
One figure -of-eight relates to
the front and back (X), one
side -to -side (Y), one up and
down (Z) with the omni
component (W) being the
fourth. It's all really an
extension of the good old M &S
(mid and side)! The SFM
simply takes it further and
produces a crossed pair of
remote variable polar pattern
and variable angle. We can
also aim it by remote rotation
and tilt. Even more uniquely
we have `dominance' (or
`zoom') where we can
subjectively halve or double
the mie to performer distance.
It follows, of course, that if
we recorded the B- Format
signals directly we could take
up our options at a later date
but here we were straight into
stereo. Monitoring on the
Quads on site happily gave us
a fair representation of what
we finally heard back at base.
Physical mie stand and boom
movement and adjustment of
the Control Unit's controls
caused us to settle on
hypercardioids at 120° with a
touch of rear dominance in the
louder songs to get a bit more
`air' around the singer.

Balance

Classical musicians invariably
put `balance' before other
recording considerations.
Often, for them, it's just the
balance between the different
instruments. From the
recording engineer's
be involved.
It is interesting to find two
standpoint there is the added
`camps' regarding the function aspect of balance against the
acoustic and if you consider
of the SFM; there is also a
great deal of misunderstanding the subject further, there are
about it. It has been described the resultant perspectives or
in print as that `four in one
apparent distances from the
microphone' and on another
listener. In multi -instrumental
occasion `the all round
set ups, the sound radiation
microphone'. Verbally I've
patterns of the various
heard it called, `that wishy
instrumental designs do affect
washy sounding microphone'!
judgements of perspective and
Forget the tetrahedral array of this in turn, the apparent
the four capsules (the origins
`balance' of the ensemble.
Here we have two
of `four in one' and `all round')
instruments only- baritone
and think of it merely as a
stereo crossed pair of
voice and piano. Modern grand
microphones. Forget also about pianos are `loud' instruments:
the Soundfield's use for
to be effective in orchestral
Ambisonic surround sound (the concert situations, they need
wishy washy' remark
to be. In duo set ups as we are
referring to some Ambisonic
considering, with the
conventional arrangement of
recordings sounding distant
the other performer in the
and over reverberant in
`well' curve of the piano, lid
stereo). The great majority of
enlightened hirers use it
fully up, and a single crossed

naturally capture Brian
Rayner Cook's voice in the
excellent St Silas acoustic with
the piano accompaniment
suitably controlled. No
frequency equalisation would

`

pair microphone, one has all
sorts of balance problems.
With the microphone at a
sensible distance and polar
pattern to get a decent
perspective, in this case on the
voice, balance is impossible as
the piano dominates in level
and will probably be too heavy
in the lower registers. Move
the singer further from the
piano and the mie back as wel
and the piano perspective is
all wrong; it's too distant
despite being in `level
balance'. The piano, with its
lid full up is launching its
sound fully into the `studio'
acoustic, adding to its distant
perspective. Putting the lid
down or closing it partially
adversely affects piano tone.
Throwing `totally' purist
techniques out of the window
therefore, the scheme
employed at this session was
to have the piano facing away
from the singer and with its
lid fully raised, firing under
the overhanging choir and
organ balcony to reduce the
amount of feed to the church
acoustic. A pair of PZMs were
fixed (the Vicar's Sellotape
being better than gaffer tape
which gave way at one stage)
to the lid's underside around
0.5 m apart. The main mie
was set up to get the desired
perspective on the voice and a
piano level that is just below
that for `proper' balance.
At the same time stereo
positioning has to be
considered. Voice in the
middle and piano
accompaniment half left is
conventional. Certainly not
one in the left speaker and the
other in the right! Ambience
should then be evenly
distributed as far as the voice
is concerned with the
likelihood of piano ambience

Lining up
After the JVC kit had been
installed I was asked if I had
an oscillator with me. I
guessed that SFM line up tone
was really being asked for.
The feed comes out equally on
stereo left and right if polar
patterns are omni and the
`Soundfield' controls are
bypassed. My custom mixer
line input is zero gain and so
the tone was lined up on Fl at
-15 dB on its scale (it's
inaccurate and actually
measures 13 dB below digital
crunch). The parallel feed to
the VP-900 was made
unbalanced over some 6 m of
cable and this again was set
up to -15 dB on the
processor's scale and no doubt
a genuine 15 dB below its
digital crunch. This reference
level facility, giving 0.1 dB
steps of indication either side
of the main -15 dB reference
point, allowed very accurate

setting of the VP-900 input
levels.
Both processor monitor
outputs were connected to a
line level sub -mixer back on
my table. This allowed either
to be monitored during
recording or playback: in the
F1 case only after the D/A
stage but in the JVC case as a
true input feed or after the
full A/D and D/A process. The
Surrey Electronics PPM
metering, The Box and Quad
405:2/ESL63 monitoring were
connected after this sub -mixer.
Presets made sure that both
processors produced identical
levels at reference on the
PPM. No comparison between
the JVC and Sony was
possible as there were more
serious things afoot -like

making the recording in the
first place!
After the initial balancing of
being somewhat
complementary to the right of the mies I asked the
the centre soloist. Fig 2 shows performers for a `loud' song on
which to set the peak levels.
the studio layout and readers
will immediately guess that a This only gives a basic clue as
in true takes things are often
certain subtlety was
necessary -the main mic's left louder. Basically it indicated a
nice working level some 8 to
right feeds were reversed.
10 dB above our lining up
Back to the piano mies.
Being `close' to the piano their reference. In the event, Bart
introduction in the mix,
later reported that the JVC's
panned spacially left of centre, peak hold facility showed only
produces more than just a
1 dB below digital crunch (in
level balance. They bring the
both channels!) on one of the
piano forward, particularly in loud songs and this after I had
the upper register as the
secretly reduced the SFM feed
a few dB and backed away
graphic EQ in their feed has
with a little rear dominance.
LF and lower middle roll off.
Overall the conflicting
requirements of balance
seemed to have been met. It k
always difficult on location to Classical music is invariably
know if one has got it `right'. extensively edited from the
There's always an element of 2- channel session takes.
Editing in the digital mode is,
the `committee' in making a
of course, essential. This is a
decision. If anyone thought it
copy system where the
sounded close I would simply
appropriate sections are
say, `there's always more
digitally copied in sequence
ambience back at base.'

Editing
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TC-900 unit and this was done
for the masters supplied to
ASV. JVC also have a couple

and accurately `butted'

together but with extensive
rehearsal and adjustment
facilities before a couple of
more buttons are pressed and
the thing is done for real
without a razor blade in sight.
The `de- facto' industry
standard for all this is, of
course, Sony's DAE -1100
system in conjunction with the
PCM 1610/1630 recording
equipment, but JVC has its
AE-900 Digital Audio Editor

working with the VP-900
processor and two VTRs. Bart
Moolenbeek had set them up
at Bell & Howell's premises
for Michael Ponder's use. The
upshot was that Ponder was
shown the routines involved
and then largely completed the
job himself. Having done a lot
of razor blade editing in the
past, he took a couple of day
long sessions to became
familiar with the AE-900
system. His main memory now
is of speed and accuracy. Yet
another classical producer had
become digital editor literate!
The editing of the Coates
songs was carried out with
butt starts to each song,
straight into the church
ambience. That it doesn't show
is a tribute to how low the St
Silas background is. At the
end of each song one has the
natural decay of the acoustic,
then a gentle fade down to

CLASSICAL

of digital standards converters
allowing conversion of VP-900
to 1610/1630 and vice versa
and another that works to
EIEJ or in other words PCM
F1 /701. Various facilities also
lurk in the JVC armoury for
syncing digital sound to video.
At ASV the issue number
buried in the recorded digital
digital silence. Four seconds
DCA567 was allocated for the
information. This allows the
later a new song is butt
LP and the appropriate JVC
rehearsal, prior to edit, to be
started according to ASV
done from the temporary `chip' master sent to EMI for DMM
policy apparently, although I
cutting. As EMI have the JVC
would have preferred a couple store, albeit in mono. This, in
system in house, the DMM
addition to the more usual
of seconds more for the wider
master was cut directly from
way of running the VTRs, is
emotions of the Coates songs.
quicker as the machinery does the JVC tape. An Fl `lathe
Interestingly when Brian
copy', incorporating any
not need to be run back and
Rayner Cook heard the
subtleties needed for the cut,
'completed' master he wanted forth.
was made and this becomes
Level changes can be made
changes to 11 out of the 19
the cassette interim master,
on the individual left or right
done. This apparently often
the loopbin being copied from
happens with the artist taking channels, for stereo balance
this at the duplicating plant.
a different viewpoint from the correction, apart from just of
Disctec is apparently to do
the stereo pair. Just as a piece
producer who perhaps takes
the wider `performance' view. of tape can be inserted into an the CD for ASV. Initially the
analogue tape at an edit point glass masters need producing
There is a danger, Michael
elsewhere so Polygram will be
to aid diagnosis of a problem,
Ponder feels, that getting
in receipt of the other JVC
performances over `technically' so with the JVC system it is
master so that the CD
possible to select the `out' up
right, can result in loss of
production can get underway.
to the chosen edit point and
some overall `musicality'.
then choose the `in' for a
Finally, I've just found out
separate audition.
why there was such a tight
The JVC console has fewer
deadline. The BBC Radio 3
buttons than Sony's with the
programme This Week's
fully comprehensive facilities
Composer was waiting to play
offered obtained by clever dual six songs from the LP and that
The JVC digital editor offers
less than five weeks after
use. SMPTE timecode can be
some valid `extras' over the
put on the conventional audio Michael Ponder became digital
Sony system. It edits with a
editor literate!
track too with the JVC's
bi- polarity (BP) timecode

AMBIENCE

Comparisons are
not invidious

Simple, isrit it?
On a desk as powerful as the
AAT3000, you'd think there would be
more to each channel strip than this!
It is, in fact, all you need because
control of the entire system is through
one central panel, keeping each
channel strip down to a trim 25mm

width. (Fader automation will leave

audix

the strip looking identical).
This one seemingly small point
means that you are left to work in
comfort on an uncluttered, compact
and very clever
mixing desk and
that's how simple
it should be.

-

AAT3000
Sound Creation through Sound Technology.

AUDIX LTD., STATION ROAD, WENDEN, SAFFRON WALDEN. ESSEX CB11 4LG, ENGLAND. TELEPHONE SAFFRON WALDEN (0799) 40888.
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of today's
larger live sound
companies have
their origins in
the early to mid
1970s -often the
legacy of bands
who belatedly realised their
expensive PA equipment and
road crew should be out
earning money, rather than
losing it whenever they
stopped touring. Although a
fair amount of experimentation
was done by many budding
designers it was usually much
easier -assuming you could
afford it- to buy the
technology of an established
designer/manufacturer such as
Turner, Midas, Martin or
Kelsey Morris, among others.
This `off the shelf' approach
gave a company entry to
a ready -made market and
effectively guaranteed an
Most

income, as long as their
operators came up to
scratch.
During the late 1970s and
early 1980s a few companies
went further. They preferred
to offer a broader selection of
head -end hardware rather
than spend huge sums on
speaker system design and
construction. For a working
PA company like Britannia
Row, this philosophy also

brought the understandably
welcome flexibility to offer the
`flavour of the month' since
almost any system could be
sub-hired to complement a
tour. When that tour finished,
the theory continues, you don't
have a system that's running
up huge bills by sitting in
someone's warehouse, looking
lost.

Britannia Row has followed
this policy for some years now.
Originally Pink Floyd's PA
company, they've used a
number of systems over the
years including rigs from
Kelsey Morris, Court, Martin,

Turbosound, Meyer and, more
recently, Maryland Sound
Industries whose equipment
they've used to provide the
sound for the Cure's recent
world tour.

Richard Vickers reports on UK
use of MSI's sound system

Patching revisited
CENTRE
LINE

w

ROBERT

KEYS

w

LOL

SIMON
BASS

KEYS

KEYS

VOX

SAX

w

BASS

GUITAR
KEYS

GUITAR

MICROPHONE CHART -THE CURE

Channel

1 -3
4 Kick drum

5

Snare top

6 Snare bottom

Insert treatment

Mic type

Compressor /noise gate
Noise gate
Noise gate

Beyer M88
Beyer M201
AKG 224

7 Hi -hat left
8 Hi -hat right
9 Rack tom 1
10 Rack tom 2
11 Rack tom 3
12 Rack tom 4
13 Floor tom
14 Overhead left
15 Overhead right
16 Simmons left
17 Simmons right
18 Bass DI
19 Bass guitar

Noise
Noise
Noise
Noise
Noise

AKG 451 +CK5
AKG 451 +CK5

gate
gate
gate
gate
gate

Sennheiser MD 421
Sennheiser MD 421
Sennheiser MD 421
Sennheiser MD 421
Sennheiser MD 421
AKG 414
AKG 414
XLR direct
XLR direct
Direct inject
Electro -Voice RE 20
Beyer M88
Direct inject
Beyer M88
Direct inject
Direct inject
Direct inject
Direct inject
Countryman
Beyer M88

Compressor
Noise gate

20 Guitar stage right
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Acoustic
Lead guitar
Keys 1 stage
Keys 2 stage
Keys 3 stage
Keys 4 stage

right
right
left
left

Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Compressor
Effect return
Effect return
Effect return
Effect return

Sax
Vocal
Klark -Teknik DN 780
30 Klark -Teknik DN 780
31

AMS DMX-1580S

32 AMS DMX -1580S

A cure for the

system

It used to be whispered that

American engineers preferred
to play with the mechanics of
their systems rather than use
their ears -if that's true, then
this system is a good example
of how any imbalance has
been corrected these days.
Equally adaptable for flying or
stacking, this 23 bin -per -side
modular rig has (with the
exception of the flying
hardware) been extremely well
thought out.
During the Cure's tour
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set -up times proved to be
exceptionally short. Micky
Sturgin: "It usually took
around 2 to 21/2 hr to set the
system up-from opening the
back of the truck until
cocktails!"
Or, as Steve Spencer (rigger)
put it, "When you're setting
up on the ground it's so easy
that it shouldn't take you
more than 2 hr from unloading
to being ready to monitor."
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FRONT-OF-HOUSE SPEAKER SYSTEM
TRANSDUCERS AND AMPLIFICATION
A Four Altec HF drivers, phase linear 700
H

High pack: One TAD 4001 2 in driver on Northwest radial horn
Four JBL 2202 12 in speakers

L

Low pack: Four JBL 2225 15 in drivers

The heart of the MSI system
lies in the patching points at
the monitor position and at
the front -of-house desk. From
there, it's possible to access
every signal at both points on
the `Tiny Telephone'
patchbays. In fact, it is one of
the most sophisticated hook-up
and patching systems yet in a
modern PA rig.
Its beauty lies in permitting
extensive pre -tour patching so
once the set -up's been decided
it can be left untouched for
the rest of the tour. All cables
are `connector-compatible'
apart from the 52 -pair main
multi which means any cable
can be used anywhere; be it in
an amplifier bank, satellite
input box or signal return
hook -up. Even the amp banks
have Molex switching for L
and R input signals so after
being set in rehearsals normal
daily patching can effectively
be forgotten.
The next step in MSI's
modular story is the main
multicore. The 52 -pair main
multi, in a 32 -input situation,
has enough spare lines for the
crossover returns to the stage.
With more inputs-as there
were for the Cure -an extra
8 -way cable, carrying an

additional ninth pair for the
intercom system, is run for the
crossover returns. This creates
a total of 12 tie lines for stage return signals like monitor
effects.
Micky again: "The whole
set -up is based on 8 -way
blocks. We can insert six of
them, so we have a 48 -line
system on stage. Then there
are two record splits so I can
dump the Beeb in another
room with a separate line out
and get their patching safe
and well away from the stage.
"The support band is what I
call a `dead patch' -it's already
done. All I do is put in an
8 -way pack, plug in and it's
done. It takes me about 3
minutes to wire the support
band. They're hooked up with
Veam connectors, which are
like Littons. We have to use
the American technology
because that's what came with

-

the system!"

Monitoring
The monitor system set -up can
only be described as superb
just two monitor racks handle
all the signal processing and
distribution. Each rack has
eight mix distribution modules
with 16 programmable sends
per channel. Each module has
its own limiter /compressor/
crossover module which means
all the essentials are contained
in one 3U space at the top of
the racks, just above the
wedges' power amplifiers.
Drum fill signals are taken
direct from the monitor desk,
and fed via a BSS stereo 3 -way
crossover to the power amps
that drive the 3 -way full range
cabinets.

0

-

Speakers
The standard MSI front -ofhouse modular cabinets come
in two types: High and Low.
The Low pack contains four
15 in JBL 2225s in a vented

direct -radiating enclosure,
driven by an SA!` 5O0P

Steve Bater, then head of
the road crew, talks to
Richard Vickers about the

MSI system.
RV: As a company that
doesn't have to rely on any
particular speaker system
designer, there's a whole
field of enclosure technology
open to you. You have the
options of either using your
ears and picking the formula
you like, or following market
trends. So why, considering
it's a concept that hasn't
really changed since the
early cinema bass horn/
compression driver
combinations, did you decide
against a dedicated speaker
system and hire in the
technology instead?
SB: With the money and
resources we have available
we could certainly design a
speaker system here but it
wouldn't be that much better
than everyone else has
achieved. When we first
looked at it, Clair had
already done the S4 system,
Turbosound had done their
number and John Meyer's
stuff was around; that was
the level of competition. And
how much did that all cost to
develop-a million quid or
something? So other than
Dave Martin and Tony
Andrews, there wasn't really
anyone in the country
building speaker systems.
At the same time, Dave
Martin was selling his stuff
quite happily to a lot of
people, Turbosound ran their
own rental company anyway,
and it seemed that no -one
could really afford to hold
complete rigs- except for old
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SIGNAL FLOW CHART
BRITANNIA ROW /MSI
A
B
C
D
E
F

G
H

input pack (with intercom
interface
Monitor bantam patchfield rack
Recording split output to XLR
fantail
TV/radio split output to XLR
fantail
Midas 32- channel monitor desk
Equaliser rack (inserted on
monitor outputs)
Side /drum fill crossover -amplifier
racks
Side /drum fill speakers
Monitor switcher racks with
8-way

Interview
standard Martin systems.
You need a whole load of

control end, besides the
speaker systems, so we
decided to buy the control end
and rent it to touring
companies, which is what
we've done more or less,
barring the odd impasse due to
desk availability.
We became pretty cynical
about it really (speaker
systems that is), they all work;
it's a matter of particular
systems for particular acts. A
lot of it depends on the
production requirements for
that act -whether they want it
flown, how much power they
want, how many trucks
they're using and all the rest
of it. In the end, that's what
really makes the difference
between whether you use a
Turbosound, Meyer or Martin
system -the bloody cost!
RV: And you can adapt to the
`flavour of the month',
whatever it happens to be.
How did you come into contact
with Maryland? Was that
through demand from overseas
acts coming here?
SB: No, it was because MSI
wanted a foothold in the
European market. Not because
what's happening here is
particularly interesting for
them but because an awful lot
of English and European acts
tour extensively in the States,
and since they wanted to
extend their market in the
States the natural way was to
put something into Europe to
pick up acts that tour
regularly here.
For example, we put Roger

J

K
L
M
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monitor wedge amplifiers
Bi -amp wedges (eight
outputs /rack)
Main multicore (52 -pair)
FOH bantam patchfield rack
Midas 32/8/2 FOH desk
Midas 10-channel stretch desk
FOR effects rack
Left FOH amplifier racks
Right FOH amplifier racks
Crossover return multicore (daisy
chained between racks)
Left FOH speakers
Right FOH speakers

amplifier. The High pack has
four 12 in JBL 22O2s, this
time using an SAE 250P
amplifier, in a vented
enclosure of the same
dimensions as the Low pack
allowing room for the TAD
4001 2 in compression driver
which is driven by a Crest
3501S and mounted on a
Northwest/MSI flare.
To the standard MSI system
Britannia Row later added
four Altec tweeter packs a side
(four drivers per pack) powered
by a single BGW 750 power
amp. The signal was
bandpassed with a BSS 2 -way
stereo crossover and a KlarkTeknik DN 22 graphic
equaliser.

Flying MSI

At Wembley, five vertical
arrays -two Lows, three
Highs -were flown each side,
O
P
while four Lows and three
O
Highs were mounted on risers
R
either side of the stage, acting
S
as a nearfield sound source for
T
the audience closest to the
inherited TFA's old control
systems, plus some new ones
and the ones they've bought
Waters into the States with
subsequently. Getting work
MSI and we've just done
off Turbosound was a dead
Wham! with MSI monitoring
duck because of their less
(Showco did the front end). I
can see it happening more and expensive control end
suppliers.
more.
We'd already used Meyer
We'll be able to introduce
stuff, mainly from Cane
acts to a known American
sound company over here, and Green who are based on our
premises. There's also Audio
at the same time we'll
Lease, with whom we have a
duplicate our UK systems in
very good working
America. We'll be an
attractive package for a band relationship, who have Meyer
stuff as well. It's just a bit
that's looking at a six week
more convenient to handle
tour in Europe and three
months in the States -which is than Turbo stuff on some
shows.
the standard pattern if you
We still rent in speaker
want to make a living.
systems, of course, and in
It's just what MSI were
fact only last week we used a
looking for -a company that
specialised in control end, who Meyer rig for a show.
We're hoping to get a
therefore weren't competing in
speakers and wire systems. We smaller MSI system over to
do productions that don't cost
didn't have our own axe to
so much, in smaller places
grind so we were ideal for
because a lot of the MSI stuff
them, I should imagine.
is pretty big and is really
RV: Presumably the new
scaled for American auditoria
association between TFA and
Turbosound also prompted you rather than the sort of
theatres you get over here.
to look in different directions,
Basically, I don't see that
instead of just to Turbosound
as a UK company there's any
who you'd used extensively
need for us to beat the drum
before?
for any particular system, as
SB: That had been going on
long as it's as good as
for a while anyway because
Turbosound Rentals had lots of anybody else's.
RV: Although you say the
cabinets and their role in life
MSI cabinets are big, they
was obviously to get as many
as possible out of the door -not look fairly compact for the
really doing tours, just shifting number of drivers. They
seem to be based on vented
speaker cabinets. Their tours
cabinet theory.
were incidental; they used
people who could provide them SB: It's really an expansion
of the Clair system, with
with cheaper control
equipment than we could, even more state -of-the -art drivers.
It's devolved into two boxes
before Mike Lowe went to
by going that way -and it's a
TFA.
little bit more efficient. It's a
When he did go, they
N

-
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stage. Brit Row, however,
admit to being dissatisfied
with this aspect of the system.
"The flying thing needs
working on," says Micky, "it's
not very satisfactory except
when it's used horizontally.
We're going to solve that in
the British fashion: using a
wooden insert between the
beams to line them up. It'll
allow us to splay the cabinets
as we want."
Is the reason for using a
straight three bar and a
straight two bar because they
are not splaying?
Steve: "It's the coverage
we'd have used had we been
splaying. We only got the
three bars from the States last
Friday so we haven't been
able to put it in the air and
play with it. It was really a
case of get it into the country,
get it to Wembley and put it
in the air for the show."
Sturgin said the problem
would be rectified at the end
of this tour, before the rig is
used again.

fairly standard compact
system: it's a sensible
compromise. The more
efficient ones seem to
separate out the 15 in drivers
or 18 in drivers, in some
cases from the mids and high
mids, the 12s and the TADs.
It's a very respectable
system and you don't need
many of them to cover fairly
large venues. We had 44
cabinets in Wembley -which
is probably us going over the
top as usual! -but it's new
for us and it's fun to put it
all in. We did Crystal Palace
and High Wycombe, both
with space for 15 or 20,000
people -a full festival
situation. We ran both with
only 15 cabinets a side and
they were perfectly
satisfactory in terms of sound
levels.
RV: I noticed you've added a
few Altec High packs. Did
you find the top end
projection on the standard
system lacking?
SB: We got concerned about
them because we started
blowing up TADs! With the
Cure, in fact, we have
probably a worst-case
situation.
Roger Measham has a track
record for destroying 2 in
TAD drivers ...(much
laughter). We used a Turbo
rig on the tour last year and
got into a terrible state -in
fact we changed over to
2445s in the end because
Roger, for some reason, kept
on blowing up the TADs!
There's no rational reason
for this that we can tell but
he destroys them. We lost a
few after one of our festival
66
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were bandpassed via a KlarkTeknik DN 22 2 x 11 -band
graphic and a BSS 2 -way
stereo crossover.

In conclusion
An unexpected problem for the
crew turned out to be the
durability of the HF drivers.
Roger Measham: "I find
there's a certain frequency in
the Crest amps we use for the
top end that just doesn't like
TAD drivers. So what I do is
simply limit the top end
instead of the whole system."
This last line of HF defence
is provided by two dbx 160X
comp/limiters.
Finally, how does the MSI

Midas Pro -4 32/8/2 main console

FOH control

AMS 15 -80S (delay vocal), BSS
DPR402 (vocal and sax),
All signals at the mix position Klark-Teknik DN 780 reverb
were accessed from the front (drums), Lexicon Super Prime
of-house patchbay. The mie
Time (guitars/keyboards),
system compare with the other
lines fed the Midas Pro 4
Eventide H949 (drums) and
systems Brit Row has used?
32/8/2 main console,
Lexicon 224XL (vocals/
Micky: "I think it scores
augmented by a 10- channel
keyboards). Main outputs went over the Meyer gear in its
Midas Pro 4 `stretch' console.
to the patchbay and then, via
bottom end, to be honest."
Effect send and returns,
a Klark-Teknik DN 360 stereo
Steve: "And at the top end,
again accessed on the
30 -band graphic, to two MSI
with the extra Altec tweeter
patchbay, were treated by
HSX301 3 -way mono crossovers packs, I'd say it's certainly up
eight Kepex noise gates
on the main system.
to Meyer standard. It needs
(drums), three Drawmer noise
The HF signals for Brit
very little EQ -it's a very flat
gates (brass and keyboards),
Row's extra Altec HF packs
box.

"

shows before the tour
started, all of which we
replaced from the States with
1985 stock because there's a
bit of a historical problem at
TAD. I didn't want to blow
up any more so we put the
Altec tweeters on.
Once we'd put these on we
quite liked the sound. The HF
projection in the larger shows
was actually a lot better;

there's a tremendous
difference when you turn the

Altecs off.
At Britannia Row we really
have no standards-because

that's what actually works!
No integrity at all -none

whatsoever! (Much laughter.)
They sounded good and
Roger liked them, and it
stopped him destroying TADs
which were really expensive,
so we kept them.
We've just heard that MSI
do include Yamaha tweeter
packs on their small systems,
just to give a bit more
crispness in the high end.
RV: The whole system seems
extremely well packaged -most
of the cabinets are glassfibred
for extended life, and so on.
The routing system seemed
absolutely spot on. This
feature, presumably, was quite
a benefit once you'd brought
over the system?
SB: The wiring system on the
rig is magnificent, especially
on the monitoring system.
We've got 16 sends of
monitoring tied up in two
racks. So in a tour situation,
after the rehearsal stage when
you've done your patching on
the patchbay it's five cables
exactly-desk, switcher racks,
graphics. That's it, apart from

your speaker cables.
Using 52 -pair cable from the
front-of -house desk to the
stage means you've got lots of
tie-lines available. That means
you can use the 52 -pair, when
you're only running a 32- or
40- channel rig, to run your
returns back. You only need
one cable and there's lots of
space for spares to run back
and forth to the stage -the
effects returns or subgroup
returns that are so common
these days.
The system has been
designed very well to take a
very, very short time to rig
which is why the people on
the Cure tour developed such
an elaborate and interesting
variety of cocktails!
RV: I believe a range of
effects is included in the
standard package. Can you
explain why MSI decided to
extend these facilities to all
their clients?
SB: It was what people were
asking for. It's a case of `the
flavour of last year' really,
and probably today you won't
find so many people wanting a
Lexicon 224XL, for example.
These things change all the
time but on a rig you always
need a reverb, some kind of
DDL and a harmoniser -and

that's a pretty standard
requirement.
RV: On this tour you've used

Midas head end. What other
options do you have?
SB: On the Cure tour we had
a 32/8/2 Midas; basically, the
Cure, barring effects, is a 24to 27-channel rig which
doesn't need an elaborate desk
in terms of channels, though
we've stretched it by 10 for

support, to give everybody an
easy time.
The Cure tour goes from
the UK to America and
Japan and then back, so
we've used one of our
medium range boards, not
one of the most elaborate
boards because there's no
point in giving the guy a Pro
40 all-parametric, all- singing,
all- dancing board if the next
thing he's going to be using
is a Soundcraft or a Yamaha
PM2000 or whatever from

the local company.

In fact in America he'll be
using MSI but God knows
what else; possibly a
Harrison in the States. Now
we've got a selection of
boards at Britannia Row
Pro 4 Midas 32/8/2s, Pro 40
Midas 48/12/4 Yamaha
PM2000, and access through
Maryland Sound to Harrison
boards, mainly to the live
32-channel units.
RV: Do clients regularly
specify board types?
SB: Mostly people are
interested in effects sends,
and with boards like the
Yamaha PM2000 and the
Pro 40 Midas, which have six
and eight sends respectively,
that isn't a problem. It's the
same with monitors these
days, being able to access
more buses is what people
are interested in. They're

-

interested in having
parametric EQ, more buses
and matrixes so they can run
central vocal clusters and
that sort of thing. And these
are the kind of problems that
Pro 40 and PM2000 boards
were designed to overcome:
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Barry Fox investigates the facts behind the industry news

Simulcasting

The first pre- broadcast tests ran into
difficulty because different ILR stations
The way is now clear for Britain's
were using different decoders and some
cobweb of Independent Local Radio
were on 14 bit some on 16 bit. The
stations to become a network. First tests standard was set at 14 bit and the only
with a satellite link to let them share
hiccup on Eurorock was a break in
programmes in stereo were a success.
Wales. Scotland may hit problems in the
The system was first used for routine
future if it rains. The north of the UK is
programming early in October -a series
on the edge of the reception footprint,
of live sound relays from Liverpool for
because the satellite over the equator is
Eurorock '86, the European Broadcasting inevitably hanging very low in the sky
Union rock music festival.
up there. Water droplets in the air can
This was a run -up to the simulcast
tip the balance on digital signals where
between ILR stations and Channel 4
there is marginal reception.
television on Saturday 25 October. The
For simulcasts the sound and picture
simulprog was a 90 minute helping of
signals originate from Ch 4 in London.
recorded highlights from the Queen rock
The pictures and TV mono sound are
concerts held at Wembley last July.
broadcast from terrestrial transmitters,
Viewers were either able to watch on
and the stereo radio sound is going on a
Ch 4 in mono on their conventional TV
72,000 km round trip out into space and
sets or mute the mono TV sound and
back before transmission by the ILR
listen simultaneously in stereo on a hi -fi stations. This delays the stereo sound
radio system tuned to their local ILR
and puts it out of sync with the pictures.
station. As far as we can tell, from a
It is an expensive business delaying
muddled announcement about
TV pictures in real time, requiring a
`completely new joint rate cards' made in string of frame stores. Fortunately
advertisementspeak by some PR people
there's a much easier and cheaper way.
representing someone with some finger
Ch 4 just syncs the audio and video
somewhere in the pie, the ILR stations
tapes together with a 6 frame offset. The
get the technical kit free. And they can
audio stays 0.25 s ahead of the video,
keep it for future relays and simulcasts.
which cancels out the space lag.
Until now, it has been theoretically
All the advertisers have to do now is
possible, but in practice far too much of
come up with some commercials which
a hassle, for the 46 ILR stations in
have a strong enough soundtrack to
Britain to team up and simulcast in
stand on their own on radio. Granada TV
stereo with local ITV stations. The
teamed up with Piccadilly in Manchester
coming of Ch 4 as a commercial network
to simulcast a rock show relay. Piccadilly
made things easier but still sufficiently
just re- broadcast the TV commercials
difficult for Ch 4 to turn down the first
without pictures. Some worked perfectly
refusal on simulcasting Live Aid. Almost well. But those with a strong visual
all simulcasts to date have been done by
message sounded decidedly thin on radio.
BBC TV and national BBC radio.
Likewise the ILR stations have been
networking mainly in mono since they
began in 1973. They share news and some
current affair programmes in mono with
LBC/IRN in London. A few programmes
are networked by BT lines to some
stations in stereo. A few stations receive
off air from neighbours and re- broadcast.
For the first time in the history of audio,
The new ILR satellite network is stereo home equipment costing a few hundred
and digital. Each station has a 1.7 m
pounds can generate signals which are
receiving dish which can pick up signals
as good as -or better than -studio gear.
from either the Eutelsat or Intelsat
A compact disc player costing £200 is
communication satellites.
more accurate at recapturing signals
For Eurorock the sound went as an
from disc than some analogue recorders
analogue pair from Liverpool to
are at putting them on to tape. A £500
Manchester. There it was converted to
domestic VHS FM hi -fi video recorder
PCM code by a Sony processor and
outstrips the quality of the 1 in video
dumped on a standard video waveform.
master tapes used by most duplicators.
British Telecom sent the signal to the
The old REW video duplication plant
Telecom Tower in London on a standard
in Wandsworth (bought by Thorn -EMI in
vision link. Capital and LBC took feeds
1979, and then bought out for around
direct from the Tower. For the rest of the £1.75 million by its managers and
country the signal went on to BT's
renamed Tapetech in mid 1986) has
satellite uplink at the Teleport in
being trying some tricks to redress the
Woolwich, and from there up to Intelsat
balance. In the long term Sony has the
V which beamed it back down again to
only real answer.
the ILR station dishes around the UK.
Tapetech duplicates everything in hi -fi
Each station decodes to analogue after
format -every cassette has FM helical
reception, so the signal stays in digital
scan stereo tracks as well as
form over all the major transmission
conventional linear tracks. Often the hipaths including the space link.
fi track simply shows up the duff quality

Domestic audio
quality to outstrip
the professionals
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of the linear track on the master tape.
This is usually an umpteenth generation
copy, sometimes sourced after NTSC -toPAL standards conversion from an
optical film track. Even if it's not, the
linear analogue tracks of 1 in C- format
video cannot match FM, even at the Cformat tape speed of 24 cm/s.
The stop gap trick is to sync the 1 in
master video tape with a digital audio
cassette so that the analogue linear
tracks on the master tape need never be
used. Beverley Hills Cop, released a year
or so ago, was the first video feature
with digitally sourced sound. Instead of
using a Sony FZ and Beta cassette
recorder, Tapetech use an Fl and VHS
cassette for the digital audio. They find
it easier to sync VHS to the 1 in video
than Beta. The surprising thing is the
way that digital sourcing improves the
conventional linear tracks when
reproduced on a decent domestic VHS
machine -proving the point that the
master source has been the weakest link.
DAT would be even easier to use than
FI/VHS. But syncing any two machines
is inherently inelegant. Enter Sony's
new toy, the BVH 2800. It achieves the
apparently impossible and records linear
16 bit PCM stereo on a C- format tape in
addition to standard format TV pictures
and analogue stereo.
The key is that the C- format leaves
room on the tape for extra
synchronisation or cue tracks along the
edge of the tape. These can tape sync
pulse and teletext signals but are
seldom used. They are sacrificed on the
new machine aid used for PCM audio
instead. No attempt is made to record
PCM in linear code along the sync
track -in the manner of DASH or SDAT. The PCM signal is fed to extra
heads on the rotating video head drum.
Although these scan the whole width of
the tape they are switched on only for
the split second when they cross the area
reserved for the cue tracks. So snatches
of helically scanned PCM are recorded
across the cue track, instead of a
continuous linear track. Buffer memory
bridges the gaps.
The idea isn't new. Philips and
Grundig tried exactly the same trick to
record PCM sound on the now obsolete
V2000 home video format. This also had
a linear cue pulse track very similar to
the C- format track.
There is currently a boom in video
duplication, following an industry
decision to sell titles for `under a tenner'
(£10). This has shifted the emphasis
away from rental and on to impulse
purchase. The video duplicators have
never had it so good, working every
minute of every day to meet demand at
around £2.50 per cassette. The clever
ones will be those who invest their
current profits into new technology, like
1 in PCM sourcing, for the future. The
BVH 2800 costs arund £80,000. Sony is
chuffed that Rank has ordered three.

The quality of TC 2290 sampling
is only limited by the original

The TC 2290 is the first digital delay in the world to give you 100% true -to -life
sampling and delay effects up to 32 seconds. Make an A -B comparison with
any analog or digital master tape or a compact disc, and your trained ears will
notice the difference: there is none.
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SPEW LIMN

The new TC 2290 digital delay is based on a totally
new converter principle. With a linear frequency
response up to 20 kHz ±0.5 dB, an additional roll off up to 33 kHz and a unique 100 dB dynamic
range, the TC 2290 gives you a very warm, transparent and crystal -clear musical sound with no
noise whatsoever.
It has 18 bit performance
better sound quality than
a compact disc, a lot of new innovative effects and a
price tag that reads like a misprint.

-

L

_

Grimhoejvej 3

DK-8220 Brabrand

See your dealer for a demonstration of the TC standard of delay, programmable sampling with editing,
dynamic delay with ducking, delayed chorus
(modulation at all delay times), automatic delay panning, 100 presets and MIDI features making it possible to control the TC 2290 from a computer.
We don't expect you to remember all this. So we
have put it all and a lot more in a brochure, which the
dealer will let you take home as a fair second -best.
Instead of the TC 2290 itself.

Tel. 06 26 28 00

Telex 64150 tcelec DK

UK distribution: State of the Art (Music) Ltd. Tel.066324244

New sounds only change
what we hear.

Digital reverb sounded like this.
First generation digital reverb offers control over a
few discrete pre -echos. These are followed by the exponentially decaying reverb envelope typical of
plates or small chambers.

New approaches to ambience, imaging
and sampling
The new 480L digital effects system from Lexicon
was created to produce more accurate room simulations. However, within its innovative software and
hardware are possibilities that extend far beyond the

limits of realism: combinations of plate, gated and
ambient reverbs, unique cascaded time -based effects, sampling. Personal settings can be stored and
transported on RAM cartridges.
Controlled from the familiar LARC, the 480L's multiple high speed processors operate in several configurations. Samples can be processed with reverb
and time -based "effects, all in the digital domain.
Two control rooms can use one 480L. Or two 480Ls
can be connected through their digital I/O ports. A
480L can even be connected to a 224XL and both
units operated from a single LARC.

Moving forward by looking back
The 480L is a generation beyond other digital
processors in both hardware and software. Yet many
of its advances were conceived in centuries -old con-

AEG Nederland N.V.
Prof. Audio Dept.

Aletta Jacobslaan 7
1066 BP AMSTERDAM
THE NETHERLANDS

AEG

Phone Number: 020 -5105486
Fax (3): 020 -5105240

cert halls. Close analysis uncovered basic flaws in
the usual digital techniques of ambient simulation.
In real halls, the rate of the first 15 dB of decay is
crucial to the perception of spaciousness and ambience. For many listening positions, this initial decay is longer than the measurement of total reverb
time would suggest. To emulate these fine old halls,
it is necessary to control the initial decay independently of the overall reverb time

Hall programs of unprecedented realism
The initial reverb envelope defines apparent room
size and ambience to the ear. In real spaces, this
buildup and decay is gradual, with a complex, non exponential profile. The use of digital pre- delays
does increase apparent room size, but adds unnaturally defined attacks that make the sound artificial. The 480L's SHAPE and SPREAD parameters
emulate the complex profile of natural reverb.
SHAPE affects the contour of the reverb envelope,
while SPREAD controls the time factor for that contour. When balanced with SIZE (reverb density) and
RT60 MID, SHAPE and SPREAD create deep, warm,

spacious ambience without excessive decay times.

GRISBY MUSIC PROFESSIONALs.r.l.
Via delle Industrie, 4
60022 CASTELFIDARDO (Ancona) - Italy
Phone (071) 781714 -5 -6 - Fax (07117819048

Only new ideas change
the way we listen.

Now we have a clearer picture.
The 480LS innovative SHAPE and SPREAD controls

continuously adjust the diffused reverb profile to
match the ideal ambience characteristics of a real
hall with uniquely natural pre -delay.

-

Digital processing for digital production
The 480L is engineered for the unforgiving all digital audio environment, with its higher standards
of accuracy and dynamic range. The PCM 1610/1630
compatible digital I/O interface lets you add true
stereo ambience and sampling, all in the digital domain. 18 bit linear internal architecture and converters produce a wet signal dynamic range of 98 dB.
Now you can add reverb without adding noise
even on a digital master

-

The next stage

- and beyond

Right now, the 480L is a powerful and dramatic
step forward in digital signal processing technology.
Yet its present software doesn't strain the architecture, which is itself designed for future hardware additions. If you need continually expanding creative
options more than disposable packages of cliché
sounds, experience new possibilities. Treat your ears
and your imagination to an hour with the new
480L Digital Effects System from Lexicon.

-

-

lexicon

Gexco International Inc is the worldwide distributor
of the Lexicon 480L and other high quality products for
the recording, broadcast and postproducton industries

GEXCO
INTERNATIONAL

R EVOX

14615, rue Marbeuf, 75008 Paris
Tel: (1)47235588

317 St Pauls Avenue, Jersey City, NJ 07306 USA

(201) 653-2383

Telex 285261 GEXCI
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WANDEL & GOLTERMANN NFA-1

The Wandel and Goltermann

NFA -1 when fitted with all the
available options is a truly
multi -purpose audio measuring
instrument capable of measuring
level, frequency selective level,
weighted and unweighted noise,

phase, wow and flutter, turntable rumble
and other functions.
Also included in the instrument is a
generator which produces sine waves
from 15 Hz to 60 kHz with the analyser
section generally covering 15 Hz to
200 kHz. In addition to sine waves the
generator can be switched to give a CCIF
type twin tone output which may be
swept or switched to give a simultaneous
output of 17 different tone frequencies
and levels useful for the rapid
determination of frequency response with
a suitable analyser such as the NFA-1
itself.
Housed in a heavy duty case suitable

for rack mounting the instrument is 6 U

high and fitted with substantial carrying
handles, however, its weight, puts the
instrument in the bracket of `just
portable.
Mains power is applied at the rear via
an IEC connector with a nearby
screwdriver-operated tap changer
covering 110 VAC to 227 VAC operation
and a properly identified power line fuse.
A small compartment near the fuse
contains a miniature tool box containing
a spare fuse and various tools for such
operations as removing printed circuit
boards.
The only controls at the rear are a

potentiometer for adjusting the brilliance
of the front panel CRT display and a DIL
switch associated with the IEC 625/IEEE
computer interface when this is fitted.
BNC sockets provide a composite video
output suitable for a video printer or
external monitor, an input and output for

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

Editor's note: this

is an edited version due to the
length of the specification. Further details are
available from the manufacturer or agents

Result display
Numerical and graphical display on

7

in flat

screen.

Resolution in graphics area: (wh) 248x241
pixels.

Seiftest

Automatically checks the whole digital section
when the NFA-1 is switched on. Automatic
calibration is carried out at regular intervals, so
checking important test circuits.
Set-up memory
Non -volatile storage of up to 49 user definable
front panel set-ups.
Additional inputs and outputs
Input and output for external filter. Output for
10 MHz standard frequency. Video output
(composite video signal, BNC connector).
Wideband level output (multiple connector).

Sound recorder measuring section
For special measurements on sound recorders, eg
tape recorders and record players, etc, to DIN
45507, IEC 386, NAB, JIS.
Test signal frequency: 2820 to 3310 Hz.
Level range: -50 to +30 dB.
Measurements ranges 1, 2 and 5: 0.05% to 10';.
Resolution of digital display: to 0.001'k.
Statistical evaluation: calculates and displays
sigma digitally.

Drift: measurement range ±10%, resolution of

digital display 0.01%.
Run-up time (the time taken for frequency
variations to fall below a certain settable
limit): measurement interval 1 to 10 s, resolution
of digital display 0.1'k of measurement interval.

<IEC 825> interface board
With connectors to IEEE 488 or to IEC 625 with
IEEE 488/IEC 625 adaptor

S 832.

General specifications
Power supply: nominal ranges of use of AC line
voltage, switchable -110'117/127;220 /227/235 V.
-12'/ to +10%, nominal range of use of AC line
frequency 47.5 to 63 Hz.

Power consumption: approximately 120 VA.
Safety class to IEC 348 and VDE 0411: class 1.
Data retention: a built -in, trickle -charged NiCad
ensures that set -ups stored in memory are not
lost.

Ambient temperature: nominal range of use:
to +40 °C, storage and transportation: -40 to

0

+65 °C.

Dimensions: )whd) bench version 477
x288 x434 mm, 19 in frame (6U)

443x264x379 mm,
700/00.06.

19 in conversion

kit BN

Spectral analysis of frequency variations:

Weight: )including options) approximately 30 kg.
Manufacturers: Wandel & Goltermann GmbH
& Co, Postbox 45, D -7412 Eningen uA, West
Germany.
UK: Wandel & Goltermann Ltd, Progress House.

frequency range 0 to 120 Hz.

412 Greenford Road, Greenford, Middx. UB6 9AH.
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an external filter, the fixed internal
10 MHz frequency reference and the
4 MHz to 6 MHz variable frequency used
in the heterodyne analyser section.
The remaining user features at the
rear are the Amphenol connector for the
IEEE computer interface and two further
Amphenol connectors providing analogue
outputs from the wow and flutter section
(when fitted) and the analogue output
from the analyser section.
On the lower front panel the floating
audio outputs are available at twin
3 -pole CF connectors for the two audio
channels. These connectors are
fortunately compatible with 4 mm
banana plugs but not on the standard
3
in spacing, XLR connectors are
available as an option. A third generator
output is available unbalanced and at
6 dB lower level at a BNC socket.
The analyser inputs have a similar
arrangement to the generator outputs,
without duplication of the CF connectors,
providing twin -channel balanced inputs
plus a third unbalanced input.
Selection of the desired inputs and
outputs is by momentary pushbutton
switches at the base of the front panel
which is sloped for operator convenience.
Each switch has a green LED to indicate
the operational channels which may be
the unbalanced connection or any
combination of the two balanced/floating
connections.
Further pushbuttons with annunciator
panels select the input and output
impedances with the ability to monitor
the output voltage as generator EMF or
output terminal voltage into the
currently selected load impedance under
software control. The minimum output
impedance approximates 10 S2 with the
selectable impedances being 150, 200 or
600 S2 with the output level reading
relative to 1 mW into 600 S2 or the
minimum impedance and 15012 whilst
reading with reference to 1 mW into
150

S2.

similar arrangement exists at the
inputs which may be terminated in 150,
300, 600 or approximately 100k Sl whilst
reading with reference to 1 mW into
600 S2, or 150 S2 and the maximum
impedance whilst reading with reference
A

to

1 mW into 150 Q.
Now to some driving instructions. The

instrument communicates with the

operator via a 5 in wide green CRT
which displays text or text plus graphical
data to the left of the front panel. To the
immediate right of the CRT is a vertical
row of six unidentified pushbuttons with
two separate buttons being labelled
MENU MODE and AUX PARAM. At
switch -on a self test routine is entered
followed 15 s later by a display of the last
measurement performed. At this stage
pressing MENU MODE is the first
process in selecting a new test which
produces the following display where X
corresponds to the vertical array of
pushbuttons.

IN THE PAST

WE HAD A BIG ADVANTAGE
OVER THE COMPETITION.
Now WE'VE GOT A SMALL ONE.
Until UREI's 813 Time Align® Monitor entered the studio, speaker systems
had become a "smear" on the industry. A "time smear," in which high and low
frequencies subtly assaulted the ear because they arrived out of sync. The
results were general listener fatigue and unrealistic sound, particularly on lead
instruments and vocals.
The UREI 813 solved the "time smear" problem with Time AlignmentTM unifying sound into a single point source.This dramatic breakthrough, along with other
major technical advances, soon established the 813 as the industry standard.
Now UREI introduces less of a good thing: the 809 Time Align® Studio Monitor. The 809 delivers all the engineering depth of its big brother, but at a compact
size and price that's ideal for small control rooms and near-field applications.
UREI's 809 features a remarkable, all -new 300mm (12 ") coaxial driver that
achieves a true one -point sound source, superior stereo imaging, and tight bass.
It incorporates a unique titanium diaphragm compression driver that unleashes
unequalled high frequency response.
The 809 has exceptional power handling capabilities, high sound sensitivity,
and low distortion. It accomplishes precise acoustic impedance matching and
smooth out-of-band response with UREI's patented high-frequency horn with
diffraction buffer. And its ferrite magnet structures assure the system's high sensitivity drivers will not degrade with time and use.
UREI's Model 809 Time Align® Studio Monitor. Smaller package. Smaller
price. Same impeccable "813" sound quality. See how it fits into your studio
,

today.
IBL Professional
8500 Balboa Boulevard
Northridge, CA 91329
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ARE YOU A HAVE, OR HAVE NOT?
HAVE

HAVE NOT

IN LINE MONITORING ON EVERY CHANNEL

x

VU METERING ON EVERY CHANNEL
b INDIVIDUAL AUXILIARY SENDS
STEREO SOLO IN PLACE
PATCH POINTS+ DIRECT OUTPUTS ON EVERY CHANNEL, GROUP & MASTER
4

BAND SEMI PARAMETRIC EQ

SEPARATE MIC & LINE GAIN CONTROLS ON EVERY CHANNEL

INSTRUMENT INPUT FOR DIRECT INJECTION OF LINE LEVEL INPUTS
100 mm STUDIO FADERS
48 INDIVIDUALLY CONTROLLABLE LINE INPUTS
ARE YOU A HAVE NOT?

NOT FOR LONG, PLATINUM DESKS ARE AVAILABLE NOW.

AND NOW THE GOOD NEWS FOR HAVE NOTS.

THE PLATINUM PRICE

PLATINUM
159 PARK ROAD
KINGSTON- UPON -THAMES
SURREY
01 -549 9130
TLX 889294 MIXER G
STOP PRESS. Level

IV and

UK DISTRIBUTOR

LONDON. 4 Wellington Road. St. Johns Wood, London NWB. Ter. 01 -586 3167
STUDIO HOUSE. High lane Village, Stockpott SK6 8AA. Tel 06632 4244. Telex. 665721

more exciting new innovations can be seen at the Frankfurt Music Fair Feb 9th to 11th, Stand no 91A27.

REVIEW
REVIEW
SELECTIVE LEVEL

X

WIDEBAND LEVEL & PHASE

X

NONLINEAR DISTORTION

X

NOISE LEVEL

X

X

SOUND RECORDER MEASUREMENTS

X

X

SPECIAL MODES

X

X

Pressing the appropriate
pushbutton then selects the broad
category of test to be performed and
displays a secondary menu which
details the test to be done as follows.
SELECTIVE LEVEL

-

X

vs FREQUENCY

X

vs GENERATOR LEVEL

X

vs TIME

X

X
X

NOISE LEVEL

-

X

VOICE CHANNEL

X

SOUND PROGRAMME CHANNEL

X

SOUND RECORDER MEASUREMENTS

X

WOW & FLUTTER

X

RUN -UP TIME

X

RUMBLE

X

FIM

X
X

Somehow the manufacturer has
forgotten to give the special mode an
inbuilt title but this is what it offers.
X

WIDEBAND LEVEL & PHASE

X

FREQUENCY OFFSET

X

vs GENERATOR FREQUENCY

X

GENERATOR ONLY

X

vs GENERATOR LEVEL

X

vs TIME

X

vs MEASURED FREQUENCY

X

X

X

STATUS

X

X

NONLINEAR DISTORTION

X

HARMONIC DISTORTION

X

X
DIFFERENCE FREQUENCY DISTORTION

X
X

X

With the exception of the latter menu
the possible measurements are so far
obvious and in most cases pressing the
selector button proceeds to a display of
graphical data and text. The frequency
offset function provides a display of
frequency up to 200 kHz versus time
with a maximum resolution of 10 Hz full
scale. The display may be set to actual
frequency or relative to a reference
frequency in the range 1 kHz to 5 kHz.

NFA -1
GENERATOR LEVEL AND FREQUENCY
FIG.1

DISPLAY
OPTIONS

RECEIVER SET TO LEVEL DIFFERENCE AND PHASE
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In the GEN ONLY mode the generator
sweep speed and level may be controlled
and the sweep speed is faster as the
frequency steps are not controlled by the
analyser section. In practice both the
sweep speed, frequencies and levels are

user determined.
The third special mode, STATUS,
simply displays the current software
update and which options are fitted to
the unit plus the IEEE bus address.
In the modes where the unit does not
proceed to graphical data, which are the
nonlinear distortion, wow and flutter,
and run -up modes, a further menu is
displayed. Either harmonic or twin -tone
distortion may be plotted versus time,
versus generator level or versus received
total level in addition to which harmonic
distortion may be plotted versus
fundamental level or individual
harmonics plotted. Also twin -tone
distortion may be plotted versus the
lower frequency.
The third menu options with wow and
flutter include the opportunity to plot
wow and flutter versus time, to display
the statistics 1 sigma, 2 sigma and 3
sigma or to plot the wow and flutter
spectrum over ranges 0 to 10 Hz up to 0
to 1000 Hz in a 1:2:5 sequence.
In the rumble mode the spectrum may
be similarly displayed with an upper
frequency limit of 100 Hz in addition to
the option of displaying rumble versus
time.
A typical display is shown in Fig 1
where the level difference between the
two input channels and the phase
difference are displayed from 20 Hz to
20 kHz. Also displayed are the generator
level and frequency at the bottom of the
display plus the receiver level difference
and phase difference between the two
input channels -whilst the latter are
blank in the diagram their use will be
dealt with later.
To the left of the display is the current
mode, the user defined system level in dB
relative to 0.7746 V and user data which
may consist of up to eight numeric
characters or the characters `m', 'k', .' or
To the right of the display are six boxes
which correspond to the six pushbutton
switches to the right of the display. The
top box always shows OUTPUT
PLOTTER until the top button is
pressed. This allows the complete display
or just the currently plotted curve to be
dumped via the IEEE interface to any
Hewlett- Packard GL (Graphics Language)
compatible plotter without the use of a
controller. The possibility of just dumping
the current curve allows any number of
curves to be very rapidly overlaid.
The additional five boxes vary in
function depending upon the current
menu in use with operation of the

adjacent buttons changing parameters.
Returning to the MENU buttons the
AUX PARAM button produces a display
as follows.

D
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REVIEW
REVIEW
MEASURING SCALE, REFERENCE

X

Y SCALE

X

X SCALE, AUTOSTOP

X

load to be displayed. In all case, it
possible to revert to the standard values
as preset in the instrument with two
keystrokes.
These, and other functions operate in
conjunction with a decimal keyboard to
the right of the display, which also
includes the characters `k' and 'm' which
may be used as multipliers, a full stop
(decimal point), a minus sign, a CLEAR
button and an ENTER button.
A secondary function of the keyboard
buttons is to change the displayed range
and scaling whilst the existing plot is
retained. Thus a measurement may be
taken with any scale and then converted
to another scale for detailed examination.
For instance the full scale Y deflection
can be varied between 2.5 dB and 100 dB
with the selectable range being from

X

x
SPECIAL PARAMETERS

X

The top three of these selections are
used for the setting of initial plotting
scales for the current measurement mode
and include facilities for single sweeps
and continuous sweeps, etc, whilst the
SPECIAL PARAMETERS allow entry of
user data into the display, change
between English and German language
in the display and allow the oscillator
EMF or terminal voltage into the rated
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-250 dB to +150 dB. It N,ls, however,
found that these functions were rather
slow in operation.
A further, and very important use of
the keyboard, is the ability to store and
recall up to 49 test settings in a battery
backed memory. This operation is
accomplished by an extremely simple set
of keystrokes. In order to store or recall
set -ups either the STO or the RCL
buttons are pressed which results in four
sets of three column displays.
The display shows the occupied store
numbers in sequence, a code number for
the function in each store and the
percentage memory that it occupies. At
this stage the desired store number is
entered from the keypad and ENTER
pressed. The desired store is then filled
or recalled as desired.
Any attempt to write into an occupied
store fails with a `beep. Store may be
emptied by entering the desired store
number preceded by a minus sign.
Whilst this is a quick and simple method
to use it does have the disadvantage that
it is necessary to remember or write
down the measurement function entered
into each store.
So far I have not mentioned the
methods of setting levels and frequency
of the measurement or the measurement
modes for each test. Three pushbuttons
with adjacent LEDs select the
measurements modes to MANUAL,
AUTO STEP or HOLD. The auto step
mode automatically steps or sweeps
frequency with the ability to stop at any
point by using the hold button, whilst in
the manual mode there are two ways of
setting frequency.
The first method sets also generator
level and each involves the use of four
pushbuttons in vertical array. Pressing
the f or the L button shows the frequency
or level section in the display in reverse
video and allows direct entry of
parameters from the keyboard.
Below these buttons are delta f and
delta L buttons which are used to set
frequency and level steps originating
from the arrow up and arrow down
buttons underneath. The delta frequency
increment button may not however be
used when plotting against frequency
and the level increment buttons may not
be used when plotting against generator
level.

Other than the local /remote button
which switches the IEEE interface we
come to the final operator feature which
provides a cursor function and also an
analogue frequency setting facility. By
means of a 360° control the generator
frequency may be swept in 0.5 Hz steps
up to 20 kHz and in 30 Hz steps at
higher frequencies or the analyser
sections swept in 1 Hz increments with
the control having coarse or fine
sensitivity.
Where appropriate the control may also
be used to set the analyser frequency and
it may also be set to a cursor function
D
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when a vertical line enters the display as
shown in Fig 2. Turning the 360° control
then moves the cursor along the X axis
whilst displaying the cursor frequency (or
whatever function is displayed on the X
axis) at the bottom of the display and the
reading at the cursor's position at the top
of the display.

Inputs and outputs
The impedances of the audio inputs and
outputs were checked against their
nominal impedances and were found to
be very close to nominal (see Table 1).
The common mode rejection at the
input was typically very good as shown
in Fig 3 with the balance at the outputs
being (in terms of voltage difference to
output level) 71 dB at 1 kHz falling to
47 dB at 20 kHz and 46 dB at 60 kHz.
The maximum available generator level
in the sine wave mode was found to be
+26.01 dB reference 0.775 VRMS
(15.47 VRMS) variable in 0.01 dB steps
down to -77 dB (109 ¡AV) with the output
at the unbalanced BNC connections
being 6 dB lower. In the two -tone and
17 -tone modes the same peak to peak
output levels are available.
When the system is set to read the

level into the rated load the displayed
levels are a further 6 dB lower with the
balanced or unbalanced outputs in use
correcting the levels at the start of a
test. If the output in use is changed
during a test the displayed level does not
take account of the change and could

4 MHz to 6 MHz
was 4 MHz +(2x

frequency) in the form of a 1.74 Vp -p
square wave having a rise time of 40.6 ns
and fall time of 32.8 ns from a source
impedance <75 SÌ.
On the monitoring side three outputs
are available at the 14 -way Amphenol
connector. These are AC and DC
wideband outputs before the detector
these outputs can be autoranged and are
after any noise weighting. The third
output is approximately 240 Hz output
present in the selective modes with the
amplitude corresponding to the measured
value. The final output is the composite
video output which delivered
approximately 1 Vp -p into 75 S2 using the
50 Hz 625 line video standard with
negative syncs.

cause confusion.
Both the maximum readable input
level of +32 dB.7V (30 VRMS) and the
maximum rated input voltage are too low
for some applications such as
measurements on high power amplifiers
where at least twice this input voltage
capability is essential. Also there is, in
some circumstances, an interaction
between the outputs with the load on one
output affecting the level at the second
output.
The external filter output at the rear
panel had a source impedance of 603 f1
delivering a level -20.13 dB below the
input level irrespective of the filter
switching. The external filter input was
activated by the internal switching and
had an impedance of 595 S2.
The 10 MHz clock output delivered a
sine wave of 1.43 Vp -p amplitude from a
source impedance of 75 12 and the
frequency accuracy was within
0.000,023 %. At the variable frequency

-

Generator performance
The frequency accuracy of the generator
section was excellent. Furthermore the
accuracy of the output level reading had
a worst case error of 0.02 dB over the
output level range +26 dB to -77 dB
reference 0.7746 V with the minimum
output level steps of 0.01 dB also being
beyond reproach.
In the twin -tone and the multi -tone
modes of operation the level difference
between the tones was less than 0.1 dB
with the typical overall flatness of the

2 NFA -1
CURSOR FUNCTION

FIG.

AMPLITUDE

AT CURSOR

CURSOR

_

I

generator varying slightly with output
level. Fig 4 shows the measured results
from 15 Hz to 60 kHz at +30 dB out
where the deviation up to 20 kHz was
< ±0.02 dB reference 1 kHz.
Harmonic distortion was at a very low
level but the generator output contains
non -harmonically related products which
restricts its use as a source for

ANDAG

TABLE 1
Nominal output impedance

;-t

600
200

0.0501

Ch

199.4
149.6
11.8

52

Nominal input impedance
Ch

Hz

50 Hz>

CLBSou

100 k52
600 12
300 S2
15012

416 n

-

Actual impedance

1

Ch

1

600.8

S2

150 S2
Low

<0

output the frequency
the analyser tuned

2

600.7
199.2
149.5
10.2

S2
S2

12
S2

Ch

3 (BNC)
599.2 12
199.8 12
149.9 12

12
12
12

5.3

12

12

Actual impedance
Ch 2
Ch

3 (BNC)
99.9 k12/95 pF
607.2 S2
302.6 12
150.9 12

100.2 k12 /100 pF 99.9 k12/80 pF
607.9 12
607.2 S2
302.6 12
302.6 S2
150.7 S2
150.8 12

CURSOR
FREQUENCY
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measuring THD plus noise (see Table 2).
Fig 5 gives some idea of the output
`noise' with the generator set to 1 kHz
where many high frequency products are
clear in the output, these often varied
with the generator frequency and were
not harmonically related to the
fundamental.
In the twin -tone CCIF intermodulation
distortion mode the residual distortion
products were all at <0.0032% ( -90 dB)
at either +20 dB or 0 dB output.
The generator on /off switch isolated the
outputs by >120 dB at any frequency at
the floating outputs with the individual
output on /off switches giving better than
100 dB isolation at any frequency or
120 dB at 1 kHz.

for 0 dB and +20 dB input with the
averaging time set too long to stabilise
the 15 Hz measurement. The accuracy
from 40 Hz to 20 kHz is far better than
the manufacturer's specification of
±0.1 dB.
The frequency counter remained in
action and was accurate to the internal
frequency source down to -40 dB input,
below which it promptly indicated 0 Hz

thus eliminating erroneous readings.
The accuracy of level measurement was
within 0.1 dB down to -74 dB in the
200 kHz bandwidth mode increasing to
1 dB at -80 dB or in the 20 kHz
bandwidth mode within 0.1 dB down to
- 90 dB increasing to 1 dB at -96 dB in
the 20 kHz bandwidth mode. In the two
bandwidths noise was at -105 dB and
- 115 dB with the input shunted into

Level reading
In the wideband mode the level accuracy
from 15 Hz to 200 kHz is shown in Fig 6
TABLE 2

Frequency

0 dB

2nd

3rd

150 Q.

In the selective mode the

+20 dB Output
Total +N*
2nd
3rd

Output

Total+N*

characteristics of the filters were plotted
at 1 kHz and are shown in Fig 7 where
the amplitude alignment is precise and
the bandwidth very accurate as shown in
Table 3.
In the narrow bandwidth modes the
instrument is restricted by its 1 Hz
resolution but there are few applications
where this may be of significance.

kHz
0.001%
0.018% 0.005%
0.002%
10 kHz
0.001% <0.001%
0.014% 0.005%
20 kHz
0.005% <0.001%
0.015% 0.005%
60 kHz
0.11%
0.005%
0.005% <0.001%
*100 Hz to 80 kHz up to 20 kHz then 400 Hz to
1

0.001%
<0.001%
<0.001%
<0.001%
>500 kHz at

0.008%
0.008%
0.014%
0.047%
60 kHz

Distortion modes
In the distortion mode the instrument
acts as a heterodyne analyser using the
above manually selected bandwidths or
in an automatic mode. In either case it is
possible to measure individual harmonics
up to the 9th harmonic provided they are
below the upper measuring limit of
200 kHz.
In all cases the residual harmonic
distortion was far below the specified
-80 dB (0.01 %) for the analyser and

TABLE 4

Frequency 2nd harmonic
100 Hz

kHz
10 kHz
60 kHz
*2nd to 3rd
1

3rd harmonic

0.005% (0.003 %)
0.002% (0.002 %)
0.006% (0.001 %)
0.012% (0.002 %)
at 60 kHz

0.007%
0.003%
0.001%
0.003%

(0.002 %)
(0.001 %)
(0.001 %)

(0.0019)

Total 2nd to 9th
0.012%
0.004%
0.009%
0.002%

(0.006 %)
(0.002 %)
(0.002 %)
(0.002 %1*

FIG.6 NFA -1

TABLE 3

Nominal bandwidth

dB points
948/1044 Hz
985/1014 Hz
991/1009 Hz
994/1006 Hz
997/1003 Hz

-0.06 dB
-0.04 dB
-0.04 dB

100 Hz
30 Hz
18 Hz
12 Hz
6 Hz

WIDEBAND MODE LEVEL ACCURACY

-3

Level at peak

0.00 dB

-0.07 dB

Bandwidth
96 Hz
29 Hz
18 Hz
12 Hz
6 Hz
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always such a struggle to
link audio and video tape transports
through most synchronizers? Because
each machine speaks a different control
language. Translating reel and capstan
commands for one type of transport is
complicated enough. Factor in a multitude of machine- specific commands and
transport design philosophies, and you
have a real nightmare.
is

it
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Rethinking the synchronizer
That was our first step in unraveling
the machine communication and control
problems that complicate your work. What makes LYNX the
only truly universal synchronizer and machine control interface
is an innovative design that uses distributed processing and a
unique approach to software architecture. TimeLine's U.S.
technology is so advanced, LYNX actually overcomes the
"impossible" language barrier between audio machines and
video editors.

Next time you catch yourself daydreaming about how easy
would be if your tape machines could finally talk to each
other, try a LYNX. See how TimeLine's universal machine
control interfacing, intuitive front panel operation and
outstanding reliability (our first production unit is still in constant
use) can make all your audio and video transports work
and make them all work for you.
together
life
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The transport synchronizer/resolver interfaces with your
tape machine in one step through the front panel menu.
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Take control

Hands -on, not hands-and -knees
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No DIP switches, no rotary switches.
No opening the unit to change
ROMs. No complicated alignment
procedures. Simply hook up the cable
and push two buttons.
Even the LYNX can't repair tapes or
transports. But when peripheral
problems do occur, LYNX has diagnostic
messages and status indicators to help
you track them down and get back to
work fast. LYNX even reads, generates,
resolves and translates timecode and
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generator up to 20 kHz with Table 4
showing the instrument's residual at
0 dB level and in brackets the analyser's
residual when fed by a very high quality
oscillator. A particularly nice feature is
that harmonics can be plotted versus
frequency or level and individual
harmonics may be plotted as in Fig 8.
In the CCIF twin -tone intermodulation
distortion mode it is possible to measure
the individual second and third order
products (12 -fl or fl- (f2 -fl)) but the
upper frequency is restricted to less than
20 kHz which is a limitation. Unlike
instruments that simply measure the
second order products using a low pass
filter, the use of a heterodyne analyser
allows measurements at low frequencies.
The residual distortion is not
particularly low but typical of a
heterodyne analyser. The figures for an
80 Hz difference frequency are given in

Table

5.

Noise measurements
The review sample was fitted with the
CCITT P53 `telephone' weighting, the
CCIR Recommendation 468 weighting
and the CCIR unweighted curves all of
which were remarkably accurate in level
setting at 1 kHz and in frequency
response, the CCIR weighted curve being
within better than 0.11 dB of nominal at
all frequencies.
Further optional filters are available
covering the IEC A- weighted
measurement, a 400 Hz high pass filter
and a 1 kHz notch filter for measuring
quantising noise in digital systems.
The residual noise was not
exceptionally good but adequate for most
applications. Table 6 relates noise to
0.7746 VRMS.
Checking the effective ballistics of the

quasi -peak metering to CCIR
Recommendation 468 showed that it was
generally within specification but just
outside limits on the 10 bursts /second of
5 ms bursts of 5 kHz tone where the
reading was -3.6 dB against the
standard limits of -2.9/ +1.7 dB. It
should be noted that many digital
instruments do not comply with the
standard.

Wow and

flutter

This instrument is probably the most
comprehensive wow and flutter analyser
available, measuring wow and flutter to
the three standards of interest with a
variety of bandwidths. Furthermore the
unit may display wow and flutter versus
time, wow and flutter as a spectrum and
a statistical analysis of wow and flutter
whilst also showing one, two and three
sigma values.
In all modes the cursor is available for
detailed examination of the displays with
more than adequate resolution. Fig 3
shows the common weighting curve for
IEC, NAB or JIS measurements, the
tolerances on the weighting being about
a quarter of those permitted in the IEC
standard.
The remaining curves permit the
analysis of wow, flutter or wideband
flutter components up to 1 kHz. The
analysis can be performed by a fast
Fourier transform (FFT).
Indicated values of steady wow and
flutter were within 1.5% of actual with
the residual within the instrument being
only 0.002% worst case allowing very
accurate readings of practical devices.
While it is not difficult to achieve the
NAB and JIS rectifier characteristics in
a digital instrument it is not very easy
to meet the IEC peak measurement
TABLE 6

TABLE 5

Residual noise
reference 0.7746 VRMS

Overall
Generator
Frequency Residual 2nd Residual (2nd/2nd+3rd) Measurement
20 kHz
10 kHz
5
3

kHz
kHz

0.0025'

ccirr

CCIR

-96.6 dB
-102.6 dB
-96.4 dB
-102.5 dB

Unweighted RMS
Weighted RMS
Unweighted peak
Weighted peak

0.008% /0.019%
0.006% /0.011%
0.003% /0.01%
0.005% /0.006 %r

0.007 %n
0.003%
0.003 %r

-97.0 dB
-122.5 dB
-97.0 dB
-122.0 dB
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REVIEW
requirement. This instrument was,
however, well within the IEC standard
for unidirectional bursts of frequency
modulation.
In the run -up time mode the
instrument plots the instantaneous
frequency deviation as seen through the
selected weighting filter versus time, a
relay being operated at the start of the
sweep in order to start the device under
test. Thus, the frequency weighted wave
form of the wow and flutter components
are plotted.

InterModulation distortion) which is a
form of frequency modulation which
arises from tracking and tracing errors.
A test record containing 3 kHz and
300 Hz simultaneous tones is used and
the resultant frequency modulation of
the 3 kHz tone examined in the nominal
band 270 Hz to 330 Hz and displayed
versus time as if it were wow and flutter.
The actual band was found to have
-0.5 dB points at 218 Hz and 492 Hz
falling to -3 dB at 379 Hz and 167 Hz
and then falling at -12 dB/octave with
the instrument being completely
insensitive to amplitude fluctuations.
Whilst the display extended beyond
10% FIM this was the maximum that
could be measured with the
measurement accuracy being excellent
and the residual FIM being 0.002 %.

Rumble and FIM
The IEC, NAB and DIN rumble
measurements all use the same filters

with the NAB measurement using the
DIN `unweighted' characteristic. Both
these filters were well within the
standard limits from 10 Hz to 1 kHz but
appeared to be outside limits at the
extreme frequencies of 2 Hz and

Phase measurement
Whilst phase measurements may be
displayed from 10 Hz to 200 kHz the
accuracy of the display outside the
specified 15 Hz to 20 kHz is significantly
decreased. Within the specified range the
phase errors were found to be less than
1° but at 200 kHz the phase indicated
could be up to 7° in error.
As instrument users tend to believe
what they see measured it would be wise
to have some indication on the display
that such errors may be present when
out of range phase measurements are
made, or alternatively for the display to
be blanked when out of range.

3.15 kHz.
As is standard an average responding
rectifier is used with the NAB
measurement using the standard VU
characteristics and the IEC (DIN)

measurement using a longer time
constant.
Residual rumble in either mode was,

reference 0.775 VRMS, -57 dB weighted
or -51 dB unweighted when measuring
rumble versus time. In the rumble
spectrum analysis mode using the FFT
analyser the residual rumble was around
-65 dB but with 50 Hz and 100 Hz
components appearing at -53 dB as
shown in Fig 10.
Practical rumble measurements are
always limited by the test discs available
and even if original acetates are used
this is a limitation. A rather clever
mechanical device is available from
Thorens, however, known as a RumpelMesskoppler' (rumble measurement
coupler). This overcomes the problems of
test discs with certain limitations.
A less often used measurement on
turntables is that of FIM (Frequency

The instrument is available with either
the IEEE Amphenol type connector or
the 25 -pin `D' connector used by the IEC
standard, the control lines being
identical in function. As is usual the
address of the instrument is set by a
dual in line (DIL) switch but this
includes three extra functions. The LON
switch tells the instrument to act as a
listener only, the TOL switch tells the
instrument to act as a talker only such

FIG.10 NFA -1
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points is available for processing.
In common with other IEEE controlled
instruments writing software is a time
consuming occupation and the internal
storage will deal adequately with many
laboratory measurements. Wandel and
Goltermann do, however, offer a service
for writing `bespoke' software.

Conclusions

Bus control

RESIDUAL RUMBLE

o.

that it addresses a plotter on address 29
or a printer on address 30.
The third switch SC has the rather
more complicated function of telling the
instrument to act as a system controller
such that it addresses a plotter on
address 29 or a printer on address 30.
This may be done whilst the instrument
is used with a controller provided that
the controller allows the interrupt system
to prevent other bus activity while the
instrument is acting as a controller.
With the exception of the cursor
function virtually all parameters that
can be set manually may be set by the
controller by means of (sometimes rather
complicated) alphanumeric strings,
however, setting the basic measurement
modes is extremely simple. All that is
necessary is to output `M' for mode
followed by a string of numbers
representing the key sequence of the six
keys next to the display. For instance to
set for a wow and flutter spectrum the
sequence `M,5,2,4,' is output.
As the instrument responds to a
parallel poll it is possible to determine
its status at any time, furthermore,
measurement data from all measurement

^I'VL

Ir'

Whilst this is a lengthy review I have
been unable to include many features of
this complex instrument. The
comprehensive operator's manual consists
of over 200 pages!
Not only is this a versatile instrument

which will find many applications but all
measurements were performed to great
accuracy. Measurement speeds varied and
although this is not the fastest of
instruments for some measurements it is
capable of measuring signals from
remote sources and does not rely on its
internal oscillator for making most
measurements. This makes it suitable for
measuring links and lines.
As a development tool for mechanical
devices there are unusual and very
powerful functions which are equally
appropriate to servicing such devices.
The unit is expensive though, and while
the cost is reasonable for a development
laboratory many service organisations
will find it hard to justify the expense.
There are, however, other areas where
this is an attractive proposition. For
instance tape duplicating plants would
find the NFA 1 a quick and powerful
instrument for checking production and
locating faults in the duplicating
equipment. This of course applies equally
to studios but not many own test gear
costing even a fraction of the price of the
NFA-1.
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REBI S RA 701
The increasing acceptance of MIDI

as the standard general purpose
data interface for the music

industry has prompted many
manufacturers into a re- appraisal
of established techniques and
traditional processing devices. We
have mixing consoles with MIDI driven
automation, reverberation systems with
real time MIDI parameter control, and
now the Rebis RA701 MIDI gate. The
Rebis gate differs from most other MIDI
toys, though, in that instead of
responding to external MIDI commands

it uses conventional analogue audio
signals to generate MIDI data.
Primarily it is a gate, and a
sophisticated gate at that. It features two
fully independent channels, linkable for
stereo working and special
configurations, comprehensive envelope
control and on -board filters. The 4 -stage
envelope is particularly versatile, notably
because of the inclusion of a delay
control: once the input signal rises above
the threshold, the opening of the gate
can be delayed by up to 2 s. The attack
time for the gate opening is variable
from 10 ps to 250 ms. The fastest time is
so fast that it introduces clicks on most
types of signal, however, the law and
range of the control allow these to be
easily eliminated while retaining an
apparently instant attack. Once the
input drops below threshold, the gate
will hold open for up to 3 s and then
release to fully closed in up to 2 s and
attenuation with the gate closed is
variable up to 90 dB. A 'fixed' button
forces the envelope, once triggered, to go
through all four stages without waiting
for the input to fall, opening up even
more shaping possibilities, and a 4- colour
LED display shows the progress of the
envelope through its stages. This is in
addition to the LED which lights when
the signal reaches threshold. All this
indication still operates when the gate is
bypassed so the gate could be set up
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`blind' in live work.
An obvious use of the envelope controls
is the shaping of special reverberation
effects from a basic spring or plate
reverb. The variable delay allows a predelay to be simulated without tying up
delay lines, and attack, hold and release
adjustments produce classic backwards
and gated reverb effects as well as more
subtle variations of reverb build and
decay times. On other programme
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

Channels: two.
Inputs: maximum level +21 dBm; impedance
100

kS2.

Outputs: maximum level +21 dBm into 600 S2;
impedance less than 50 Si.
Balancing: optional electronic.
Distortion: less than 0.05% 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Noise: -104 dBm 20 Hz to 20 kHz; zero
attenuation.
Frequency response: ±0.5 dB 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
DC trigger inputs: +5 V to open gate.
DC trigger outputs: +5 V when gate opens.
MIDI output: after envelope delay sends: channel
number (adjustable 1 to 16); note on; kéy number
(adjustable 0 to 127); velocity (0 to 127 /fixed 64(.
After hold period sends: matching channel
number; note off; matching key number.

Power requirement: 220/240

VAC, 30 W

maximum (110/120 V by internal connections).

Fuse: 500 mA.
Dimensions: (whd) 19x1%x9% in/
483x44x245 mm.
Weight: 3.6 kg nett.
Rebis Audio, Kinver Street, Stourbridge, West
Midlands DY8 5AB, UK.

O

MIDI

OUTPUT

material the gate is extremely effective
and user -friendly in its basic cleaning up

role as well as allowing special envelope
effects to be produced. The control
envelope can also be inverted to produce
ducking effects and a special Mask
function stops the gate re- triggering for a
variable period.
On -board filtering consists of high and
low pass filters, both rolling off at
12 dB /octave, which can be switched in to
either the direct signal path or the side
chain. In the latter mode it obviously
removes the need in most cases for an
externally EQ'd signal fed to the key
input to isolate the required sound. The
range of the filters is very wide, with a
broad overlap, which means a filter
'window' can be set up almost anywhere
in the spectrum. Setting this up is made
easier by the fact that the filtered signal
can be monitored via a front -panel
switch. These facilities, along with an
impressive audio performance would
make the RA701 worth considering at
the price, but its MIDI capability turns it
into a genuinely innovative device.
Driving samplers and sampling delay
lines from audio -derived trigger pulses, to
replace drum sounds in particular, is a
well- established technique and the
RA701 provides a 5 V trigger output for
this purpose among others, however, some

DESIGN

AUDIO

i
THE PROFESSIONALS' CHOICE
AM BISON ICS

MICR APHONES
A

CALREC Condenser Microphones.
1000 sedes cost effective, fixed head,
48V range.

+ D Mastering Package for

B- Format

four channel and UHJ Surround Sound

-

encoding and decoding.

2000 /2100 series- the studio standard,
7.5 -56V. Comprehensive range of
extensions, adaptors and accessories.
Sound Field Microphones The most
versatile and accurate microphone in the

-

World.

DIGITAL
A

+

D

PCM701 ES

Professional.

AD -MIX Digital Mixing.

1610/30-3324 Interfaces.
Four Channel Recording.
DIGI

-4

NOIS

MINI MIXER

REDUCTION

E

The CALREC MlniMixer. 8 -16 channels in
three frame sizes.3 band EO + filters; 4

sB dynamicrange.
Up to
16 bit noise performance on
analogue 24 track.
20 bit digital performance on
16 bit digital recordings.

A

auxiliaries; insert system; internal and
external Tß; boil -in DAs.
Meets BBC, IBA and ITCA specifications.

ii
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SIGNAL PROCESSING
A

+

D Rack

Units:

Vocal Stresser, Compex, Superdynamic,

Express, Easy Rider dynamic processors,
and PANSCAN Autopanner.

LITTLE BOXES

SCAMP
A

A

+ D Modular Signal Processors:

+ D PROPAK professional /domestic

interface; plus CTC correction,
AMPAK, DI -Box. Time Code Reader.
TONEMASTER auto-generator.

Limiters, Compressors, Expanders, Gates,
Equalisers, Distribution Amps, Special

Effects.
FILMEX Noise Reduction.

Video Post -Production Processing.

UK AGENTS FOR RTW LIGHT METRES ANT /telecom NOISE REDUCTION

WORLDWIDE
USA

Audio Design Ltd, Unit

3,

EELA AUDIO PRODUCTS

Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Berks. Tel: (07357) 4545. Telex: 848722 ADR UK.

Audio Design Calrec, Inc., PO Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310, USA. Tel: (206) 275 5009. Telex: 152426 ADR USA.

of the most readily available drum
samples exist in many MIDI digital drum
machines and can only be remotely
triggered by sending the relevant MIDI
note number. The RA701 allows such
machines to be triggered from audio
signal sources, and it does this by
sending a MIDI note on command,
together with a note number, every time
the gate opens. The two gates in the unit
send separate individually selectable
note numbers so one RA701 could be
used to drive, for instance, a bass drum

and snare drum. The note numbers are
set by groups of eight miniature switches
on the rear panel, although as this is a
bit fiddly it's usually easier to re- assign
the numbers to the voices on the drum
machine itself. In this connection it
would have been nice to see a manual
trigger button on each gate as some
drum machines require an actual note to
be sent to them to re- assign voices. This
would have been useful when setting up
other effects as well, although in fairness
it's hard to see where it could have been
fitted in -Rebis have never skimped on
controls and indicators so the RA701's
front panel, while managing not to look
cluttered, certainly doesn't leave much
space for anything else.
The gate will also send MIDI velocity
information, related to the input signal
amplitude in three ranges selectable on
the rear panel. Once the right
combination of input level and control
range has been found this provides an
impressive degree of realism, avoiding
the machine-like sameness which could
otherwise result. If you want robotic
consistency, however, this feature can be
switched out. I used the 701 to replace
bass drum and snare on a track I was
working on with velocity sensitive TR707
sounds and when I played it to the
musicians who had been working on it, it
never occurred to them that they were
listening to a machine -they just thought
I had EQ'd the drums.
Where most MIDI devices have an 'in'
socket, the RA701 has a 'merge' input
enabling several units to be chained
together, all sending different note
numbers from different triggers and
possibly transmitting on different MIDI
channels. A whole drum kit could then
be replaced with samples from one or
more machines or several musical notes
or effects from one or more synthesisers
could be 'played' by signals on tape or
even live (the gate sends note off at the
end of its hold period).
The potential is clearly enormous. The
RA701 could be a time saver enabling
good known drum sounds to be achieved
quickly and consistently on hurried
sessions It could salvage poorly recorded
drums (or recordings of poor drums,
which isn't the same thing at all) and in
a live situation it allows clean, perfectly
separated drum sounds with no feedback
or spill problems. Its potential with
synthesisers is less obvious but well
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worth experiment and as MIDI controlled
outboard gear proliferates it could be
used to drive such deices from
programme material, altering reverb
times depending on which drums were
being played for instance, or translating
audio signal levels into MIDI velocity
information.
It can, of course, be used as a gate and
a MIDI trigger simultaneously. Many
weird and wonderful effects are available
by linking the two gates and using one
to process dynamics and the other to
send MIDI data. The Mask function
becomes particularly useful in this
context, allowing a snare to trigger a

MIDI handclap only on alternate beats,
for instance. The Mask time is a little
tricky to set up but an unusual and

useful feature nonetheless.
Genuinely new ideas are a comparative
rarity these days. MIDI applications have
produced a reasonable crop but few as
novel as the RA701. What's more, it's not
just a gimmick to sell a few more gates,
it's a genuinely useful and unique device,
and it works. It's easy to use, it performs
impeccably and is inexpensive enough to
find a place in many home studios as
well as the big commercial ones, who
incidentally should all rush out and try

one.
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BOKSE SM9
SYSTEM
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ATARI
1040 ST/
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STEINBERG
PRO 24
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TASCAM MS16
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Recording studio systems come in many different formats, but none so versatile as the one depicted here, 16 tracks of audio, 24
track midi sequencing, automated muting and routing, 10 program autolocating, full midi editing facilities, midi location via midi
song position pointer. All these features add up to a system that is capable of world class professional mixing and yet can be
operated by one person. This is where the future is. Available now.

AUDIO
ATARI
1040 ST/

STEINBERG
PRO 24

AHB

SYSTEM

8

TASCAM ATR 60-8

MK III 1616

BOKSE SM9
SYSTEM 2
AHB renowned for reliability and the right features for the right price, have up graded the System 8 to the MK Ill, now
incorporating fader reverse on output groups. Depicted here is the 1616 with Tascams latest professional 1/2" 8 track machine.

Utilising the Atari /Steinberg Pro 24 24 track midi sequencer and the Bokse SM9 SMPTE EBU /Midi events controller and
sequencer, the system offers fantastic versatility. 32 Channels are available on the console at remix affording really professional
mixes at a realistic price.
As a specialized professional team, Audio Services can supply,
install and commission each individual package to suit the

requirements of your studio.
The equipment in this advert is available immediately from stock
and may be viewed by appointment.

Export Enquiries Welcome: We can quote a delivered price to any part of the world within half
usually straight away.
an hour

-

FOSTEX E16

FOSTEX 80

Either of the packages above could alternatively be
used with the Fostex machines for the more
budget conscious.

studio House, High Lane, Stockport SK6 BAA. Tel: 06632 4244 London
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Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, London NW8. Tel:

01 -586
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TAPE & FILM HEADS

WHO SAYS YOU DON'T NOTICE THEM..
SMALL ADS! For as little as £13.75 +VAT you too

BRANCH & APPLEBY LTD

WE STOCK
WE MAKE
WE RE- PROFILE AND RE -LAP

STONEFIELD WAY, RUISLIP
MIDDLESEX HA4 OYL
01 -864 1577

could be getting your service message across. For
more details contact Damien Dowling at STUDIO
SOUND. Tel: 01 -686 2599.

r
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DIRECT FROM

OUR MODERN

QUALITY HIGH-SPEED and real -time audio
and video cassette copying and processing. Any
quantity. While you wait. 24 -hour, 7- days -a -week
service. Central London W2. GWBB Audiovision.
(X)
Tel: 01 -723 1583/5190.

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting,
pressings, duplicated cassettes and blanks. Bin
Masters. Location Recording. Free Brochure.
Tam Studio, 13a Hamilton Way, London N3
IAN. Tel: 01 -346 0033.
(X)

TECHNICAL TRANSPORT LTD. Specialist in
transportation of Sound, Video and Film
Equipment by technically experienced drivers.
Delivery, location and installation. Tel: 01- 698 0099.

100 C -60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo

from £59.50 (plus VAT)

U.K. PRESSING
PLANT

We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top -class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your '/o in
edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. Ring for
price check.

CUTTING ° PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS °SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Pinner
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SOUND

01 -868 5555

01 -866 5555

OPLICATiG!.
EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES
SETTES

STUDIO SUPPLIES 04024

-53424

01 -446 3218

WHERE THE CHOICE IS YOURS
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REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA and BASF chrome tape available
1

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758
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ER REVOX
WE ARE THE TAPE MACHINE SPECIALISTS.
WE PROVIDE PROMPT EFFICIENT SERVICE AND
REPAIRS FOR THE WORLD FAMOUS RANGE OF
STUDER REVOX MACHINES. WE ALSO HANDLE
TEAC /TASCAM +NAGRA RECORDERS IN OUR
WELL EQUIPPED WORKSHOPS WITHIN EASY
REACH OF LONDON.
WHEN YOU RELY ON YOUR EQUIPMENT,
YOU CAN RELY ON USI

3

SPARES

MOFFICIAL UK SERVICE CO.
Service Calls Save Time!

153A VICTORIA STREET, ST. ALBANS
Telephone: 58977 (0727)
_..111
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D
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THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

time & high speed loop bin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length
TEL: 061 -973 1884
Real

CASSETTE DUPLICATING:

GAUSS Loop -Bin / TELEX In- Cassette
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing

OPEN REEL DUPLICATING
SPEECH RECORDING
(VOICE -OVERS; LANGUAGES; AUDIO- VISUALS)
(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.)

SPEECH -PLUS RECCIRDIIVGS LTD.
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961
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5 AUDIO
CHANNEL
Real -time cassette

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AMPEX AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE MAIN DISTRIBUTORS
Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank

High Quality,
duplication, Printed inlay cards and side
labels, Custom wound blank cassettes

precision wound cassettes C1 -120, labels. library cases
and cards, C, zeros. pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges.

Revox & Uher Sales

& Service

open reel and

sound:l5

Tel: 01 -803

12 Brinania Road
Sale, Cheshire M33 2AA
Tel: 061 -905 1127

cassette

slide projectors, and repaired.
Uher
serviced
Tandberg,
lifters, etc.,
available.
FerrograPh, Revox,

9036

FOR QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE

lómm
recorders,
contracts
& Howell,
ents .Maintenance at:agents.
apsrooud service Radio
approved
Showroom Te1:090a 610625.
Visit our
ewp ort Pagnell.
58 xlg
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Photo

RECORDING SUPPLIES
Manufacturers of High Quality Blank Cassettes. AgfaGevaert Tape Load. Example C -60 30p each, C -90 38p,
C -15 25p with all labels. Duplicating in Stereo C -60 45p

CUSTOM WOUND BLANK
CASSETTES AT AMAZING PRICES!
Cl

each.

Manufacturers of Cassette Library Cases at 3.6p each,
min 50,000 delivery FREE.
Please telephone 0205 750595

-

C120

REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION
CASSETTE LABLES AND INLAY CARDS

O61969 7618

Road. Ashton-on-Mersey.

Sale Chem) Ma

CALL FOR DETAILS AND FREE PRICE LIST

The Tape Recording Co.
REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION
THE TAPE RECORDING CO. PROVIDES A COMPLETE CASSETTE DUPLICATION SERVICE
Utilising professional mastering machines and slave cassette decks

AM PEX

REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION

All recordings produced through exacting quality control
Anwork and sleeve design

Prompt service

USING AIWA AD F770 CASSETTE DECKS
FROM y," AND PCM F1 MASTERS

Ring is today for a price list or information (24 hour service,
THE TAPE RECORDING CO., 206 LEICESTER ROAD, GLEN HILLS,
LEICESTER LE2 9HH. TELEPHONE: LEICESTER 105331 775084

Custom wound blank cassettes
Shape MK10 and ICM -CO's

Inlay card and label printing
TEL 0222 190040

mom I MIMI
II%
BLANK CASSETTES

BACKYARD RECORDING
STUDIO LTD

456'/a
'/.

22.20

21.60

him-tech

E S Pc
ALL YOUR STUDIO NEEDS..

CALL

N

0525 55126

FOR A FREE CATALOGUE

Disc Mastering operation offering top
quality with over 20 years experience. Contact Brian
East, "Suncliffe ", 43 Sandgate Hill, Folkestone, Kent.

Let Saki expertise relap your tape
heads in London
Factory- approved laboratory and
training guarantees finish to original
performance specification
ALL MAKES RELAPPED

Faringdon, Oxon SN7 7EJ 0367 20262

26.00

-

WHY PAY LONDON RATES?

SAKI
Elm mmiR.

30
5.85
11.80

10

Order now for immediate delivery
Visa/Access accepted. Ring for
t" and 2" prices
4/5 Willowbrook, Crickhowell Rd,
102221 777839
St. Mellons, Cardiff

Professional

iip.14w

6.50
12.40
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READING 0734- 302600

Tape Marketing, 13 Elm Road
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CUSTOM LENGTH
MONO & DATA DUPLICATING
LABEL PRINTING - SHRINK WRAPPING

Tapetek, 44A Brighton Road, London N16 BEG
Tel: 01 -254 5203 or 0836 215900 (mobile)
Replacement Saki heads from:

8.00
14.25

1
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SPECTRUM SOUND
0303 38752
SPEEDY

R EVOX

SERVICE

Plus TEACITASCAM, FOSTEX, UHER, most Mixers,

FOR SALE

A

Amplifiers, Effects, Priority Bookings taken.
Collection /Delivery arranged.
personal service by experienced engineers.
34

EELA S300 inline console, 32 frame, 24 fitted, TT- jackfield,

Danbury Street, London N18JU
Telephone 01- 359 9342/3030

PPM's, nice wooden finish, excel. cond.
AMPEX MM -1100, 24 track, with autolocator, spare-parts,
manual etc., well maintained machine.
REVOX PR99 Mk
19/38 2 tr. NAB.
2 x Philips CCTV, monitors 119 ") video 40 cam.
JBL 4311 B studio monitors (pair).
STUDER A68 Amp.
QUAD 405 3 x Amp. Irackmountl.
NEUMANN 2x U87 mic. incl, elast. suspension.
SCHOEPS 8x Colette series cond. mic. /elast. suspension.
AKG 2x D12 mic. /SESCOM DI- boxes.
Micstands and miccables.
Aux Equipm.: Aphex etc. /Roland DD /sev. Graf. Eq. /Space

RAPER & WAYMAN

1

)

CASSETTE DUPLICATORS
SALES

SERVICE

MAINTENANCE

High speed cassette duplicators throughout the
United Kingdom and export.
GRAFF SONY TELEX WOLLENSAK

Sound Cassette Services Ltd.
P.O. Box 2, Chard, Somerset

0460 67237

Station.
AKG headphones + headphonesystem for 4x6 headphones.
DAF FA1400 truck, O.B. for audio and video use complete
with multicables/ drums /Splitterblocs /videolines/rackmounts/

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING

1

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

0923 772351.

heating -vent. system etc, etc
Please phone for offers or /and details

LONDON SERVICING FACILITIES

All Work carried Out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA and BASF chrome tape available

SPARES, SPARES, SPARES. SSL, Neve,
Dolby, Amek, Neumann etc. etc...Please call

HOLLAND 04764-1207

I

EDISON ROAD

STEVENAGE
(0435) 358915

TOTAL 24 -TRACK EQUIPMENT FROM
CENTRAL LONDON STUDIO. Neve, Trident,

affirm(/

Studer, Dolby, EMT, Lexicon, AMS, Fairchild,
£45,000 STG; Jackson Music, The Studios,
Rickmansworth, Hens, England WD3 2XD,
0923 772351 /0836 203557, TLX 262284 Ref 1728
G.

COMPUTERS?

Business or technical requirements and poblems,
call me - Dave Howarth - and discus it.
Advice 4 consultancy, analysis 4 design, programming, Umkey systems.

MODULES 'A' RANGE Trident, Neve

4 -band

1081. Tel: 0483 224102.

CLASSIFIEDS
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OTARI 505011 with stand and remote £895. Rebis
rack, PSU, 2 x parametrics, noise -grate,
comp /limiter, de -essor £395. Pair Rogers Studio
Ones £195. 051 -653 8273.

FOR SALE -TRADE
DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3 IAN. Telephone
01 -346

(X)

0033.

d

--

1

HIRE

SURPLUS to present requirements, EMT 140
(value), plate, inc. remote, sensible offers or
possibly interesting exchange? Tel: Hull (0482)

MULTITRACK

212780.

USED STUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE?
Advertise it now in STUDIO SOUND
CLASSIFIEDS for as little as £13.75 + VAT. For
more details contact Damien Dowling at STUDIO
SOUND. Tel: 01 -686 2599.

LOCKWOOD, TANNOY, etc., new and used
equipment always available and wanted.
Lockwood Audio Sales 01 -866 0671.
(X)

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
Erricks VCD, Brighouse 722121 (Bob)
(X)

STUDER A80 VU, 24 -track 2800 hours, all
accessories £14,000. Tel: 0923 720060.

AMPEX ATR 102

1/4

£3,950. 0923 7722351.

"

heads. 30/15/7.5 IPS.

NEUMANN

J.BL,
TANNOY
REVOX
TASCAM
QUAD
ROLAND

BEYER
UREI

TRIDENT

LEXICON
DRAWMER

WEIrlOreft,
GERMANY'S NO.
Offers you

773804.

APHEX
APPLIED MICROSYSTEMS
AUDIO KINETICS

Charlotte Street. WAKEFIELD. W. Yorke WFI
109241 371788. Export Enquiries welcome. Tebe:

10H

666849

SOS

A complete service for anyone needing
studio design and practical acoustic advice
CALL NICK RYAN ON 0732 459185

0277 215485

MAC
sound hire

s
Telephone
1

nationwide
061 -969 8311 for brochu1.

& 2 Attenburys Park, Park Road,

Altrincham, Cheshire, WA14 5QE.

LEXICON 200 digital reverb. Slightly marked but
electrically perfect. £3995 new, will sell for £2100
o.v.n.o. 01 -229 4665 (eve); 01 -960 8178 (day).

TRIDENT TRI-MIX CONSOLE 18/8/2 currently
installed in top notch 16 -track 2" studio going
24 -track inc. patch bay, patch leads, stand,
wooden speaker, bridge and all cables £4,500 plus
VAT. Tel: 01 -729 2666.

OBERHEIM XPANDER £1899. Matrix 12 £2890.
Matrix 6' £1099, Lexicon PCM 70 £1499. PCM60
£799. SPI2 & Turbo £2100. Prophet VS £1650. 2002

WORKING IN THE USA?

\r

t

e

I

Complete selection of pro audio equipment for hire.
Outboard Equip * Digital Recorders * Walkie Talkies
A/T Scharff Rentals. 1619 Broadway, New York.
Phone (212) 582- 7360/IMC(367)/MCI Mail 260 -0455

-

STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND. CONSULTANTS

2040.

DEBUTPARK LTD.

STUDIO FOR SALE
24 TRACK STUDIO

-

Good sound, cheap rent,
close to central London with room for a second
studio or pre-production suite. Tel: 01 -253 8091 for
details.

"THE STUDIOBUILDERS"

-

- ACOUSTIC, ARCHITECTURAL d INTERIOR DESIGN
ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC & MECHANICAL INSTALLATION

A GUARANTEED PRICE, SPECIFICATION

&

TEL: 01 -341 7955 TELEX: 848030

CLASSIFIEDS
Studio Sound, February 1987
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.
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"THE BEST THAT MONEY CAN RENT"

NEVE 80 SERIES CONSOLE
28/8/24
immaculately maintained (52 remix channels)
£22,000. Neve 24/8/24 (10 cue-sends, 68 remix
channels) £10,000. Package price for both desks
£30,000. Pair Neve 22, 54 comp /limiters £950. Tel:

FOR SALE -PRIVATE

92

DIGITAL RECORDERS

AKG C 12A valve mics. Pair, with dual pattern box,
shockproof coincident stereo mount, cables. Good
working order. Offers to Box No 945.

01 -521

NEVE CONSOLE 24/4/24 Inline with 1066 EQ,
£20,000. Ampex MM1100 24 -track £9,000. Please
call for more information. Tel: Sweden 303 -10990.

-

-

22 ELECTRO voice RE20 microphones with
booster, pre amps, Phantom powered, as new £375
each. Tel: 021 -356 4246.

£1599. Korg D551 £1890. DW8000 £788. DDD1
£699. Roland JX10 £1790. Studio Sale. Tel. No:
01 -388 4591; all brand new.

NAB CARTRIDGE MACHINES
Record /Replay and
Replay only
New and used

RENTAL COMPANY

1

complete selection of pro audio equipment for hire

OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT

B.E.L.

YAMAHA
AMPEX
AKG

a

SONYDIGITAL editing suite
Fully equipped
including DAQ -1000 CD
Subcode editor and DTA -2000
tape analyser
For further details please contact Peter Wolff or Stephan
Behrens at
AUDIORENT, Kurfuerstenwall 11, D -4350 Recklinghausen 1
Phone: 2361 -59494. Telex: 829772 wolff d

SOUNDCRAFT
STUDIOMASTER

18 -42

Tel

COMING TO WEST GERMANY?
ACCIDENT DAMAGED Tascam 85 -16B sixteen
track machine for sale. Transport unserviceable,
heads and electronics (including 16 channel dbx)
in good condition. Best offer secures. Bristol

SOUNDTRACS desk CM4400, 32 inputs £11,000.
AK6 BX20 reverb w /remote £800. Master room
reverb £250. Tel: 960/1088.

Studiowists

SENNHEISER
SHURE

REVOX 1177, brand new, still in box, only one
month old and with 12 months warranty, £975 (no
VAT). Also Teac ZA mixer £190. Tel: (0942)
54334/864188.

-

COMPLETION DATE

BUNDY

G

PROPERTY FOR SALE

SITUATIONS VACANT

BEAUTIFUL detached split -level villa on the
Guidamina golf course (San Pedro) Marbella.
I
Accommodation: 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms
en-suite. Large L shape lounge, well- equipped
kitchen, utility room, spiral stairs leading to a
billiard room, doors leading on to a patio, bar,
beautiful pool and gardens, also garage attached.
Very good decor order with marble floors
throughout. Completely fully furnished with
Spanish Antique -style furniture. Box No. 947.
Price
£150,000 o.n.o.

-

-

i

STUDIO FOR RENT
STUDIO FOR RENT. Ready to occupy. Audio
post production suite 470 sq. ft., control room, v.o.
booth, machine room and lobby. Rental at £9 per
sq. ft. p.a. Islington Green. Tel: Doug Gleave 01-354

2082.

FOR DETAILS
OF HOW TO

ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SUCCESSFUL
SECTION
SOUND DUBBING MIXER
PLEASE
We require dubbing mixer to
operate our new 24 -track sound
CONTACT
studio with Q-Iock, applicants
should have background
television and
familiar with
DAMIAN
current developments
Audio
Technology. Salary negotiable. A
DOWLING
full c.v. will
required.
PLEASE PHONE 01 -439 9319
01 -686 2599
====
----------ENGINEER /PRODUCER FOR
16 TRACK MOBILE

Working from a Yorkshire base, we specialise in location
recording using our flight -cased 16 track setup. We have now
reached the limit of our existing engineer's available time and
are looking for someone who can combine the essential
technical experience with an ability to generate business and
deal with customers. Applications to Box No 946.

a

in

a

be

SITUATIONS WANTED
GOLDEN EARS FOR HIRE. Sound Engineer
27, live and 24T experience, ability to produce hit
songs, own digital effects, English, French,
German spoken. Tel: 958 9982 now.

STUDIO :

I
I
I

SOUND
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

in

be

PAUL MILLER POST- PRODUCTION

: :11lgl017_1MOVIIRIMi4010:111:11»:1M1D

Please use this coupon for all your sales and wants.
Rates: 55p per word. Min £13.75. Box Nos. £3.50 extra

I12
r

I
I
I
I
I

I

N
I

I
I

insertions under
To: STUDIO SOUND, please publish the above advertisement for
Cheque /P.O. to be made payable to LINK
the heading
HOUSE PUBLICATIONS LTD, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include remittance to cover name and address
and /or tel. no.
Name
Address

ki.... _ _______________________________

I
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I
I
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I
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Professional Audio & Audio for Video Equipment
Phone and ask for our latest list - more bargains are coming in daily!

NEW HIGH-TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT
We don't know who knows this out there but we are officially appointed Soundtracs dealers
and as such carry the MR series in stock. First class modular consoles. Soundtrac MR Series
24:8:16. Brochures sent on request. £4,995.
Amazing Alesis Microverb should be in stock roundabout now. 16 bit linear processing only
5'/2" wide. Stick three together like jumbo Stickle bricks, and they rackmount. Price each £216.
Special three deal + rack kit £599.
Tascam Porta -Two now available in the New Year give -away sale. Porta -Two + Teac 'Wet'
Cassette + Azden dynamic mic + Drop -in foot switch all for £599 inc. VAT.
24 -track sequencer package, comprising: ATARI 1040 ST, monochrome monitor, mouse, word
processing & language software plus STEINBERG RESEARCH Pro 24 software. All ready -to-run
for the amazing price of £975!
The whole system is absolutely remarkable and can only be appreciated from a demonstration.
Be warned - You will be impressed!
The best drum machine ever to come out of Japan is now on demonstration in our Stockport
Showroom. The KORG DDD -1. It does everything as well as sampling, tuning. midi, etc., etc., Price
£599.
If you've been looking for ways in which to generate many differend FM synth sounds then look
no further. The Yamaha FB -01 FM sound generator is implemented with midi mode -4 (omni off
mono) which means that it is possible to have 8 different sounds on any 8 midi channels

-

simultaneously, Fairly complicated to operate but well worth the effort. Price £242.
By the time this advert is published, we should have taken delivery of the new Roland DEP5,
their attempt at cornering the digital multi -fx market. Features include 16 bit digital reverb, digital
delay, chorus and parametric EC)
all programmable. "Very nice" you might say, but what about
the SPX -90
it does ten times as many effects. "Ah yes, but not at the same time!" All in sumptuous

-

-

stereo. £587

'87 SPECIALS
STUDER A80 2 inch 16TK with Dolby M16
Phone London office for details
3M's M79 24 TK with applied microsystems CM -50
£9,950
OTARI MX -5050 XHD four track - nice condition
£1,200
OTARI MX -50508 Mkll V<" 2 TK - well looked after
£895
TASCAM 80 -8 brand new heads - guaranteed
£1,250
TASCAM 440B Pro 4 TK - ex- exhibition, full guarantee
£1,595
REVOX B77 Mkll S/H mint
£550
STUDER A80 1" 8TK 3,500 hours, one owner, immaculate
£4,000
NAGRA Ill with XTAL lock - mint ...
offers
TEAC 32 -2B with brand new heads
£495
UHER 4200 c/w leather case - mint
£450
TASCAM 388 2 months old with custom flight case, as new
£1,795
AHB System 8 168 perfect, inc. PSU
£950
FOSTEX M80 less than year old
£1,295
RSD STUDIOMASTER 16:16:2 c/w PSU. mint
£1,150
AHB Syncon A 28:24 c/w producers desk and patchbay
£5,000
TWEED 24:16 PPM's, P + G's, cost 26K new
otters around £8,000
DOLBY 360 (Pair) S/H
£795
BEL BC -38 channel, N.R.
...
£295
MXR 2 x 15 band ED, as new, lust reduced
£250
FOSTEX E2 1/4" stereo + centre track 15"
.., ...
special price £1,995
FOSTEX E22 1/4" stereo + centre track 30"
special price £2,250
SOUNDCRAFT Series 16:8:2 inc. 8 channels, parametric, P +G's + PPM's
£895
TEAC 80.8 with DX -8Ibx, immaculate
..
£1.495
TASCAM 38 new, shop -soiled
..
£1,595
TEAC 35 -2 very nice 2TK
£795
..
QUAD 405 S/H
£175
QUAD 303 S/H
£95
BEYER M201 3 available, all mint
each £90
NEUMANN U87i, mint, with w /shield
...
£550
SONY TC 7562 1/4 TK 71/4/15ips, good condition
£295
TAPCO Reverb
£50
FURMAN Reverb
£50
1

.

.
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New Year Special
Deals
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from both our
premises:
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NEWS FLASH
NEW APPOINTMENTS:
Sole UK
Distribution rights have
been given to
Audio Services from Allen
& Heath
Brenell for their recording
consoles
including System
8, CMC and the
new SIGMA series
of mixers.
UK mixer manufactures
Platinum
have appointed Audio
Services as
sole UK Distributors
for their level IV
series consoles and
all subsequent

.

PLATINUM LEVEL
IV 24:8:24 £3,400
PLATIMUM LEVEL
IV 32:8:32£4,200

PUBLIC NOTICE
anybody out there has any decent demo's done on one of the popular tape formats we will be
interested in using them in our showrooms. There will be no financial rewards. but then again,
you never know who will hear them do you? So if you feel like lending us your hard laboured
work, please contact Tim Eastwood at our Stockport Office.
Tapes must be original multi -track masters.
If

-

Loads more equipment in stock
we have gear coming in all the time.
Please note: the prices above do not include VAT
STUDIO HOUSE
LONDON
All major credit cards accepted.
High Lane Village

Stockport SK6 8AA
Tel: 06632 4244. Telex: 665721

4

Wellington Road,
St. John's Wood,

London NW8 Tel: 01 -586 3167

Normal opening hours are 9.30 am to 6.00 pm Monday to Friday: 10.00 am to 2.00 Saturdays.
If you intend to call at either of our premises we recommend you make an appointment first.
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Studio Sound is available without charge to qualified readers: these are directors, managers, executive and key personnel actively engaged in sound recording in any part of the world. The Publisher reserves the
ight to refuse applications considered inappropriate and restrict the number of free copies sent to any one company or organisation. Non -qualifying readers can buy Studio Sound at an annual subscription of
'18.00. All enquiries to: Subscription Department, Link House Magazines, 120 -126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP. Published by the proprietors Link House Magazines Limited,
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The New
Business.:
Machine

Running a business efficiently and proftably is
a difficult enough job. Any new tool that will
help to achieve profit and encourage new
business has to be a good investment. The
new STUDER A820 Multi -track is your New
Business Machine. Working economies derive
from benefits like:
Integral Noise Reduction
Installation costs are reduced. The A820 is the
first multi -track to incorporate Dolby A/SR or
Telecom NR processors.

Automated Alignment
Eliminates time wasted lining up between
sessions by on -board storage of all alignment
data including NR levels.
New Amorphous Metal Heads
Dramatic reduction in head wear coup ed
with a higher output to give better S/N ratio.

Removable meter bridge
Efficient use of serial communication means
that the complete metering package and
channel selection can be relocated within
easy reach of the engineer,

The new STUDER A820
Multitrack offers:
Spooling speeds up to 15m /sec.
Full serial communication EBU /SMPTE bus
compatible; 3 speeds 7.5, 15 and 30 ips
including Dolby HX PRO; Compact size; Low
power consumption -No fans; High resolution
bar graph metering with expandable scale for
alignment.
If you want to take advantage of the New
Business Machine contact your local STUDER
representative for the full story.

TUDER

PCB Compatibility
The audio electronics of the A820 Multitrack
use the well established PC Boards of the

L1LJH'

A810, A812, A820 family.

CH-8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01) 840 29 60

JI

-

Sales Office: Australia. North Sydney 4064700. Austria. Vienna 47 33 09/47 34 65 Belgium, Bruxelles (02) 7352193 Canada. Toronto (416) 423 2831. Denmark, Gentoite 451652340. Finland, Helsinki 80/742133.
France, Pans (1) 533 58 58, Germany. Loffingen 07654,1021. Great Britain. Hertfordshire 01-953 0091. Hong Kong 5.441.310/5.412.050. Italy, Milano (02) 7394751. Japan, Tokyo 03.320.1101. Netherlands, Gennep 08851. 1956.
Norway. Oslo (02) 356110. Singapore, 2507222,3. Spain. Madrid 2317840 Sweden, Solna 08/7340750. USA. Nashville (615) 254.5651. Worldwide: Studer International AG, Regensdorf, Switzerland. (01) 840 2960.

